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Undersell all eompetitors in Un-
derwear. Imported Balbriggan,
250 s. A GARMENT!
It pay yo4 to see Our line be.
for buying. We buy this line di-
, ret from tit* importer.
etree & CO
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New Deering Binder.
The accompanyin
ings, and ithe sen-=4
day and man can
with ca.•
),‘
cut represents the New Deering Binder, with Ball Bear-
turn in :lie implement trade. Their mower i built the same
pull it in go(Al grass. Two horses pull the binder all day
41
The Mogul Wagon
The Mogul Wa on is "king of the road '' It is our pride and we keep it
abreast i f the times. All the latest improvements. TiilleS are a little close, but
we are selling more a I them than ever.
E Buggies and Carriages.
• fWries 
vcarriin xv et., h bek 50 complete joh4, bought at panic prices from test
actoe e you th,. benefit of our low purchase. Call and look
E through. our ess and Saddlery departmsnt has been contpletely over-hauled. New good rind new pt ices in keering with ti e times.
syracVuiscetors BICYCLES' Victors, StearnsSyracuse!
We handle i the six leading makes of wh«.'s last year to find whichwere
the hest. These three caught the trade and caught us, and will catch you ifyou
e see them. Call and see our, wheel display.
Repairing done on short notice! Full Line of Sundries!
Majestic Ranges!
Wouldlyou buy one if we guaranke you will save
enough fuel in a year's time by its Use to pay for it?
We' I do it!
Nothing Ow in Ili,- line can stand turainst it. Buy
one and you will soon forget what repairs mean. Cure
your dyspepsial too.
ic Washburn & Moen's Barbed Wire; Avery, Heilman and Blount
Plows; Janesville Disc Cultivators and Harrows; Tip Top Corn
r Planters; Ke
ystone Harrows; Armour, Homestead, Horseshoe &
Natural Fertilizers; Sash, Doors, Blinds and Lumber.
Firtat-Clas Plumbing Done on Short Notice!
7'0 I1ES& 31O.
'Mrs. Mary Starling BE DISCONTINUED HE IS IN JAIL McFHERSON AND FAXON
Payne Dead. Tile rata Mall Beta Pen Nrsh- I
I
Ville dnd Chicago Stopped. I
GENERAL REGRET FELT.
She Was a Cultured, Intelligent
and Lovable Lady.
Mrs. Mary Starling Payne. of this
city, died Thursday at e :15 geelock, of
cancer of the etomach, after a long
period of suffering, at the age of silty-
four years.
She was the daughter of the late Col.
Samuel M. Starling. who Was a gallant
soldier in the .Federal army during the
Civil War, and held the rank of Major
of the First Battalion in the Eighth
Kent gleky Cavalry, and afterwards
Cu] .1 of the State Guard. Cu!. Star-
ling was a man of eoneiderable ability,
and was a well-informeel and cultivated
man, and was a forceful and clear
writer. Ile was a man of strong convic-
tions and held to them with great
teine-ity. Her mother %%16 Elizabeth
Lewis, a daughter of Gabriel Lewis anti
Mary Bibb.
She wax married it' any fifty years
ago to William R. Payne (in his death-
bed. and she never married again, but
remained true to the see y of the
leer departed one. She e as a very cut-
tivetell lady, piesessing rare lie yary
.sequirements awl vvela' inform:itenu.
was a laity of marked tel jilt ty. and
.vas a very theme eutertai ttttt g in.
arresting vonversatiemalisit, and a pun
tent, ineisive and tweeted writ Y. 11 •1
admirable traits I)( charactur, hie (Inert
.0rtIS and grai•eful manner, and her lilt
die t .1 Mays ILL:11.• her a faveiritie wite
.11 who • ante in t MILD t with her. Sin
% at o noted for her pi a) t ( oninate
aml eat, tat jut;gmeht. She ve:••
rne in all the liee, end De
eta wonme veth saell
!lid heed& trails of charaf ter is an ir
-eperable I. ass ta, flit' is 0/4'a at I:164 City
%0111.1j, LED trl rely eepiered 13
hose who knew her lest.
WHEN NATURE
Nee-de assistance it may be Lest to ten
ler it promptly, but one should remem
..r to use even the most perfect nine
We only vg hen needed. The best unit
most simple and gentle remedy is tha
eyrup of Fige, maeufactured by tie
!ailiforilia Fig Syrup Company.
Why it as liOns.
Several days ago the NEW ERA tole
that Col. Fenton SilliS had declined te
ippoitit to the Master Co :ssionership
if Calloway, D. L. Reddeu, who hao
'resented an order, signed by Judge.
fames Breathitt. The Cadiz Telephone
•xplains why this was Came.
In the tir-t p!ace. Judge Breathitt has
'ever fileel his commis:Wm in that venire
rid is not judicially known as thi
Judge of that Court, and conlei not,
-herefore, make an order binding in any
-toe' ntatii he had (lone that thing.
2eL He haeletever requested Col. Sims
at made- the appointment.
3)1 There wet no vacancy in the office-
if Cianinissi ltimer,
4th. No order of removal had ever
Well made.
5th. The Clerk, aleo a ver level- headee
11Delilled tea enter the order presen-
iel, unless ionli•reel by the Court.
felt. An order made. by the Judge is in
0.1s1011, allei tile ri.guler .1 edge lest pre-
iiding, lie t selhl 1111Ye 110 VolitrOl over
the orders of the preetien  11111g1., 111111
any bond so taken would taut bind sure
•ieet, and would leave the public interest
inproteeted.
Why suffer with Coughs, Colds and
.aGrippe when Laxative Brent('
4uinine will cure you in one day. Doe)
lot produce the ringing in the hew,
ike Sulphate of eluitrine. Put up te
athlete convenient for takmg. Gnaran
eeei to care, or tummy refueded.
'5 Centel. For sale by L. L. Elgin, Hop
einsville, Ky. d2m
Just Looking On.
Judge Landes, whose sitting in the
rodd mayoralty elect• mei. was rout.,
illelit4.11 upon because. of the alleged pos-
sible bearing the decision may have on
.16 own case, said yesterday afte•rnoon
that he was hearing the :tegument in
the ease, but had no idea of taking part
in the decision if it turned upon the
enistitutimial question instead of beieg
question of the construction of thi
Louisville charter. Judge Landes tee
Mealy considers that if a eonstitutionat
meet on is involved the tame may hayi•
lwairing upon his own tenure of office,
tint that if only a question of charter
•onstruetion is involved there could be
Ito impropriety in his sitting in tie.
trial.
40.
ROYAL Baking Powder.
Highest of all in leavening
strength-u. S. Ouverame•iiT Report
ilom II Pereonals,
Howell, Ky., May 4.-4euite a bevy of
,wiety roseebuds front Pembroke viz:
Hisses Annie Hord, Mary, Sallie anal
Annie Garnett, Alum Mid Ruth Payne,
arcompunied by Mr. Jas. linuishaw,
visited Miss Nettie Hord ami Mrs. Jas.
13. Wood, at the hospitable home ef the
latter during the past week. The visit
was etijoyed by more than the parties
visited and will be returned by a num•
ber of young gentlemen of this vicinity.
Miss Carrie. King, of Church Hill,
Was the vary pleasant guest of Miss
Emma Gregory last Saturday lend Sun-
day.
The young men of Bell gave a very
pleats:int dance in the Grange Hull last
Friday
ies Cecil Holloway, from near Hop-
esville, is visiting Mien Nellie Fox.
Mrs. J. D. Coleman, of Herndon, was
ppieg in Howell dem morning.
. W. W. Radford and Mites Mary
Man a have )(olio to 0/11WS011 to MDe1111
leaveral •eeks,
Miss M E. Fox is visiting rehitives
mit Lufuyet this week.
Mrs. J. S teuarlea and children, of
Clarksville visited Mrs. F. E. WIleen
last week.
.ekes'. Arnica Nave.
The It t Salve in the world for Cute,
Bruegive, tree, U here, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sort*, Teeter, Chapped Halide
Chilblain's', Corea met till Skin Erute
Deno, awl punitively run's Pile's, or no
pity required. It is guaranteeel to give
pereet sat iefacisin isr nemey ref united.
Prete. 21; 4.4.1115 per box. For Sale by
Hardwiek Hopkininelle KT.
MINISTER WILLIS BETTER.
Isitetetet. To slew tett J
San Frit feign), M ay 2. -Min astir
Ye' ililie 6 better teolay and expesee to
leave San Fratteigeou for bouieville next
week.
Next Sunday the "Chicago and Nash-
ville Limited" will Ito discontinued.
Thieisa one of the beet train merely*.
ever ofrered by the great lines eonneet•
ing the South and Northwest. For six
montits this "Limited" haeleeen enjoyed
by the people who travel between these)
two ste tions, as it afforded excellent ac-
emainmelations and a splendid schedule
This train was operated from Nashville
to Er:al/with) by the Louisville and
Nashville, from Evansville by the
EVIDIS% and Terra Haute. flow Ternt
Haute by the. Chicago er Emeterit Illi-
nois. Li substitution for the "Limited,'
the Louisville. le Nashville will replace
the Chicago sleeper on the St. Louis
train's Mai leaves Nashville at 7 :35
o'clock p. tn. The 'deeper will be turned
over to connecting ling* antt make near-
ly the slime time into Cities:go. The
discontinuance Of the -Limited" is at-
tritieteil to the fact that winter travel
is now over, and that business will not
justify its operetion. The -Limited"
wits put on espeletelly for Florida and
winter tourists triett, and its record was
a tine one,
I ha Ideal I* 
Jaime L. Francis, Alderniati,Chieago,
says: eI regard Dr. King's Na',', leiecetv•
ere. as an ideal Panacea for eoughsecolds
and lung c plaints, having ueed it in
my family for the lust tIve years, to the
exclusii.n of physician's pre-ascriptions or
other preparations."
Rev. Jelin Barges, Kisikiik Iowa.
writes; ••1 have been a minister of the
Melliouist Episcopal Church for ell yeare
 e. mid have weer emit(' amyl !ling
so Len, Weal, tar thet gave me such
speesiy relief its Dr. King's New Dee ev-
ery." Try this ideel lemell remedy
new. Trial teethe free. at R. C. lint it -
%% m.'k'ra (rug • e ir, •
-
rirvy rpri T.
?For.McGoodwin Will
ilot Be Wed.
lIE MIKES A S A EMENT.
Claims the Attempt to islodge
Him Is Unfair.
Prof. 1'. S. Me' 'all will have consider-
able dieirulty, it appears, to secure the
Owensl on) Feniale College.
The referenee 'mule in the MesSelicter,
-mei given in substanee in tile NEW ERA
'MS (-meted teeth. feeling on the part of
;hose interested, ;yid with those Mime-
°mewed with the) college a
feeling not of th • phew:int *t.
Prof. Goodwin states, according to
the Messenger, that. if a movemeet had
been Waxed on foot by which Prof. '1'
McCall was to get t matt (il ef the M-
e-auntie, he had nett been consulted.
and the first iet aviation he had of tie
'novelle lit was through the volumes of
the paper. Prof. Goodevin also state',
that Ili. lime no intent'  or relinquiell.
ilig his le:we:that the segued is in u flour-
ishing a emtlitietti and the prospect,: for
tIi e future bright and ellelouraging. lis
!lax exiiiided much labor and expense
iii building up the. metier,. 1111.1 1RAV jlist
as he is beginning to realize some of the
fruits of his tuber, 1144 thinks it unfair
treatment to try and displaie leer
Prof. Goodwin hands in a card or
the suleect :
Editor Messenger:
Please pernitt Ille to State that  
of the h' tie's 1111111ed ill yoiur article in
reference ter the college have. thus far
ennstilted nee and that I shall SaVe.
thelli the trinil.ie by publicly antiounc-
ing Diet I have. limiest the eollege for
two more years and shall eontinue. that
echoed. My !stock is not for sale, 110Y D.
the lease.
The entire ennelment ef different pu-
pibe hue reached one hundred and tea
during this year. The number et board-
ing pupils enrolled lets been thirteen.
and I have every remeon to think that
the boarding pupils will till every room
next session. Very truly.
A. C. Goodwin.
1)01,4 let patois, persuade you to take
anything else. instead (of Sill muaua aaas Liver
ltegulatien. Some merchants will try
t4) do this. but wit for your good. They
do it to make a little more lira Mt on
something w ia of all inferior (plat
itet, though you must puy just as inueli
for the liad as for the goes'. Be sure te
Cake Sininems Liver Regulatiee a in
nothing else. Look for the RI (1 an
every package.
•••••••111.
ACCIDENTALLY KILLED.
IseeciAt, TO NEW ERA]
Wet Liberty, Ky., May 2.-A dis-
tressing :writhe-A which resultiel fatally
trammeled near this city this lllll ruing.
Early in the day Messrs. George Hel-
ton and ()sear Pelfry, well-known ainel
influential citizens, went hunting.
%lel.. climbing a fa'llel! Mr. Helton's
gun wart aecidentally diechargeel and
Mr. Pelfry's body received the. conk-eine
Several persons who witnessed the we
4.ident ran to the unfortunate man's aid
and he Was earried into, tin. city. Al!
possible medical aiteistatiee was romolereol
hint but he died in a short time.. Mr.
Helton is in no way to blame for the
killirg.
Rheims ism Canes in a 01),
"Mystic. Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radieally cure* itt 1 to 3 (lays.
Its al eon mein the system is rienarkable
and telysterems. It removes at once the
eatno• and the olisolose itionostiately dee
appeals. '1'114. first iliteegreatio lemefits ;
75 retits• Scold by E. C. Hardwick Drug.
gist llopkinevillei.
PItt tleiNG THE SESSION.
ho te the • .w Ett %.1
Washington, /1I ay 2,-- '1114. talk taraiamiaul
the t7upitol now Is t hut the Semite ve all
preeing the session until after the meet
ing of the St. letnie eonventien, til
thew()) it is admittes1 011 1111 sides that
then* is 110 legislation to keep Conertes
Imre after the latter part of May, as the
Sweet. cute if Its., deeires, despotic of the
eppt•opriution bills within the next tee
wiekm.
• esis•---e
euffer with eougha, colds awl
la Vtimy ia'-ui Laxative Brome Quinine
w all cure you in mei day. lee* not
peodme. that ringing in tile head like
Sulphate et 1411111Mo. Pitt up ill talk
lets coliVeniolit for taking. Cultranteod
to vire, ear money ritatteled. Price 25
cent*, kNir sale by le K. Wyly, Hop.
kjsviliu, Ky, meh4,2ta
The Kansas it!
Editor.
I 1111 WI re Easily Eltrted from-)
tees Saturday.
el
I I ' The election of two truetees ef the1
Hopkinsville Public Stilts& to fill the
places in the board eaumel lly the expin
ntion of the terms of .1. E. McPherew
and Ira L. Smith, resulted as follows
he Says That He Will Discon-
tirue the Paper.
Maily llopkinsville (inlet's have 10,441
11111411. victims of the conteniptiele at-
ticks of the Katisas City 1a m . i
will is. general rejoicieg at the news re
the arrest of its eelitor on warrinte
charging him with criminal libel and
publishing an innnoral paper. The b.:-
low's name is II. L. Preston. He had
just forfeited a Lond of $2,4slo by failing
to appear in court to answer to the lat-
ter charge in another eu444.. Pampers
were also served on him in another libel
suit for PLUM, according to flue Four
Estate. Prestoe was found in St. Jo-
seph, Mo., hidden in a Lox-car in the
railroad yards. Ile neisted arrest, but
surrendered at the point of a revolver.
Preston has (.aused more disgust with
jiturnalism than any other man in
America. 116 paper lee been a terror
to thee lit people and a souree of delight
to evildoers. The reputatai)1 of no
main was safe in his paper, and the elte
famation ea W01111.11 Was the souree iii
its inspirattam. llis to-mst is a source -
of general congrut ulat ion, tied is a erode
tea the peopli• he diegraerd.
The Kansas Cety World Kaye of Pres-
ton's arrest and first night in jail:
•• if. I,. Preeton geempied a cell se ith
another premier, but did not sleep well
Ile eau! Cue the Kansa)) City eanday
Sun mould hut b publehed after the-
e as it hail beca his intentioa ti
itieceintintie It and b. 'put the public:owe
of a 41.'4 11;11s.Y iii KallaaS C;ty. :DI,
hat it Mould be a lewitinutio enteritrise..
--It is expel tett that a number of libel
-vaits ill hi MA against Fresno!" it:.
few slays, asid that he will be vorro stoo
on s..N prat chargee of cri lll i l eel lied; his
only tiefelise iii such eases is to in or4
the truth of the assertions that have
leen unii ta. in the paper, and it Wilma
,4) he will be compelled tel rever.1 tie
names of the correspondents. The lam
eau then be invoked to punish the cor-
respondents in the same manlier that
the editor 4 of the paper is involed, and a
number of sensations in :ay con'', to
A "obeli WWI& r.
Karees Clover Root Tea mulles) the
blood and gives a clear and beantiful
oomplexion.-Sold by R. C. Hardwick
'15PECIAl. TO NEW amal,
New York, May I-London is in tem
The Shah of Persia, who has tete,
visiting in England for JODI.
tittle, W1114 assasesivateJ this monk:
jont as he was entering tete of the
departmetate (if the goverumeet. A great
-rowel was r -ssing about the Shah
at the time, :led SO far all effemte to (l6-
-over his assaiwin have proved futile.
rhe Prime Minister, Lord Salislury.
as in trouble, because he fears
that it may lend to irt -rnational
complicattams. As a matey ad u tans'
t Iv, British government is not tel blame.
yet Pen-iattas, on the. spur of the mo-
ment, may thilik go.
Copt. Swopaoy 1.1 N. A.,
San Devi, Cal., says; Shiloh's Ca.
talTil Rellielly is the first
have ever found that veoulit (Ie) tee any
igt.st." Lsoe.-For Kale by It. C
I I ardw
siima.u:s: MAN' tilioNV.
'smut at. To NEW Fit Al
OW4.1041/0111, Ky , May 2.-e :30 p. nu.
-An expert is now entrago it in piing
over the Looks of tax collector A. M. C.
Simmons.
It is already certain that the sheet:4e.
will umount tea more than $6,061 and
some think it may reach $10,610 or
Ono. What a rigid exatnination may re-
veal Call only be guessed at.
Nobody seems to know what has be.
e(1111.• Of the money and John Simmons,
the tax collector's son in whose lintels
the in •y- pawed, declines tit mako any
etatements.
ennzlit By the Chief
Chief of Police Fritz eaptureel 13ey
Bottles. (adored, Saturday afternoon.
Esialee is the fellow ve he robbed Jeigh
Wright, Saturday. grabbed a dol-
1:ar from the eountry man's linnet and
rail away. In the city court this morn-
ing his examining trial was and he.
was emit to jail, in default of a $161
bond, to await the action of the grand
jury..
A new theory in the treatment of
coughe, lung and breeched effections
hats been ailValleed IT the manufae.tur-
eng of Dr. Bell's Pine Ter Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All dealers
sell it on a positive guarantee. For sale
by It. C. k.
Tenth 'gr.) Killed.
\V hile rens:stile( arrest at Etarltmagtaaet
Saturday night Theodore Noel. (-teemed,
was shut by Night Poliveman ('el Mor-
gan and died shortly after. No4.1 was
was rugarthel as :demi the worst char-
asier in the county awl his death in this
manner had been expected for several
years. He hail been warned by the po-
liceman to go home some time before
sbooting, but faihel to (14) so, teed
ilium back It, the depot where the kill.
hug oecurriel,
l'oule)ed to tho Asylum.
Eol. Claybrook, of Owensboro, was
taken so the Westeno Asylum for the
111K1111a. yisterday afternoon, by Ireptity
Sheriff Lyman Pierce. He was ad-
judeed ineane sone. time age) and woulil
have IN•en at alit'' too the instat utiont
sooner, but his relatives insisted on
keeping loin until his vonolition is came
dangerous.
•••••••---...M11.0-as
Sliver Men Meet.
Silver nem from all over the SPel Ind
ilistriet met in Henderson Saturday for
this purptata. tat effecting tin organization
ineuris delegati4eim tea the
Lexeigton iseivention. Ala Exte.utive
teinittietie W10.1111110illted Il1111 Other Me
pet tans business I: mousiest
011.
Married.
iai the Christinn eliutch at Kelly, Sun
day twinging, Mr. Ityren Canister, a
liaises of lion Pelk Csoisler,of thiscity,
awl Mies Mildred were meeet,41,
Elder It I, Melton elliciatine.
A Fact Worthliasning
COMO% pt 1011, led triple., P lieu moi .1 ti
al141 till Theist and diseases ass'
runs' by Shiloli's Cure. -Sold by R. C.
klardwickt
McPherson 
Faxon 
Smith 
DeTreville 
254,
227
59
21
The newly elected trustees are gentle-
men of intellige nee and high moral
eharacter avid have the interests of the
airy at he-art.
Mr. Smith, the retiring trustee, made
a worthy record as a member of the
board. He made no effort, he tells the
NEM" ERA, to reeeleeted.
Mr. DeTreviVe meanest'. the New ER4
to state that he was not a.eandelate awl
while he appreciates the complimentary
votes east for him, his name was used
on the poll books without his knowleelge
or conseet.
'The Ills of Waimea
Constipationecauses more than half
the ills of woollen. Karl's Clover Root
Tea is a pleasata cure- for Constipation.
Sold by R C. liardwiek
FROM CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
Fat her of the (uiintiipIt'ts Horn
List flee k mit Ms) field.
The father of the quintiplete, born
feetr Mayfield a few (lay% a native
of Chrietiali comity. His wine. is Os-
ear B. Lyons, and he is well reniember-
eel by many of iinr
Ile is in reduced circumstances and
the "advent" will probably prove a
bliseeing to him.
When the newe of the birth of
the. flee children waei
maphel abroad, it was , general-
!>
t.4'
 eiscreelitesl, but the story 'a', as cote
tintitel, and hundreds of persons have-
•gont• to view tho' uncommon sight.
(hie Cincinnati man was anxious too
make a central with the parents of the
ehildren, agyeeing to give lend that he
would pay lieemo to he permitted tio ex-
hibit them throughout the country, pro-
vided the five toys live to has mime strong
enough to be moved from city tea city.
This offer was the.limel.
Several other similar prop eitions
tele.graphod the later''!. ('a at
It saves Li, ee E -cry Day.
Thonsauds of cams of Cousumptione
Asthma, 42aoughs. Colds and Croup are
cured every day by Shiloh's Cure.-Sold
by R. C. Hardwick,
GREEN OATS.
A Country Couple's
Narrow Escape.
F. A. Otes and His Eride
Were Neatly Asphyxietd.
One day last week the New ERA eOli-
tailied an weenie of the marriage of a
North Christian simple, whis eloped to
Evainsville. The young eouple hail a
tiarney escape from death on the nup-
tial night.
The princileils of the. elopement Were
Mr. F. A. Oats and Mies Annie Hite.
They were. aecompanted to Evanigville
by Mr. Willis Hopewell and Miss bia
Johnston. nu. wedding took place an
the parlor of the Randal, Hotel. After
the eeremony the young country folks
took in the. sights elf the city and them
retired to their respective rooms in the
hotel.
Some time. afterward, a boarder at the
hotel by the name of Argo, went to his
room, and Ms In' passed through the cor-
ridors he smelt gas very plainly. He
vaned the clerk and an investigation
was made, the trouble being finally lo-
cate(' in the room occupied lay the new-
ly married folks.
On retiring the groom had blown out
the gas, and had not Mr. Argo happen-
ed along about the time he did they
would most likely have been asphyxiat-
e 1,
rf et 11 Isdent
Would give us je•rfect health. Because
men and e-  are not !rifts thy wise,
they must take medicine-le to kie p them-
selves perfectly healthly. Pure, rich
bluest is the. basis of good health. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the one True Blowi Puri-
fier. It give* gond health because it
bumhlsupon the true foundution-pure
I load.
He oil's Pills ari• purely vegetable, per-
fie tie hare lee:, ale s reelable and
ber
Ail eielialige SIMI: up the -mound-
money i °renege as follows: •
1.11111.'S
Twisting
And turning,
Smarting
Ansi burning
And lying
A thou and anon.
Shifting
And changing,
Views rearranging
And then more lying,
.111011.
Caiia',-'aihi tag,
Deceiving,
Betraying,
Explainings that do not explain.
Proclaintime,
Declaiming,
Exelaiming,
Prete:it:Meg
.knit then wore
Anew
t I's I! ever Root T.*.
is a sure cure for Headaehe and
nervous aii.10:414. Nothing relieves so
Sold by It. C. Hartlwick.
-
_
.41.4 lAl. TO NEW ERA j
New Yerk, May 2.--A London cable
I/1%111 111111.111111411 thnt the. heir apparmit
iir valuillo to the flirt me cif Penne was
pntelainied $hah this Dawning and has
;Mealy atueuitied the leceptre.
lie errivisl in Ti.lienin hats. last night
frs out Talrix wit hi Isis f amity ,
Ii,' hiSII 1114-11 1.41/jinatitlig for lieVera I
weeks.
His name is Miirof•er•tel•slin.
was born March 2e, Pseat, anal lass four
mem und fifteen illitiltliterS.
All Itecantined
Ask vi Jur phydeinn, yinir druggist r liii
your trivialise about Shilolee Cure fgt.
Consumption.. They meil reeminniteid
--Sold b yl RC. Hardwick.
HE RAN AWAY.
Maxy Brame Got I
Very Mad.
GOSSIP OF THE GAME.
Some People Who Find Mar-
riage a Failure.
ALLIS BRAME, of Beinnettet ow n , Chris-
tian eounty, Ky., is in the city to-day,
sass the Clarksville Times, and, with
the help of the police, is looking for his
thirteen-years-old brother, Maxey, whe
ran away front home yesterday in a fit
of temper.
Mr. Brame said that his brother
Maxey had a quarrel with a younger
brother, their mother reproved the lads,
this made Maxey mad, awl he ran away
front home veining to Clarksville.
The boy is said to have on u gray
checked suit, a pair of brow:11114 and a
straw hat. At the hour of goiug to
proms he has not been found.
-o-
RA,;E: R•14. NoTEs.
Tie) newer local game of base- ball
of the prestesia season will be
played at Athletie Park next Wednes-
day! and Thursday between the Hop-
kinsville and Mallisonville teams.
-o-
Ma DAYS of John J. MeCloeikey
manager of the Louisville Bane Ball
Chili are numbered, and he will be re-
leased as MOOD as another man can be
eigaed to take his place'. The Iiirectore
hold the poor showing of the team to be
due almnst /solely to his bad manage-
ment. The management of the club
was yesterday offered by wire to John
Motitginnery NVard. The directors will
not sttate whether he has accepted et
note and President Stucky is ill and can-
not "be seen. They assert however that
MeClosky is to be removed, and that
the new manager will be given carte
Illauebe to buy men to strengthen the
teaat. It 6 reported that Cnets has
111.1.t1 offeTelSjailatielphia fear Turner
alo logikp has been notified
that  ted. Ward was
off teed $4, r the Heastm and also-
lute control.
-0-
THE MADISONVILLE team ilefelltk41 the
Nadiville Athletics yeetersiny afternoon
by a score of 15 to 2.
-o-
OWENSDORo a e,ue One deaf Dilate on ihe
team and is after another
-0-
THE -cRANKS" hereabouts claim that
the pennant of the Pennyrile League
lies between Hopkinsville and Owens-
hero, says the Orteneboro Inquirer.
-o-
te
ouipleted nex week.
••••41-00.-
hais been made
President of the Russellville team said
Tons Rhea will manage it. H McFar-
eateher ; Vanelerveree pitcher;
Fisher, pitcher ; Rees-jos. first lass'.'; A.
NleFarlaii, sessond base: Fuller. third
blue; Andrews, short stop: Buckley,
left field ; Black. right field ; Davis, cen-
ter field M. It. Perry, sub.
--o-
THE NASitylt.t.t. says: Al-
lan Fox, wile' %Vila 10 Hopkinsville
Wechiceday with a view to getting a
fraachise for Nashville in the Penny.
royal League, returned yesterday morn-
ing. Mr. Fox said to all -American"
reporter yesterday that he had not defi-
nitely derided yet whether Nashville
would go into the league, but thought
it very doubtful, mis the it.:441-11.., at its
meeting, refused to make any guarantee-
to visiting club:.
Mr. Fox will tnake an ,ffort to-day to
get some local admirers of the game in-
terestted in the team with him, and if
he siticceede. Nashville will be represent-
ed in the "Penni-rile "
The league Was organized at the meet-
ing Wednesday with Edward Gans, of
Oweitsboro, President, and J. B. Gal-
breath, of liopkineeille, Secretary.
Mesens. Gans and Fox were appointed
the committee on siehedule.
-0-
MARItImit: A FAILURE.
*VICK Al. r‘UtTs for divorce have been
filed for the next term of Circuit Court.
H. Gant prays for legal separation
train his wife, Martha: They were
married, he says, in 1579 and lived to-
gether for eleven years when Mrs. Gant
abandoned him, and since that time has
refused to live with him.
Aliee Ellis finds the connubial yoke
very heavy. Slits W AS married to Gee
Ellis in Tenneeses, four years ago, anti
come to this city. Mrs. Ellis elainis
that her husband treated her cruelly
and finally left her. He is now in
tlarksville and refuges to let her come
to him.
Ilennett Wyly stave that his wife,
Mend, has Iss•ri guilty of associating
With other 1111'11 100 freely.
DEPARTMENT RESIGNS.
'greet ti. ro NEW ERA.
ihi'inchester, Ky., May 2.-This city is
wiihout a fin. department. •
This morning all of the members, in.
eluding the driven: gif the engine and
Imie verb:, reeigued their pliwee.
Tieuble has been brewing fair some'
time relative to the election of a janitor.
The.firemen felt that they should have
some voice in the !natter and as this
was not permitted they resigned.
Di'. Price's Cream baking Powdet
Wend'. Fear Memel *Mal ami Diploma.
The annual rapt art of Later 0,111mi/t-
eenier I leveling, submitted to the New
N'Ork State Legielature, 'thews that
then. were. its the State on July I lee:),
la entail ef 927 lubor entente and aesette
blew, with it nimeberehip of tette:31, all
inexelete aof 11114 21,11:14
11101111m.y. ever tlic yier befert• Of these
orgateiretione, 112 reported an aaa're'aa,si-
iau•wages for the year. '70 a deerssiuse end
the remainder tit them no champ..
Eightecii unions reported au illerMele aum
working Meuse, :i aid ais. m alim•musp.
eel onetnizatSMS reporting, 182
:I i7 1.11. III ficti v eme plasy ment ittIt 1
40.
_
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
cisal !AMA 'Wirier/ Pas tea Prassmos.
GOOD NEWS.
. C. Takes the C. O.
S W June 1st;
MANY IMPROVEMENTS.
Hophinsville Will Be Greatly
Benefitted,
Official announcement has been made
that on June 1st, the Illinois Central
will take possession of the Chesapeake,
Ohio and Southwestern Railroad
As pointed out frequently 1,7 the Nits
Etta, this change will greatly bestene
BOOkberaili, and the positive informa-
tion that the deal has been oonsummated
is splendid DPW'S to Our people. At! As-
sociated Preto dispatch from Louisville
says:
The road will be operated as the Illi-
nois Ceetrel after June lit; the. equip-
ment will be of the Illinois Central
Company, the present equipment being
then sent to the shop to be repaired.
'During the past special runs have
been made to see what can be clone to
reduce the running time of passenger
traites The Memphis limited, with two
extra sleepers, has made the trip heel
Memphis to Louisville an boar andThrty
five minutest faster than the presseet
schedule.
"Receiver Boyle has heel: authorized
to pnrehase 7,00to tons of heavy steel rails
whi: h will be !aid at once. Plans for
the operation of traitis have not been
determined, but it as probable that the
New Orleans line will be via Paducah
and Memphis instead of Jackson The
time table of the road will be revised
and improved."
MISSIONARY MELTINC.
The Fitly-sixth meeting of the
Sixth CirrIP,30th and 314.
The fifty-eirth meeting of the sixth
circle of Bethel Association, will be held
with Lafayette Baptist Church, May
Il(ith and 31st, tette. Subjects:
I. Review of the World's; Missionary
Agencies ...1st American-W. H.
Vaughn, S. J. Lowry ;2nd British-
A. C. Dorris; 3rd On the Continent
of Europe. W. 0. Carver, J. D.
Clardy.
All the Church at Work ....W. E.
Warfield, Jr., J. A. Bennett.
Pastorial Ties, How Formed":
And How Broken"  Claude Brad-
sluiw, J. S. Cheek.
IV. Relate in of Christianity to Business
Life .... Ed. Bogard, C. E. Perry-
man, Winston Henry.
lay S,h11111 Maliel Meeting....
ord.
v.
Claus e
Howarti Stowe, Winston
Brigarti. Followed with 6
minute speeches.
VI. Sermon J A. Bennett
All friends of inimitions are respectful-
ly reemeeted to take part in this meet-
ing J. F. Geksert,
V. P.
•ra
Its %%urk Ended,
The State Hoard of Equalization has
concluded ire work so far as the passing
on (-minty iissessments is concerned. It
will require a week or ten days to make
up the big recapitulation sheets and cer-
tify the work to the Auditor and Prin-
ter, and the board will finally adjourn
on or abent May lo. The last 'counties
passed upon were McL nean. lads In-
ereased 2.0 per cent. and Iota'. increased
2$ per cent. ; Ohio, lauds int-reamed per
cent. and lots. no change; Metealf.lands
iucreased 10 p .r cent.. Iota, no change ;
lands increased 5 per cent . lots,
Ito change: Morgan, no changes.
•••••
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Awarded God *Will /didymium Far, did Pididdasd,
WITH CHECKS.
Madisonville Said to
Be Flooded.
VERY LITTLE CASH USEll
The Busins Interest of the
Town Involved.
The practice ot large eorporations
sumg checkm, itisteed of money to their
etnphryes has been earned on, it is be-
lieved to a greater extent in this city
than anyvvliere else, writes a Madison•
ville correspondent to the Evansville
courier. It began a few years ago
when the ReinetteCoalCompany began
giving their miners Intlf of their wages
ala check.s on their company store. This
worked set well- -fur the saore--that jut
a short time the. pereentage paid in
checks wits increased until only 10 per
rent, is now paid in cash.
The eompany store then, it is report-
ed. niade eontrticts with the section boas
of the I.. & N. Railroad to have the sec-
tion hands pill,' in cites ks. and after a
while essiontets W.Te Made With sever.
a! other large ronipanies to pay in
eles•ke. and the result as that the 1% bole
town is thio.1.•1 with these cheeks, and
it is dillIcult to cash them for half their
ince value. 'Iles laboring people of the
rity want to pay their mitts in 'heat)
checks became. they have no uienWy,
ited all article«, such as drugs, meat,
Istoke mei wipers., which (linnet be pee.
rimmed at the itompittly stem. have to ba
mot with Ow rheas at much lees then
titter face value, for inerrhante and
landlords have ft pay much higher
prices when they buy from the cotiiiminy
store with cheeks than when they pay
with cash. The evil has developesi into
a grinding monopoly, and if it is not
stopped 'slim will kill the badness MP T.
oat of the place.
-
--
sen.'sy Exesrolee Isles.
Th., ow valley railrivati will ash
l'ircuit (3ourt at New tia.tle Monday stations at one fare for the round trip.
Benton tit mind of her brew ball team. Sunday excursion tickets betwitin all
till men cipto n nel litel in Ohio Good retu
rning only on date of sale.
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Gov. Bradley'll triPlItrta is
Ittretition of the enmity the story that
he is to second the tioneituttieut of 
fbiet
Coley at St. Louts
The trot number of the Cattleaburg
Daily Democrat hot appeared. It la
 a
neatly printed and well-edited newspa-
per. We wish it all poesiele armee&
The gold standard Democrats of Ne-
braska held their convention yesterday,
but it did not compare in number or en-
thusiasm with the convention of the
silver Democrats held in the same State
a week ago.
Kentucky Democrats; would do wel
not to get in the way of the free silver
baud-wagon this year, as they will be
liable to get run over. If they can not
get into the wagon they had better take
eo the woods.
On one of the lofty hills in Logan
county, near Lewisburg. are to be plain-
seen corn rows which werecultirated
sixty years ago. They were made by a
pioneer who laid them off six feet apart
en he could cultivate the corn with his
yoke of oxen.
The scenes at the Republican State
Convsillon of Georgia Wednesday were
almostriotons. Col. Buck, the McKin-
ley lobier, made a deal with the Reed
tactile/1e allowing them one colored del-
egate. The other negroes bolted at this
and named Buck and three negroes as
delegates.
It seems that Culloin's whole stock in
trade was his resemblance to Lincoln,
and even that failed to capture the in-
structions of the Illinois Republicans.
They may have thought that one man
as ugly as Lincoln was as much as the
people could stand oftener than once
in a century.
It is said that a farmer in Minnesota,
who has been experimenting with the
X rays, thinks he has made a discovery
that will startle the world. By means
of what he calls the X rays he is enabled
to change in three hours time a cheap
piece of metal worth about thirteen
cents to $.153 worth of gold.
Colon Idekinley is strong enough to
secure the nomination on the first ballot
In the St. Louis convention he will not
get it at all, as the gang "has it in for
him." However, the prospects for his
getting it on the first ballot are good,—
making the proapects for the Democrats
to elect their man in November corre-
spoodingly good.
The events taking place in reference to
Cu . to th tbai saioesse of the
rents much to the gratification of
hi great majority of the people of this
country. (ten. Mace° has broken
through the Weyleriau strong lines. The
• Bermuda ?tails once more without ap-
parent opposition for Cuba shores, bear-
ing men, and arms alit seem to be more
needed than men. A Callan loan of $9,-
000,000 is reported to have. been placed
in New lurk, loan payable in gold ten
yews after the Spaniel troops have left
the island. And gosh) hate it that J.
Pierpont Morgan has taken the loan.
Meantime the Spanish forces are gain-
ing no victories. The proclamation of
Geu. Weyler, offering pardon for the
surrender of arms, brings no surrender.
—Ex.
The proepects are that by reason of
Reed's defeat for the Presidential nomhi
nation the country will again have to
stand him as Speaker, that is, if the
Fifty-fifth Congress happens, unfortu-
nately, to be Republican, which is more
than likely to be the case if the Repel,-
limns elect their Presidential ticket, am
it is exceedingly rarely that the party
electing the President fails to get a ms
jerity of the House chosen at the
same election. Reed is an extremely
ostly Speaker, as during his first term
he encouraged the introduction of so
many pension bills and bills for public
buildings not needed that the appropri-
ations of that Congress reach a billion
dollars, and it looks like the present
Congress will spend more than
that. Still it would be more unfortu-
nate to have Reed for President than it
is to have him occupying the Speaker's
chair.
Cifamberlain says that the imprison-
roeut or banishment of the. fifty-nine
Uhlanders recently convicted in the
South African Republic will be regard-
ed by the Btaish Government as an act
of hostility. It is pretty safe to say that
nothing will be done to them, now that
John Bull has spoken. This is one that-
that Americans are glee& that John Bull
has lots of backbone, as one of the any-
nine Uitlanders is an American citizen.
Oiore respect, is paid to the rights of a
Oritish cit.sen in Africa and, in fact, in
all eooeferiee than to thoaeof thecitizepe
—Maly other nation in the world, *-
cause that government takes more
trouble. to protect its snbeects than aoy
other. There was a time when to be a
citizen of Rome meant safety anywhere
in the world ;—this is now very near
the ease with a citizen of Great Britain,
and it el all became, that government
has more tine ships than any other
notion and not only knows how to use
them, but is not afraid to do so. If the
United States hail seoken, is it likely
that the African President would have
ttopped to listen? Well, not much!
In the May Forum Senator H. C.
Lodge has a timely article on our dtgy
ie to Cuba. Among other things he sahe :
e."This is a world of comparative pro-
revs, and freedom from Spain would
o be to Cuba a long step in advance on
the highroad of advancing civilization.
• The interests of humanity are the con-
hat-oiling reasons which demand the ben-
interposition of the United States
to bring to an end this savage war and
give to the island peace and indepen-
dence. No great nation can escape its
responsibilities. We freely charge Eng-
land with responsibility for the hideous
atioeities in Armenia. But it is the
merest cant to do this if we shirk our
own duty. We have a responsibility
with regard to Cuba. We cannot evade
It and, if we seek to do so, wiener or
later it% shall pay the penalty. But the
Aneerican people, whose sympathies are
stzongly with the Cubans fighting for
astir liberties, will no longer suffer this
teidifference toward them to contittne.
• !roue Administration declines to Meet
our national respousi be:it lee as they
should be met, there will be put in pow-1
Pr another Administration which will
ueither swede-et nor ?shun its plain duty
to the United States and to the canoe of
freedom and humanity.
It is precious little that Spain will 
ever
again get out of Ottlet—escept, 
prohably,
a good licking.
Spain riotous the right to treit
t her
own coloniete as she pleases with
out the
interference from outsiders. The 
laws
Of cietlisition, however, dial' h
er
 this
right,
ThArty throe ef the f
ifty wept'
..ouitittne of t'alifieritia progitilv gu
ld, Mut
"4triltilY Rfly !silver, 
yrt the people. of
rliht Siete are 'Molly in favo
r Of the
free towage of silver.
viitiultl with the bicycle vote,
tit his State had a law requiring 
rail-
roadie to carry bicycles as personal 
bag-
gage. The law was passed while 
Mc-
Kinley was Governor.
Its a shame 'that the Cuban 
Insur-
gents will not stand still and let 
Geu.
Weyler and his Spanish army 
whip
them, and we don't blame Weyle
r r
complaining of such treatment.
The Vice Presidency might as well
 be
abolished, as it peens to insult the 
aver-
age etatesninei to suggest that ht. sh
ould
offelr for it - until lifeo he. had been 
de-
Noted ter the l'ooltlettey OW1111101
00
°which tee get it,
_
Thu exterutiiietient of the gypsy 
moth
In Massachusetts would also 
extertue
nalle the rarge annual appropriatiou 
for
the work, therefore, it is safe to say 
thz t
the politicians are not anxious to 
see
the moth exterminated.
The value of Maryland•s farm 
lands
increased de,500,000 between 1880
 and
140, making a total of $175,068,550. In-
telligence in farming is the rul
e in
Maryland, and the evidence is 
ample
that the business there pays.
It is really amus zig to see ho
w the
fellows who at first laughed at the idea
of nominating McKinley are now tryi
ng
to lord the McKinley procession
—de-
claring him to be. almost more than hu-
man. "Nothing succeeds like success."
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat sa
ys
that "no Democrat now living will 
sur-
vive to see his party elect another Pre
s-
ident." This prediction shows that the
Globe-Democrat does nqt expect to 
see
the Republicans nominate McKi
nley
this year.
A speed of 16.279 knots, the figure
achieved by the new battle-ship Massa-
ehusetts, he equal to eighteen and three-
fourths land miles an hour, or nearly a
Mile every three minutes. It is a sun
erieingly good record for a huge float
ing
fort rem.
Reed's friends and admirers are very
much surprised at the poor showing he
bas niade in the Presidential race. H
e
had been thought by many to be 
the
moat popular man in his party. Reed is
too positive in his opinions and too free
in giving expression to them to be ve
ry
itopular.
' The laboring man who votes the Re-
publican ticket next November will, by
his vote, aid in the reduclirethie
Own wages. The protected ut-
ers must get baek in some way the tre-
mendous Bums m money that they are
.now spending in behalf ofthe man who
Its 
to be the Republican nominee.
It will simply be a waste of time for
Spain to attempt an adjustment of the
Cuban difficulty with promisee of re-
forms. The insurgents have their minds
fixed upon the idea of independence,and
they will not accept anything else, par-
ticularly when their prospects of nooses
are better now than they have ever bee
before.
- The Rep uucan press, batty at pres-
ent crying out that "the Democratic
party in the South is badly demoralized
and rapidly approaching disintegration.'
will discover the. error of this assertion
when the November returns shall have
come in. The Republicans will find the
Democratic party to be the tweet corpse
they ever tackled.
The consolidation of Brooklyn with
New York which is to take place as
soon as the necessai7 legal steps can be
completed is already aiding Brooklyn,
as it has already calmed a big boom in
real estate in that city. The Mayor of
Greater New York will govern more
people than the governor of any State
in the Union with the exception of New
York and Illinois, and possibly Ohio.
McKinley is the candidate of the pro-
tected manufacturers, and not of the
leaders of the Republican party—the real
leaders, for it is well known that they
are opposed to him, but many of them
fear to fight him because they are afraid
of the influence of the men who are fur-
nishing the campaign funds. And the
leaders oppose him because they regard
him as the weakest man they could
nominate, and this fact ought to en-
courage the Democrats, and cause them
to put aside all party quarrels and nom-
inate their best man.
"Keep out of literature as a profes-
sion," shrieks nine-tenths of the success-
ful writers of the day. Yet all authors
art. not paupers by long odds. Victor
Hugo,who, like Lord Tennyson, attained
the age of 83 years, had personal estate
in England to the amount of £92,126.
Dr. Charles Mackay's property was val-
ued at r2,6:30, and that of Eliza Cook at
£5,067. Matthew A.rnold'm estate
amounted to £1,041. Robert Browning,
of whose will A. Tennyson and F. T.
Palgrave were the attesting witnesses,
lefe personality in England of the value
£16,777.
As the estimates of the cost of the
Nicaragua Canal submitted by engineers
of high reputation vary from $80,000,000
to $150,000,000, the whole subject at
present amounts to nothing more than
an engineering problem with no solution
in sight. This is a • job in which the
government of the United States ought
not to take any stock, became, if the en-
terprise is feasible, if it will pay as
handsomely 115 its promoters claim it
would there would be no trouble in find-
ing a plenty of private capital to pay for
the work. If it will not pay there is
no reason why the government should
sink the people's money in it.
In the last census year the enormous
sum of $2,288,215,529.00 was paid out in
this country for wages and salaries, and
it is for the purpose of lessening this
sum and also for the purpose of getting
a tremendous slice of this vast sum for
themselves that the protected manufac-
turers are now contributing large sums
of money and doing all else they can to
make Wm. McKinley President, and
only by voting the Denox-ratie ticket at
the November election will the working
men of the; country be able to prevent
these" tariff Barons" from being success-
ful. The laboring men of this country
ought to have learned by this time what
a high tariff such as the recent McKin-
ley bill makes for them.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer one hundred dollars re-ward
for any case of catarrh that cannot be
cured 'by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY &CO.. Props.,
Toledo, 0.
We the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
Woe & Truax, wholesale druggists,
Toledo, 0.
Welding, Kinnan & Marvin, whole-
sale druggists, Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Core is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Price The per bottle. Sold by all drug-
gists. Testimonials free.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
knows enough
You get 55's oz. of "Battle Ax"
for 10 cents. You only get 3; oz.
of other brands of no better quality
for 10 cents. In other words, if you
buy "Battle Ax" you get 2 oz.
more of high grade tobacco for the
same money. Can you afford to
resist this fact? We say NO—
unless you have "Money to Burn."
House 
If McKinley should get to the White
o he would say to the p 
AN
manufacturers of the country who fur-
nished the money for his campaign:
"Gentlemen, just go over there to the
Senate and House of Representatives
and order exactly what you want in the
way of tariff legislation; tell them that
I know you and that I say for Them t
o
let you have whatever you want—even
if it be the passage of a currency bill of
any sort that you may desire. And fur
timer, gentlemen, if my Secretary of the
Treasury or any other Cabinet officer
should have the temerity to make a rul-
ing of any kind that happens to be con-
trary to your desires, just notify me and
I will remove the wretch at once. In
other words, gentlemen, the entire land
and the fullness thereof shall be yours
for the mere seeking." People who are
informed as to the well-known modesty
of these protected manufacturers can
easily gums as to how little they would
ask.
It is now claimed that McKinley is
within thirty-one votes of the nuijori-
ty necessary to nominate him at St.
Louis. The strength of the various can-
didates is: McKinley. 429; Reed, 100;
Morton, 66; Quay, 56; Allison, 41; Brad.
ley 16; Cullom, 12; doubtful, 50; total,
770. In the national convention four
years ago 909 delegates had seats and
455 votes were necessary to nominate.
At St. Louis next June it is probable
that four additional votes will be given
to the Territories of Arizona and r"
...O Ia, and one additionarholtWierhe
_
Indian Territory, which sent but a sin-
gle representative four years ago to
Minneapolis. The. total membership of
the convention will thus be increased to
918, and 440 votes will be required 
to
make a nomination. Maj. McKinley
has to-day the. support of 429 delegates
out of a total of 770 already elected.
One. hundred and forty-eight delegates
are yet to be chose', and of the. 770
elected fifty are. apparently committed
to no parthular candidate. It lee reason-
able to suppose that of the 196 delegates
uncommitted or not yet chosen Maj.
McMinley will get one-half, and there
are consequently few well-informed ob-
servers who now believe that the Ohio
candidate will enter the approaching
convention at St. Louis with less than
;25 to 550 votes behind him.
Being very anxious to secure the Re-
publican nomination for the Presidency,
and thinking that a reputation for econ-
omy would greatly aid him in that di-
rection, Mr. Reed announced when
elected to the Speakership last Decem-
ber that he was going to make a record
for economy, but he has failed to do so,
as the appropriations made at the pres-
ent session cover only eight months, and
already amount to six 'hundred million
dollars and may be greatly increased be-
fore Congress adjourns. Then it must
be borne in mind that the present Con-
gress will have another session extend-
ing from the second week in next De-
cember until the 4th of March, and that
as the Presidential election will then be
over the Republicans, no longer having
a reason for desiring to appear economi-
cal, will indulge ill all sorts of extrava-
gances, and the billlion-dollar Congress
will be far surpassed in regard to ap-
propriations. In view of the fact that
osoo,000,000 have already been appropn-
Med to cover eight months of the year,
several members of Congress predict
that when the present Congress dies on
the 4th of next March it will have ex-
pended more than a billion and a half
dollars, a very large part of which will
have been spent entirely unnecessarily.
When in 1890 Reed was reminded of the-
fact that the Fifty-First Congress would
be known as the billion-dollar
Congress, he very blandly replied
that this was a billion-dollar country.
At that time people little thought that
there would very soon be another Con-
gress that would equal that one in the
matter of appropriatione, but they will
learn to the contrary before the present
body of national law-makers shall heve
finally adjourned. So long as they can
get the offices the Republican members
of Congress care nothing for the finan-
cial welfare of the people who are so
thoughtless as to elect them.
A man's health is the rope by which
he. climbs to sweetie. If he can keep
his health, he will go on to success. Yet
his health is the very thing he neglects
more than anything else. It is easier to
keep health than it is to regain it. When
a man feels himself running down,
when he realizes a loss of vitality and
energy, he must call a halt. The strands
of his rope are parting rapidly. Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has
helped thousands of men in just this
condition. It makes health, it makes
pure, rich blood, it forces out impurities
and kills germs. It doesn't make any
difference what name you call your
trouble by—dyspepeia—kidney disease
—rheumatism—consumption—skin dis-
ease, the -Golden Medical Discovery"
will cure it absolutely. None of thew
diseases can retain hold on the body
when it is full of rich, pure blood.
Send 21 one-cent stamp; to cover met
of mailing only, and receive free a copy
of Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser. Ad-
dress, World's Dispentary Medical As-
sociation, Buffalo, N. Y.
Perfect Health.
Keep the system in perfect or-
ler by the occasional use of
Nu's Liver Pills. They reg-
ilate the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
For sick headache, malaria, bil
'ousness, constipation and kin-
dred diseases, an absolute cure
TUTT'S Liver PILLS
.e
ADDRESS
To Democrats of This
District.
AN IMPORTANT MATTER.
Some Interesting Facts Requir-
ing Deep Consideraticn.
To the Democrats ef the Second Con-
gressional district: For the first tune
in the history of the country, the Dem-
ocrutie party is called upon to decide
whether or not the • principlee of bi-
metallism, a tenent of the Denex-rutie
party as old me the party itself, shall
continue te be a part of the party law,
or wherher the modern or English sys-
tem of finance, known LW gold mon
o-
.
etallistu, based on a single standard,
shall take its place.
This is a grieve queation nnel Ken-
tucky Democrats must ittesione. their
part of the. reeqxnuebIlity in the in'-
curate settlement of this vital queetion.
The advocates of this modern doctrine
until quite reeently have. been (-mailed
to the Republican party, but lately
they have found enthuseudit. allies ill
our own ranks.
Lag year the Re.publiean party in
Limbs State, recruited by devierterse tunic
our ranks a sufficient number of single
gold standard Denuxouts, defeated our
State. ticket from top to bottom. Ell'
courage(' by this success gentlemen,
claiming to be Democrats, and at the.
same time adherents to the single gold
standard, have already announced their
purpose to commit the Democ-racy of
this State to their gold standard theo-
ries and to adqpt at the Lexington con-
vention June 3. a platform cemforsuing
to their views and to wend a delegation
to Chicago, pledged to carry out their
theorise and to not in concert with the
"money bangle" of Wall street.
This scheme we hold to be against
every interest of the plain people, not
only of our own, but of every State in
the Union. The promoters of this gold
standard scheme are aided in their poli-
cy by the active co-operation of the
present national administration like'
wise by all the daily uewepapene pub-
lished in the city of Louisville and by
the organized money power of the East.
These are the powerful influencee ar-
rayed against the plain people. Already
they are boarding that they have won
the fight in Kentucky—"but the race is
not always to the swift nor the battle
to the strong.''
Knowing the rank and file of Demo-
rats are still true to party principles, as
expounded by Jefferson, Jack.son and
every other real Demo-rate- leader since.
their day, these gold conspirators have
determined to defeat the popular will
as far as possible in the reelection of del-
egates, and thereby pieveut a full and
fair expression from all the people.
Having decided control of the major-
ity of the members of the State Execu-
tive Committee, that majority has de-
termined upon a return to the old and
unfair system of mast; conventions at
the court houses as the best plan to
guarantee that the county conventions
to be held on the 30th of this month
will be controlled by rings and influ-
ences acting under their domination.
Vigorous protests by Ow frieuds of bi-
metallism on this committee. against
this unfair metho of choosing dele-
gates, were unheeded. The advocates
if this unfair method well-knew that
mass conventions was their only hope of
carrying out the schemes of the gold
standard people..
They of course understood that this
system of man conventions; at the court
house would necessarily disfranchise a
large number of Democrats living ro-
mote from county seats. They knew
or believed that from one cause or an-
other those Deniocrats living at a dis-
tance, all or nearly all of when' are op-
posed to the present financial system,
could not well attend.
We do not believe that it can be fairly
maintained that the mass conventions
are calculated to reflect the re-al senti-
ment of the mares or the Democratic vot-
ers of the State. But we appeal to the
Democratic voters of the Second Comm-
debts, public and private. We titmcal to
all Demoerats who hold that this is a
sound Democratic doctrine tee 1.1110VI
nothing to prevent them from attending
their respective, nutss conventions.
We were told in the early days of the
preeent eiltieui-eration, when a panic
els paralyzing every hneinewe of the
country except that of the ineuey shark,
that, if the purchase Naugle of the Sher-
sliver 111W WM tillutIlIttituentelly 
ree
pealed, the. Interestt of the own-
try wail,' tel *awe amount., a monied 'Nell
11111011, MO llieet sill the ills we omega-eel
Iii have. would ventral,
*nue Dome-rues did not believe this,
but thee iiihineistrietiem with all its peew•
toted influent-els forced the. inivoleditional 
V V trumiene nuture elf the teeny Weye-
r. peal of the. Sherman law. We. waited 
iced is Melt %mulish before 
weeper et-
her the panic, wide+ was beInni in Wall 
tenet f tont.: s
street pureuent to a /41.410111t. 1•011(.011011 tri
forts 
7:1 
rightly
illiiit.'4'litg.te-Aet tlit.teritl-iretiPhel;alimiastly forms co
there, to abate. All the laboring masses 
biekness are not due to any actual (thi-
ef the, country. professional men, icier- e
ase• but eimPle to a conethatted 
condi-
tion ot the evstem, weieli the pleasa
nt
chants, produeers- everyixely outeide of
Wall street—wi .11 bated breath waited
for the speedy return of the geed time*,
which it was said would forthwith fol-
low on the. repeal of the. Sherman law.
NV hat hat been the result? Have the
//0011 tilllefleetne? Has bluetit's revived?
has tether found employment ? Hap the
gi-nerel porelysim whieh line oiled the
whole temeetry vented t Na! the 1m Ha•
leery the. patile ut NM, which %/111 frau,
eltilmetly end erne fly thrust wen the
i emery by the sante teethe-twee whieli
ItC0 tn-filly al 11011111 tug he tht irrevocably
upon the country a single gold mantlarel
is still with us.
As one of the legitimate consequences
the present false. timinciail system a
Democratic administration has Owned
$262,000,000 of Lends, which beer interest
from their date, and which will amount
before maturity to more than $5714,000,-
000, or a per capita debt upon the entire.
population of the country of ueserly $8.
This is the mood which the geed
standard people. of this, country have.
made within the past two years; this is
the penalty which the people' are to pay
for the glorious bleseing of "sound
money."
It is not belived that thoughtful men
will endore a financial system which
cost them so inueh. If Ow present sys-
tem, which undersigned believed is-
vicious in the extreme, is not to lie e0O-
tinned, then the voterte of the Demo-
cratic party—u party which has always
boasted that it was the. advocate of the
rights of the whole people—must wee to
it that the delegates who are to be sent
to the Chit-ago eonveution are commit-
ted to the n.peal of the present vicious
II italicise' system
"State. pride" is to cut no figure. Ken-
tucky has already lore ii Dentocratie
governor and a Dentocratic Senator, and
it freely chivied steel not without much
evidence upon which tubule, the charge.,
that these. defeats ere directly attribu-
table to the same influences which have
d etated mass county conventions in the
hope that the popular will might be de -
tested.
A Democratic secretary of the- treasury
/111.4 been openly charged with voting
against a Ineweratic nominee at our
bust state eleetion and with encouraging
certain alleged Democratic mendeers of
the recent Kentucky legislature to vote
against the eltemocratie nominee for
United States Senator. If he has denied
these chargee his thoial has not come to
our notice.. True he consented to say he
did not vote for the Repulelicau nominee.
for governor in the late election, but he,
does not say that he voted for the Demo-
cratic nominee, nor that he. did not en-
courage Democrats in the recent Leghe
let ure to withhold their support from
the, regular Democratic notniuee for
United Sates Senator. He has con-
e-test himself with te oilmen-Hof special
pleading which will Cynthia(' to leave
thee impression that he. hue not Ime-u
Ii yal to the- Ile intimen of 1114. De-mortal('
party who happened to design-4. with
him en the financiarquestion.
This is the. %Onetime are we. understand
it, and if the will of the. people is tee be
reelected in the. refuting ,State Conven-
tion they must rally tic their county
mese meeting and Noel delegutes to re•
fleet their will and with instrurtione to
eceidenin the deserters and loltent free
our ranks oho Mite. given aid and
comfort tee a centimes' politicel enemy.
• W. 1'. Ellis,
Daviests county.
F. Haag,
Henderson county.
L. P. Tanner,
Mehean eounty.
Clarence Sterne,
Hancock county-
James Wallace,
We-letter county.
Charles M, Meacham,
t 'Meet hen county.
Heinli•r-icre Hy . NEty ..!. ieej
CONVENTION.
;CONTRIB(TED)
Wonderful are the- preparations Pa-
dueali is making for the. Seventh An-
nual State Christian Endeavor Conven-
tion! Interesting is the program which
has let-en arranged ; of world-wide n.-
nowt] are the. Mien W110140 110,11011 appear
upon it ! EitenNiVe L.4 the seating ca-
pacity of the .•. enventien home.;" goo
geouely loontiful will be the deeora-
Lion of it, awl wenfortable the chairs
em itil it will be filled! Inspiring
will be the mimic' furnished by E. O. Ex-
cel', waisted by a piano, organ, ballad
horn and it chorus choir of two hundred.
voice-,.! Cordial—with a cordiality un-
dersetcxxl only by Kentuckians, is the
welcome extended end great the tawn-
ier of thwe. who will accept it! Last-
lug will be the impetus given to En-
deavor work, and far-reaching the good
infinenre of the nieetings. We: say th,
things will be because ninny and fel.-
vent are the prayers going up all over
the State for the success of the gather-
ing.
In a folder, gotten out recently by the
committee of '911. many reasons are set
forth why every Eneleavon:r in the-State
should attend, and who is it that can
resist the many attractive features? The
Entertainment Committee is making
rapid progress in securing and
promises free entertainment to every C.
O. who attends. An effort is also being
made by them to provide for a free boat
ride upon the Ohio and Tennessee
Rivers. It is probable Hod in the his-
tory of the Endeavor movement, a State
Convention has never let-en as royally
entertained as will be the. convention
110W in tinniest,
the.
meeting tire being made by_ the young
Great prepnraiions for attendin
special trains and special coaches will
fit
people all over the.State. Redueed rail-
read rates—in some instances less than
mmiii fstre—have already been secured,
ind so great will be the crowds that
be run by a number of railroads. As
for the Hopkineville delegation, we,
hope to send the largest body of peemle.
that has ever left here upon an exeur-
Mem of this kind. Being well acquaint-
-el with Paducah and its people, aml
having to spend but little time and
money going and coming, we hope to
2end a delegation worthy of our city.
It is being planned to induce the En-
deavorers from llowlisig(;reen, usw-11-
greseional District, so far as they are 
ville.. bAu tuh erl tEartlingotnonihMari eclli 6,11 illc-N.
concerned, to thwart the purpose and Railroad Irnit:t lie-re' and leave over
rebuke the scheme of those who have the 0. V., with the local C. E's
., we in
thus attempted to disfranchise them. •
Let Democrats in all the counties of
this district, at whatever sacrifice, make
their arrangements to visit their several
county seats on the. 30th day of May and
to participate in the 11111704 conventions
then to be held and to see to it that the
delegates to be chosen tee the Lexington
convention shall he DIP!m whue will fairly
and honestly reflect their will.
We believe an overwhelming majority
of the Democrats in the. Second Congres-
sional District favor the restoration of
the free and unlimited coieage of gold
anti silver at the present legal natio of 16
to 1, as such coinage existed prior to 1873,
without waiting for the aid or consent of
other nations, and that such gold and
silver shall be a full legal tender fur all
turn to join the Louisville special at
Prineeton, our special coaches to be. at-
tached to their train at that place,
forming a regular "convention on
wheelie."
The party will leave hen. at 3 :05
o'clock Thursday, the, 2sth, and return
the. following Monday at noon. Come-
tiently, those going who attend school,
will lee away front their school duties
I lily two days altoseeher. The round
trip rate is only $2.3e, and an effort is
1 view mace- to get a rate even lower
then this. All those who intend going
will do well to give their 1111111.44 to the.
Oafc appointed by the Local Villein, that
their entertainment may be meured.
Remember that this is an opportuni-
ty of attending the greatemt. the most
spiritual convention yet held, arid of
seeing Paducah "The Pride a 'Thee
Purchase," at searcely tiny expense at
all,
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Farmers, use the Old Reliable
omestead Btlei
Fertilizer
for your Spring crops. High Grade.
Beet Quality. Send for free. pamphlet
emitaining full information. Manufac-
tured by
MICHIGAN CARBON WORKS.
Detroit, Mich.
Fier sale by Femme & BRO...
:.411 Hutekihsville,Ky
JIV. 1. LUTE
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with Forbes & lire
Will niiike estimeten on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All worm Rue,: ra,t teed,
and prices reasonable. Rer air work
it specialty stud will receive. preempt
attentime
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
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WILL NOT RUN.
Is:melee Ti) NEW ERA'
Frankfort, Ky., May 7.--The friends
of Mr. John Carroll, who have been urg-
ing him to make the race for Congress,
ame entire tee-day that he has positively
declined to mu.
CARRIED.
...lee CA T, TO NEW ER 1
Indianaixds, Ind., May 7.—At the
convention here the McKinley '
acme et tee carried,
FINE CHANCE:The
'The
To Secure An Eltc-1
ic Raiiway. 1
MR. FRANKEL HONORED.
••11•••••••=•••
Folic( man Elected— Fire Insur-
ance herb Taxcd.
The City Council met in regular se e-
don last night with the. Mayor and all
the. members of the Board pre-seat. 'rhe
meeting was the. motet interesting that
has been held this year. Among the,
enportant work was the election of a
'onticilinan, the moiling of a policeman.
the taxing of flab. inenrance agents auei
the hearing of a propoeition tee eon-
Arnet an electrie ear line.
The get4li I wise presented for the
Ceemetrie emisideretion the orelineetee
eluteitt I the street Enema, is Mr. W
It. Veuglin, eel Booting Greets, Ky.
His reputation lam a bla'111110f111 11101110e I
Of oliforpytti011 Of this thermos ts well
ertablieheel. His letters of recommen-
dation and medic from prominent bunk-
ers and influential eitizeue of the earl-
; ens cities in which he has been located
ottest his splendid blueness einalifica,
nous. his honesty and his ability to ace
complisli what he may contract to do.
He Mated to the Council last night
that he was ready to furnish Hopkins-
ville with an electric etreet ear system
and an electric power plant, and poked
that an advertisement e Usenet! jim the.
newepapers to the effect that the Beard
eould entertaiin propositions. He said
het in case a franchise short
hi lut-
gi-msuitc'd him that he would have the
propoesed plant in operution before fall.
motieni of Mr. Vshere the metier
was referred to a cotundetee of thno
members, who will make a thorough
investigation of the propoeition of Mr.
Vaughn and report the result ton called
meeting of time' Council,
The citizens of Hopkineville are anxi-
ous for a street railway, the time is ripe
for the construction of one and the
tewn is to be congrunilated in having c
man of Mr. Vaughit's prestige who it
willing and able to build the plant.
One of Mr. Vaughn's'. receut euecersie
wits the eonstruction of the eles tric cur
line at Bawling ((reen, which is now ill
operation and is proving a great benefit
to that city and a paying investment ti•
its owners. Ntr. Vaughn is also en•
afitafell imm laying the rails and ereetine
the poles for a similar system in Clarke.-
ville. One re:item that he is ready to
engage in the same enterprise in Hop-
kinsville is due to the fact that he Cali.
by constructing lines eimultuneonely ill
thiSeity and Clarksville. purchase ma.
terini for both for considerable hoe
money than if the roads were laid at
different time*.
The result of the election held to
name the. successor of Judge A. H. An-
derson, ex-Councilman from the Firth
ward, will meet with general approval.
Six gentlemen were voted for. They
were. Messrs. Joe Frankel, Biie. Kenne-
dy, Goodwtti, James Higgins,
George Lauder and Dr. Ben Weed. A
motion was earned to drop after th.
tenth ballet the Tenon rem-it-Mg e
lowest number of votes. On the. 1 •.
ballot Dr. Wood and Mr. Frankel to. :
reeeived three votes. Mayor 'table-,
elot time deciding ballot. electing Mr
Frankel, who war itimesinitely swore.
ill by Judge. lisenbery, and teok hits rest
as so member of the Board. Mr. Franke
i
is st gent einan sit ietelligeuce and Iuu
tegrity. lie hag always been ma the
right side f every enterpriree. promo.
the fOW11.11 Weliftlro. III. al ot
right material for fete aldermen lied he
Is sure tee gusirel the Mee-este of his war,
and do all he eon to benefit the city,
Alt elee tion etas held to till the vacate
ey 011 tile' )111111.1. teem-i's' C11111.1.11 1-y the.
resignation of Mr. George Welke r.
Messrs. George Lander. Jelin Newman
and Wesel Twynian were :the appli-
cant+. On the. wooed ballot Mr. Lander
received a majority of the votes cats one
was dee-hired elected. He has served on
the force before and his record is that of
a brave man and efficient officer.
The first baldness transacted by the.
Council was the destroying of 0. V.
railroad bond coupons NOS. S and e.
amounting tee $3,050, Several
were re-leased from the paymeut of lc.
tax.
A petition, signed by npmerone cc•
zells. was presented by Dr. Dennis re-
eine-sting that the Council pass an oral.
native prohibiting horse trailing on
Fourth, Fifth. Sixth, Virginia, Liberty
and Clay streets. This was laid on the
table. --Coal Oil John," who owed the.
city #43 was released front legal action
to recover that amount by the payment
of $25.
Resolutions regarding the resignation
of Judge Anderson mend e yibracing vont-
plimentary expressions relating ti,
vices its a member of the Board is 1.11'
offered by Councilman Holland midi
ordered to record. ('ouncilinan Flack,
in behalf of the Board, presentill Judge
Anderson with a handsome undirell:i
The recipient acknowledged his thanks
ill a graceful speech.
An ordinance requiring all agents of
fire insuranee compaulea to pay a
lin.rense: of #.25 annually to do basin' --
in the city was passed by a vote (of
to three.
The jailor presented an account of
#111 against the Pity for lioariling female
prisoners this was allowed after much
diw-ussion. On motion ef Councilman
Holland, an onlinance was passed pro-
hibiting traction engines. propttled by
steam or ally power other's-than
horse. to be run on any streets in the
eity
A few minor matters were &sena:sod
and the Connell seethe:tried.
etter the Grade
tter the Trade.
If you are looking for the
latest and newest novelties in
Slate: rind t;1,•y 1111 fancy wool triodes, (fr mi ,o.og-s
, Bak
mons. slag !arming, erginielies, imported dimities,
White Goods, Wash Fa
r%)i's • hatienok, Hamburg end lineu ettibrotilerles, all IIN ..1hosetery, ennoto late. e.uttatio, se .'s e
Parasols and umbrellas,
Sliest noel Mi.-relit. u ttrp• Is, matting*, lissolcutus,
quette m olvig eess1 ',Donee furl's,
Gents and boys shoes
Mile! even line of goods to be. found in it finet-ehees drY 11'004ffl
T. M. JON EA elf.:0 •
My entire line of ladies, misses and cLildrens
shoee will be closed out at cost.
April 11, Ihire.
JOHN Il. CASTLEMAN.
OT
i II eh. G. LASel
Ins ammo Ccmpany cf liverr 301.
(INCORPORATED
BARBEE AND CASTLEMAN,
MANAGERS SOUTHERN DP RTMLN1
COLUMBIA BIT I LDIFG. LOUISVILLE. Al.
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS. --
Summer Opening
‘,t
The Leader,
May 1st and 2d,
choice line of pattern hats
will be shown -which will com-
pare and equal an thing shown
in our larger cities.
Ever body cordially
ins iied.
THE LEADER,
Mme Fleurctte Levy.
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llopkinsville, Ky
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E r YOUR
GER s
J. M BULLARI,
Mujue strett, next door to Kentuckitin o
A fftill line of atitole awl fit.ley ;roe Jra4 P.
market pikes for coontry p.othre. Free I. liver
to any part of the city. Telephone 91 .
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LOOK HERE, UPON THIS
PICTURE,
noel ou this." His gill jilted him be-
cause' he looked so stupid and foolish in
his ready-made clothing, so he took the
tip unit hied him to CLARK'S, where
they made him as swell and handeeme
as the most elegant gentleman in to /In. •
One of the snits nuole by them will eon- '
vince you that -the tailor ran make the
man," and that perfect tit and good ma-
terial means economy in the long run.
11 171171m111/MYMITIMIM111M1IMMMT 4,,,41A=V;1
. . ,
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STRAW 1/&TS 1.731
As the therniometer crawls up into
the 80's it eminds a person t
they need a comfortable straw
So try one ()four
ICICLE STRAW HATS
window for 1.tte styles.
. VIIIThe best on the market, `..ee Itow . :
Mammoth Cith & Shoe Co 11
°nee. eeeeheeh
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SPOILS OF VICTORY.
flip. OR. TALMAGE PREACHES A SER-
MON FULL OF HOPE.
Ile Looks For the Final Capture of the
World For Christ and Say. the Glorious
Kraut Is C. aspingutlyely ?tsar at Hand.
The Spot*
•Aav 13.—This sermon
A is radiant with coming
welldoers. Many of the
.111 rally after reading it.
h is eubject "The Division
wet sleeted being Isaiah
all divide the spoil with
• .1.sC11111 at Thane, where per-
secutors n to let out the half starved
limas to est, up Christians, there is now
planted figure of a crow. And I re-
joice to 1 !ow that the upright piece of
weed nailed to a transverse piece has
- become the symbol not more of suffering
than of victory. It is of Christ the con-
queror that my text speaks. As a kingly
warrior, having subdued an empire,
might divide the pa/aces and mansions
aed ce es an' aelleys and mountains
among his officere, ea Christ is going to
divide up all the' arth a n the heav-
ens; among his people, and you and I
sill have to take our share if we ere
strong in faith and strong in our Chris-
tin loyalty, for my text declares it,
"He shall divide the spoil with the
starmg.
Modest
The capture of this round planet for
Christ is not so much of a job as yog
might imagine, when the church take"
off its coat and rolls up its sleeves for
the work, as it will. There are 1,600.-
0(10,000 of people now in the world, and
450,000,000 are Christians. Subtract
45'0.000,000 who are Christians from the
1,600,000,000, and there are 1,150,000,-
000 left. Divide the 1,1e0,000,000 who
ase not Christians by the 450,000,000
mato are Christiana, and you will find
that we shall have to average less than
three souls each, brought by us into the
kingdom of God, to have the whole
world redeemed. Certainly with the
church rising up to its full duty, no
Uiristian will be willing to bring las
than three souls into the kingdom of
God.
I hope and pray Almighty God that I
may bring more than three. I know
evangelists who have already brought
50,0ooa each for the kaimlom ef God.
There are 200,000 people whose one and
only and absorbing business in the
world is to save souls. When you take
these things into consideration, &lid
that the Christians will have to average
the bringing of only three -.feints each
into the kingdom of oar Lord, all, tm
possibility vanishes from this uninip-
potent crusade. Why, I know a Sab-
bath school teacher who for many years
has been eugaged in training the a-ouag.
and she has had five duff, rent damn,
and they averaged seven to a class, and
they were all converted, and 5 times 7
are 35. as near US I can calculate. to
that Klee brought Itt r three into the
t f *till hail 112 to spare.
My grandmother prayed het children into
the kingdom of Christ, awl her giaind.
children, and !hope All live trreat•treand,
childrcu, ft e (hid is members a payer
4 75 years old as though it were only a
minute oltP, tind it. she brought her
three into the kingdom of (iod and had
more than 100 to spare. Besides that,
through the telephone and the telegraph,
this whole world, within a few years,
will be brought wain compass of ten
minutes. le sides that, omnipotence,
omnipresence and omniscience are pre-
siding in this matter of the world's
betterment, and that takes the qnestien
of the world's salvation out of the tin-
possibilities into the possibilities, and
then out of the possibilities into the
probabilities', and then out of the prob-
abilities into thecertainties. The
cf the Union Pacific railroad from
obean to ocean WAS a greater under-
• taking than the girdling of the-earth
with the gospel, for one enterprise de-
pended upon the human arm, while the
other depends upon almightiness
A Full Surrender,
D9 I really mean all the earth will
inn-render to Christ? Yes. How about the
uninviting portions? Will Greenland be
evangelized? The possibility is that aft-
er a few more hundred brave lives are
dashed out among the icebergs that
great refrigerate, the Polar region, will
be given up to the walrus and bear, and
that the inhabitants will come down by
Invitation into tolerable climates, or
those climates may soften, and, as it has
been positively demonstrated that the
arctic region was once a blooming gar-
den and a fruitful field, these region.
may chants climate and again be a
blooming prelen and a fruitful field. It
is proved b..yond coutroverey, by Ger-
man and American scientists, that ths
arctic regene were the first portions of
this worpi inhabitable; the world hot
beyond Inman endurance, those regions
were, d comer, the first to be cool
enoughtfor human foot and human lung.
It waseoeitively proved that the arctic
regiolcas a tropical climate. Professor
Beer Zurich says the remains of flow-
ers14e been found in the arctic region,
g it was like Mexico for climate,
and is found that the arctic was the
mutter region from which all the flow-
ers descended. Profoaser Wallace says
theremains of all styles of animal life
artfouud in the arctic regions, including
these animals that eta live only in warm
cfrnates. Now that arctic region, which
tsen te•nit.tistrated by flora and
unit and gohlegical argument to have
teen am full of vegetation and life as our
kleriths, may be turned back to its orig-
inal bloom and glory, or it will be shut
up as a museum of crystal); for curiosity
seekers once in awhile to visit. Bat
arctic and antarctic in some shape will
belt rig to the Redeem( rho realm.
What about other unproductive or re-
puleive regions? All the deserts will be
irrigated, the waters will be forced op
to the great American delete between
here and the Pacific by maehinery now
known or yet to be invented, and as
tereat Salt Lake City has no rain and
amid not raise an apple or a bushel of
wheat in 3 hundred years without arti-
tidal help, but is now through such
means one great garden, 20 all the un-
productive parts of all the continents
will be turned into harvest fields and
orchards. A half dozen De Lesseps will
furnish the world with all the canals
net (led and will change the course of
rieens and open new lakes, and the
great Sahara desert will be cut up into
farms with an astounding yield of
bushel's to the at-re. The marsh will be
trained of its waters.. and cured of its
alarm. I saw what was for many
years called the Black swamp of Ohio,
its chief cren chills and fevers, but
note, by the tiles put into the ground to
carry off the surplus tneisture, trans-
formed into the richest and healthiest of
regions. The God NI hi, wastes nothing,
I think, means that this world, from
pole to poke has come to ptrfection of
foliage and fruitage. For that reason he
keeps the earth running through space,
though 90 many tires are blazing down
in its timbers and so many meteoric
tern re have threatened to dee] it to
piece-s. As seen as the earth is complet-
ed Christ will divide it up among the
geed. The reason he does net divide it
now is because it is not done. A kind
father will not divide the apple among
his children until the apple is ripe. In
fulfillment of the New Testament prem-
ise, "The meek shall inherit the earth,"
and the promise of the Old Testament,
"He shall divide the spoil with the
strong," the world will be apportioned
to thecae worthy to possess it.
It is not se now. In this country, ca-
pable of holding, feeding, clothing and
sheltering 1,200,000,000 people, and
where we have only 60,000,000 inhabit-
ants we have 2,000,000 who cannot
get honest work, and with their families
an aggregation of 5,000,000 that are on
the verge of starvation. Something
wrong, most certainly. In some way
there will be a new apportionment.
Many of the millionaire estates will
creek to pieces on the dissipations of
grandchildren and then dissolve into the
poseemai ii of the masses who now have
an 
insufficienc
Prom 
y.
 to Righteousness.
What, you say, will become of the
' expensive and elaborate buildings now
devoted to debasing amusements? They
will become schools, art galleries,- mil-
80[1/11R, gymnasiums and churches. The
world is already getting disgusted with
many f thete. amusements, and no won-
der. What an importation M unclean
theatrical stuff we have within the last
few years had brought to our shores!
And professors of religion patronizing
• such things! Having 'sold out to the
levil, why don't you deliver the goods
and go over to him publicly, body, mind
and sent, and withdraw your name from
Christian churches and say, "Know all
the world by these presents that I am a
patron of uncleanness all a child of
hell!" Sworn to be the Lord's, you are
perjurers.
If you think theee offense; are to go
on forever, yeu do not knew who the
Lord is. (if.(1, Will not wait foe the day
of judgment. All three piles., I of slti
will become palates of teeth, ,tioaiesse.
They witi into the met salon of
those atreig fer virtue a:id icrong fee
"110 shall divide the spoil with
the awing,"
China and Africa, the two richest
portions of the earth by reatien of
metals; and rare wood's and iuezhaust-
ible productiveness, are not yet divided
up among the peel because they are uot
ready to be divided. Wait until all the
doors that Livingstone opened in Africa
shall be entered, and Bishop Taylor.
with his band of self supporting mis-
sionaries have done their work, and
the Ashantis and Senegambians shall
know Christ as well as you know him,
and there shall be on the banks of the
Nile and the Niger a higher civiliza-
tion than is now to be found on the
banks of the Potomac or the Hudson,
then Christ will divide up that conti-
nent among his friends. Wait until
China, which is half as large as all Eu-
rope, shall have developed her capaci-
ties for rice and tee and sugar among
edibles, and her amethyst and sapphire
and topaz and epal and jasper and por-
phyry among precious stones, and her
rosewood and ebony and camphor and
varnish trees among precious whelk,
and turned up from her depths a half
dozen Pennsylvanias of coal and iron,
and 20 Nevadae of silver, and 50 Cali-
fornias of gold, and her 500,000,0e0 of
people shall be evangelized. Then the
Lord will divide it up among the irocx1
If my text be not a deception, but the
eternal trwle then the time is coming
when all rhe farms will be owned by
Christian farmers, and all the com-
merce controlled by Christian merchants,
and all the authority held by Christian
officials, and all the ships commanded
by Christian captains, and all the uni-
versities under the instruction of e'hris-
tian professors; Christian kings, Chris-
tian presidents, Christian governors,
Christian mayors, Christian common
counciL Yet, what a scouring out!
What an upturning! What a demolition!
What a resurrection must precede this
new apportionment!
I do not t1/241frrate the enemy. Julius
C.'.a•sar got his greatest victories; by fully
ntimating the vastness of his foes and
prepared his men hir their greatest tr-
am ph by saying, "Tomorrow King Juba
will be here with 30,000 horse 100,000
skirmishers and 300 elephants." I do
not underrate the vast forced of sin and
death, but do you know who eautuands
as? Jobevahjireh. And the retort-ye oorps
behind us are all the armies et heaven
and earth, with hurricane and thunder-
belt. The geed work of the world's ro-
shinptiou is gent( on every minute.
Lever so many splendid mett and Wore
sus W0111411 on the side of right Rs if ollay.
Never HO many geed people as now.
Diegente has been sp hen of as a wee
man b--cause he wont with a lantern at
noonday, saying he was looking for an
honest man. If he had turned his lan-
tern toward himself, be might have dis-
levered a crank. Honest men by the 10,-
e00! Through the international aeries
•if Sunday school lessons the next gen-
-ration all through Christendom are go.
tag to be wiser than any generation
since the world stood. The kingdom LI
miming. tied can do it. No housewife
With a chimed,' cloth ever polialied a
silver teaspoon with more case than
Christ will rub off from this world the
tarnish and brighten it up till it glows
like heaveu, and then the glorious ap-
portemment, for my text is re-enforced
by a wore of other texts, when it says of
Christ, "He shall divide the spoil with
the strong.' '
Some Grand Sights.
"But," you say, "this is pleasant
to think of for others., bnt before that
time I shall have pawed up into an-
odise existence and I shall get no ad-
vantage front that new apportionment."
Ah, you have only tlriven me to the
other more exeiting and trumpeting
consideration, and that is that Christ
is going to divide up heaven in the same
way. There are old estates in the celes-
tial world that have been in the peen-
;eon of the inhabitants for thousands; of
years, and they shall remain as they
are. There are old family mansions in
ht•avtn filled with whole geuerat ions of
kindred, and they shall never be driven
out. Many of the victors from earth
have already got their palaces, and they
are pointed out to those newly arrived.
Soon after our getting there we will ask
to be shown the apeetelic residenoes,
RINI ask wht re dues Paul live and John,
and shown the patriarchal residences,
and alien say, "'Where does Abraham
live or Jacobl" and shown the martyr
residences and gay, "Where does John
Huss live anti Ridley?" We will want
to see the boulevards, where the chariots
of conquerors roll. I will want to see
the garden where the princes walk. We
will want to see Music row, where
Handel and Haydn and Mozart and
Charles Wesley and Thomas Hastings
and Inealbnry have their homes, bat of
their windows, ever and anon, rolling
some snatch of an earthly oratorio or
he-inn transported with the composer.
We will want to see Revival terrace,
where Whitefield and Nettleton and
Payson and Rowland Hill and Charles
Finney and other giants of soul reaping
are resting from their almost supernat-
ural labors, their doors thronged with
converts just arrived, coming to report
themselves
But brilliant as the sunset and like
the leaves for number are the celestial
homes yet to be awarded when Christ
to you and millions of others shall di-
vide the wee What do you want there?
You shall have it. An (mallard? There
it is-12 manner of fruits, and fruit ev-
ery month. Do you want river scenery?
Take your choice on the banks of the
river, in longer, wider, deeper roll than
Danube or Amazon or Mississippi, if
mingled in one, and emptying into the
tea of glans, mingled with lire. Do you
want your kindred back again? Go out
and meet your father and mother, with-
out the staff or the stoop, and your chil-
dren in a dance of immortal glee. Do
you want a throne? Select it from the
million burnished elevations. Do you
want screw-n? Pick it out if that moun-
tain diamonded can wee. Ih) you
want your ehurch friends; of earth
unmet you? Vivid to) hum an oloi
'feel tutie, and they will fits-k front nil
quarts-r% to revel with yeti hi sacred ri.m.
litlaseettee, All the foe Ocoee who
are hen, on teeth At the Mlle 14
UtIlltat atuti 1114110tArY diatrIblIttlill send
all the lleaVella for thew. a ho are there.
eoisspieseas Souls,
That heavenly dietribution of onions
will be a surprise to many. Here eaters
heaven the soul of a man who took up
a gnat dealof room in the church on
earth, but sacrificed little, and among
his good works selfishness was evident
He just crowds through the shining gate,
but it's a very tight squeeze, so that the
doorkeeper has to pull hard to get him
in, and this man expects half of heaven
for his share of trophies, and be would
like a monopoly of all its splendor and
to purchase lots in the suburbs, so that
he could get advantage of the growth of
the city. Well, little by little he gets
grace of heart, just enotigh to get him
through, and to him is given a second-
hand crosen which one of the saints
wore at the start, but exchanged for a
brighter one as he went on from glory
to glory. And he is put in an old house
once occupied by an angel who was Lull-
ed out of hearse at the time of satan's
rebellion.
Right after him comes a soul that
makes a great stir among the celestials,
end the angels rush to the scene, each
bringing to her a dazzling coronet Who
is she? Over what realm on earth was
she queen? In what great Dame/dud
festival was she thecantatrice? Neither.
She was an invalid who neverleft her
room for 20 years, but she was strong
in prayer, and she prayed down revival
after revival and pentecont after pente-
cost upon the churches, and with her
pale heed she knit many a mitten or
tippet for the poor, and with fier con-
trivances she added joy to many a holi-
day festival, and now with those thin
hands so sty tug for kindness and with
those white lips so strong for supplica-
tion she has won .coronation and in-
thronement and jubilee. And Christ
said to the angels who have brought
each a crown fur the glorified invalid:
"No, not these. They are not good
enough. But in the jeweled vase at
the right hand side of my throne there
is one that I have been preparing for
her many a year, and for her every
pang I have eat an amethyst, and for
her every good deed I have set a petal.
Fetch it now and fulfill the promise I.
gave her long ago in the sickroom, 'Be
thou faithful unto death, and I will give
this. a
But notice that there is only OAS 86.
hug in the universe, who can and will
disoributo the trophies of earth and I
heaven. It is the Divine Werner, the
Commend. r mu Chit f of the Centuries,
the Champien of Am a the 1:nivel-et]
Conqueror, the sen of Gel, ,Ti sue y, u
will take the saiil them his hand or
we-er tisk, them at all. Have his friend-
ship, and you may do fy all time and
all etereity, but witheut it you are a
pauper, though you had a movers. at
your command. We are told in Revela-
tion that Jecob's 11 sons were eo hole
oral aa to have the 11 gates of heaven
named after them—over one gate of
heaven Naphtall, over another gate of
heaven lasachar, over another Dun, over
another Gad, over another Zebtalon,
over another Judah, and so on. But
Christ's name is written over all the
gates and en every panel of the gates,
and have his help, his pardon, his inter-
cession, his atonement, I must or be a
forlorn wretch forever. My Lord and
my God, make me, and all who bear me
this day, and all to whom theme a-ords
shall come, thy repentant, believing,
tworn, consecrated and rimaomed fol-
lowers forever!
The Final Triumph.
What a day it will bel This entire
avsernblage would rime to its feet if you
could realize it, the day in which Christ
'Mall, in fulfillment of any text, divide
the spoil. It was a great day when
Queen Victoria, in the midst of the Cri-
mean war, distributed medals to the sol
(tiers who 1nel come home sick and
wounded. *At the Horse guards% in pies-
epee of the royal family, the injured
men were carried in ()realm, on crutches;
—Colonel_ Trowbridge, who lost both
feet at 7.11kermann, elle Captain Sayer,
who had the ankle joint of his right leg
shot off at Alma, and Captain Curve',
his disabled limb supported by a soldier,
and others maimed and disfigured and
exhausted--and with her own hand the
queen gave each the Crimean medal.
And what triumphant days for those eel-
die' when, farther on, they received
the French medal, with the imperial
eagle, and the Turkish medal, with its
representation of fear flags—France,
Turkey, England and Sardinia--and be-
neath it a map of the Crimea spread
()wee gun wheel. And what rewards
are suggested to all rewler.s of history by
mere mention -of the Waterloo medal,
and the Cape medal, and the Gold Cross
medal, and the medals struck for brav-
ery in our American wars! But how in-
significant all these compared with the
day when the good soldiers ef Jesus
Christ shall come in out of the battles
of this world, and in the presence of all
the piled up generics of the redeemed
and the unfallen, Jesus, our King, shall
divide the spoil! The more wounds the
greater the inheritance. The longer the
forted march the brighter the trophy.
The more terrible the exhaustion the
more glorious the transport Not the
gift of a brilliant ribbon, or a medal of
brass, or silver or gold, but a kingdom
in which we are to reign forever and
ever. Mansions on the eternal bine Do-
minions ef uufa,ding power. Empires of
unending love. Continents of everlast-
ing light. Atlantic and Pacific oceans of
billowing joy.
It was a great day when Aurelian, the
Roman emperor, came back from his
victories. In the front of the procession
were veld beasts from all lands, sixteen
hundred gladiators richly clad, wagon
loads of crowns and trophies presented
by conquered cities. Among the cap-
tives eyriana, Egyptians, Goths', Van-
dal's, Sarmatiane, Franke. and Zenebia,
the beantiftel captive qneen, on foot in
eluting if wild that a slave hnol to help
ho r (arty end jewels undot the weight
ttf whieh she almost feinted, Anti then
rattle the elinrlot it Aurellen drawn by
hair elephants iti g.npanis raparisee,
and follewell by the Rumen 5, nate end
the Reiman army, and !slim dawn till
day the ,tession was pawing. Items
in all her history never saw anything
inure magnificent But how much great-
er the day when our conqueror, Jesus,
shall ride under the triumphal arches of
heaven. His captives, not on foot, but
in chariots, all the kingdoms of earth
and heaven in procession. The armies
celestial on white horses. Rumbling ar-
tillery of thunderbolts never again to
be unlimbered. Kingdoms in line, cen-
turies in line, saintly, cherubic, se-
raphic. archangelic splendors in line.
arid Christ seated on one great rolling
hosauua, made out of all halleluiahs of
all worlds, shall cry halt to the proces-
sion. And uot forgetting even the hum-
blest in all the reach of his oninipres-
enee, lie shall rise, and then and there,
his work done and his glory consum-
mated, proceed, amid an ecstasy such as
neither ite.rtal nor immortal ever im-
agined, to divide the spoiL
THE BIGGEST OF BUGS.
The Elephant Beetle Is the Elephant In-
sect of Little Venezuela.
Venezuela is a little republic, but
she has cue thing that is the biggest of
ins kind on earth. It is a bug—the lar-
gest insect in all the world. The creature
is known as the "elephant beetle," and
when full grown it weighs nearly half
a pound. To be struck in the face by
such a bug, flying at full speed, would
make*, man feel ass if a mule had kicked
him.
This beetle, like others of its kind,
both small and large, is clad in a com-
plete suit armor. This arm.r is made
of a metered far more indestructible
than tote 1—namely, ehitine. Chitine
cauinet be destroyed except by certain
mint ral acids—in other winds, only the
artifices of chemistry avail against it.
Thus the ehells of beetles that died 10,-
000,000 years ago have- been preeervo d
perfectly in the roeka, so that we knots.
today jnst what these insects of antiquity
looked like.
In Europe giant beetles have a con-
siderable market value, commanding
prices in proportion to their sin. hi
London there are regular auctions of in-
sect., and a single butterfly has been
known to fetch as tutirli US $500. A
specimen of the rare anti very large Go-
liath hurtle is worth $60. This is the
largest beetle of the olol weld, and it
first became kween through miseiututries
in the• Kongo lauan.
Though no other insect in existence
comptirys in balk with the teeth, fr vi
Vent ial OM • in •••• cli r hugs that t•
Cia•tt it in dimensiens. I-'. -r u xaniple,
there is the Atlas ot ik teeth, hall
a wing spread of nearly a f. tot. It spins
a coo sit, the silk of which is letter sad
stronger than that of the ordinary silk-
worm. But tuifertunately it cannot be
reeled. The departmeat of agriculture
tried for years to diecover a way of reel-
It. but without success. •
-
DANDY TRICKSTERS.
"GRAFTERS" WHO MAKE THEIR LIV-
ING AT DICE THROWING.
Many of Them Are Great Swells, Wear
Pins Clothes, Live LJkis Rich Men and
Want to Be Gentlemen —An Es•Deteet-
/we litiplalse Their Little Gagne.
Leaning against the bar in one of the
fashionable cafes up town the other
night was a man who until recently
wah one of the brightest detectives in
the police department. He had covered
himself with glory Coll more than one oc-
casion under the administration of Su-
perintendent Thomas F. Byrnes, but
a-hen the shake up in the department
came and he was obliged to go be did
so without the least feeling of regret.
He did we leek like a detective as he
stood idly puffing at .his cigar. He are
petered like a man of the world who
had just left a theater cr dinner party.
Not until he was greeted by a Press re-
porter did he arouse from a reverie he
seemed to be in.
"In every city on the face of the
earth," said the ex-sleuth, "that has
any pretensions to being eartnopelitan
there is to be found a certain elms of
men who live by their wits, and in liv-
ing by their wits they do it in a Deemer
that does not place them within the
reach of the law, although their meth-
ods are far from being honorable. They
arc a nasty, vicious clam of men, beside
whom a highway robber or a petty
sneak thief is the embodiment of all
that is good end decent. Right here in
New York that peculiar class of men
flourish as they do in no other city iii
the world, and they go on unhindered
teem one year's end to another. Most
of them are imbued with a desire to be-
come rich and be gentlemen. That may
strike you as being peculiar, but it is
nevertheless a fact These nien are
known to the police as grafters, and
they give a good deal more troulle ti-
the authorities than ten times as many
hardened criminate
"See that well dressed, nice looking
fellow who is sitting over there in an
attitude of studied carelessness, eying
the elderly man standing at the cigar
lighter? That fellow is a grafter. He
dresses like, looks like and talks and
acts like a gentleman, and yet it seems
to me not more than ten years ago that
he was a $3 elerh in a real estate office.
His people are very poor and never were
able to provide him with any of the
luxuries in which he indulges himself
nowadays. Yet he can now go into a fash-
ionable restaurant and order a splendid
meal from a bill of fare that is printed
in French. He is not well up in litera-
ture and avoids the suLject rely cleverly
if it is introduced. btill he is a hard
student, devotes himself to a few select-
ed books for several hours a day and in
other war; tries to improve his mind
and his manners."
"But how does he get his money?"
"He shakes dice. lie it one of the
cleverest dice shaken in this country.
lu fare I tittul believe he has an equal.
The plan lie ia truing to fellew now le
this, provided he itueercils In making
the actputiiitimee of the elderly MM.
They will enter upon a g'-ties-al votive'.
sation, in which lie hold. hisown. They
have several drinka. Drinking becomes
nionutonona, and they drift out in the
street together. Does he tell the old man
that he is a stranger in New York? Not
at all. He says he has been here all his
life. He had an engagement to meet
some friends it the betel, but they dis-
appointed him. He oemcs to another
fashionable cafe and asks the old man to
have a drink. He drinks whisky, but
the drinks are usually small. Perhaps if
begets to many hen-ill hose one on the
floor. As they go from one place to an-
other the places will deteriorate, and
finally, the old man having had a 'suf-
ficient number of drinks to make him
woozy,' the last place will be one in
which Mr. Grafter has • dice box plant-
ed."
"What do you mean by planted?"
"By that I mean that the barkeepei
Is a friend of the grafter and keeps be-
hind the bar special dice and a scpccial
dice box to be used on special occasions.
This is one of the special occasions. Per-
haps I should explain to you that in or-
der to manipulate a dice box, or rather
the dice, the inside of the box must be
perfectly smooth. That is because the
grafter holds one or more of the dice
in his fingers and places it in the box
in such away that it will slide out of
the bux right side up when the proper
Lime COMM.
"Some of the dice shakers have cel-
luloid boxes planted, and this, with
a square set of dice, makes the sliding
process an easy matter. lint celluloid is
likely to excite suspicion, so the leather
boxes are meet hanmenly in use among
dice shakers who are clever at their
business. A man who is clever at his
lameness can shake out four net's in pok-
er dice. as easily as he can eat his din-
ner. Not only that, but he defies detec-
tion in the doing of it. He would be
caught by one of his own class, of
course, but the ordinary man would
hare no nason fir siepecting that ev-
erything was not right.
"Tie' dice box having been produced,
they shake fat drinks, and finally it is
proposed that they shake for money.
Perhaps the old man will uot want to
but. If he &wasn't and can't be persuad-
ed to, well and good. The grafuv has
been affable and courteous all the time
and continues so. Before they part oom•
pany, hemmer, it is a pretty Hum thing
that the grafter has le !hewed of the old
fill--a- Melo what he heel Fp lit h r
pr miaiug of curse to pay it
tee L.
chanet a are rah ot even that the
eel ::221i s. :1 let s aa:!1:11;-!, art! if Le
teas Lo s it, of reeree, ill whit la ease
he la .1 :rti 4 :1 -ugh to mulse lieu take
the th .1 et ge -11 na: tiredly.
"The ea v. r grafter is net a mean
&Sees-. If the old fellow went hi-eke
and the amount of the loan asked was
reasonable, the shark would give ii to
him. "—New York Pre es.
DIRECTORY
STEELE MOS,
CONFECTIONERY,
FRUITS,: ICE CREAM.
FINE IMPORTED
AND DOMESTIC
ANNEX:
PHOENIX HOTEL, HOPISSVILLE,
H. H. MUCALLYN Wa. Y Area
McCallen & Yates.
PROPRIETORS OF
THE NEW NATIONAL
Barber - Shop!
RearFs, rtsrteet.National Bank,
Ninth 
Give us your patronage. Asaiste3
by an expert workman from St Louis.
Special attention to cutting chil-
dren's hair.
•••1=1•-• 
:-: GO TO :-:
Mrs. Carrico
FOR
raihion:ble Dressmaking.
Over Richards & Co.
 
 — 
.The Leader
—FOR FASHIONABLE---
.4t Popular Prices.
105 - 7 STREET.
• DR..
Howe Wallace
Physician
And Surgeon.
Office Up Stairs, Opposite Telephone Ex.
Exchange.
COR. 9TH .4.1VD
J. 7, HANBLRY
Attorney-at- Law,
Hopkinsville, - Ky..
Seargent
J011[1 J. Dilithivaiit & CO.
The Contractors
And Builders,
Solicit : Country : Work!
Scirltesidence and Repair Work II
Specialty.
Reference.— Ragsdale, Cooper &
Co.
PADUCAH B'LlYNG TRUSCO,,
Preferred,Stocki" $5,000,000
Common Stock, i $ 400,o0
All Stock Issued on the
GUARANTEE Plan.
H.A.PHEIN.SoliOtor
Hopkinsville, Ky.
E. MN,
AUCTIONfEllg-
offer, liii ssrviees mu Aurtioneering iii
all capacitics. Corr....pond with him at
Hopkins\ ille, - Ky.
ett
Forbes&Bro
-WHOLES.ILE .!XD RE T.
/ILL-
-Dealers 110-
Victor and Stearn
Bicycles,r‘
1vZo.sjestic Ra..ca.ges!
lialllifacturers of iliC (I 31.'?"TED MOO Vial
1111...-•=trammose=s111111111111.1011
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SAM FRANKEL
: NO. 15, MAIN STREET,
Hopkinsville's
:Leading
Clothing and Dry Goods
Store!
PErAn elegan
t NICKEL
ED Stem-winder and
Stem-set WATCH GIVEN
AWAY with each purchase
of $12.50 worth of clothes.
To Please you in every way or your mo
ney back!
That's part of our liberal policy! P
oor econowy to
ask you to keep something you don't 
want, and by so
doing lose your good will. It's by yo
ur favor that we
grow! Without it we are as useless as 
a fifth wheel
to a wagon! The store is making a
 history, and such
items as the following are factors in i
ts upbuilding.
$10.00 SUITS.
Se'Big Suit Event! Over 8.5
waits of fine Clay Worsteads,
Black Cheviotta, Scotch Chevi-
nits and fine Cassimeres. All
the season's_productions in the
latest style Frock. Sack. square
and round-cut. Equal to any
tailor-made. Just such as you
have been paying $14 to $18 for,
going for $10 for the next ten
days. It's a case of first come
first served.
$8.75 SUITS.
Will go down in history as a
record of the biggest bargains
you ever heard of or have seen
for $8.75.
Elegant and nobby
Cassimer sack Suits; newest
makes, eleganely finished and
trimmed; merchant tailors get
$25 for them: my price, for ten
days only. $8.75.
$5.00 SUITS.
These snits will open yotir
eyes with surprise at the style
and finish we give you for the
price. Look BA well and style
as good as on usually pay $10
for. Don't fail to see them.
- 
10 Cents
A pair for good Suspenders;
better ones at 25e, 50, $1.
kfirThis is the WATCH
you get with your purchase
of
-$12.50--
Worth of Clothing!
SHOES.
We carry everything in the
Shoe Line for Ladies, Men,
Boys and Children ; and every-
thing we sell you in this Inc is
warranted. and no charge for
repairs. .
Before you buy look at our
otock of
Boys' and Chil-
dren's Clothing!
To this line we pay a great
deal of attention. It is aim ays
new and fresh. No shelf-worn
and old stock to show you All
new ! Nothing out of date.
Suits ranging in price:
Children, 4 plus to 15 years
Knee-Pant Suits, 75 cents to
$6.
Boys' School Suits, 12 years
to 16 ycnis, ;1.50 to Pi.
Youths' Suits, for nobby
dressers, 16 to 19years, $3.50 to
$12.50.
Dry Goods
Dress Goods!
Muslin Underwear, Ladies'
and Childreu's Hosiery.
All the Novelties of the sea-
son in Belts, Neckwear, Etc.
Hopkinsville's
Leading
Clothing and Dry Goods
Store!
Sam Frankel.
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i VALUE
Is what a man wants when he spends hi9
money! Ile wants to know that he 
has
MZ=C = =
One hundred cents worth of goods w
hen
he planks down his dollar. That's w
hat
you get when you deal with u. Yo
ur
money back if you are not satisfie
d.
When in Hopkinsville come to see ue!
Cox & Boulwalie,
r..1.1•... CLOTHIERS:  " 
Main Street, Hopki
nsville, Ky.
$1110111101CIP --; `• - • -
ifiewser- 140-"'qw'w.
""Unla cr 
•••••••1111tr
1
TOBACCO SALES.
[Continued from First Page.)
to 3 00.
33 hhds. lugs, $3 25 to 1 00.
This was the banner week of the sco-
wl!' ou fine tobaeco, several hhds
. sell-
ing from $12 00 to IS 00. The market
was from 50c to $1 00 higher on goisl to
fine leaf, and 25e higher on me
dium
lugs. Trash lugs and common an
d non-
descript leaf, still have but few 
friends
and the 1.•jections consist almost entire-
ly of these grade.. Soliciting 
your
shipments we are.
Very Respectfully,
• G ktritrit & WE!4T.
Sales by Gaither & West f
or the
week ending April 30th, of 231 h
hds. as
follows:
60 hhds. good to fine leaf315 00,
 15 00
14 00, 13 50, 1223, 1200, 1250
, 1100,
10 25, 10 50, 12 25, 10 00, 1000,
 1000,
10 25, 10 75, 1030, 11 50, 19 50,
 1050,
1073, 10 75, 11 50, 10 00, 10 00
, 10 00,
1173, 10 25, 10 50, 10 25, 11 00, 1
000,
10 73, 10 00, 1075, 1075, 1050,
 11 23.
10 00, 8 95, 9 95, 0 70, 9 70. 980,
 900.
9 00, 9 70, 9 00, 9 90, 9 00, 9 10, 9 95, 9
 00
9 50, 9 50, 9 tilt, 9 90, 9 00, 8 95, 9 30.!
58 hide. medium to good leaf, $6.75 to
$8.75.
61 hhds. common to medium leaf, $3
to $6.75.
20 hhds, medium to good lugs.
to $4.00.
32 hhds. common lugs and trash-r
$1.00
to t2.50.
The market was active and stro
ng on
all grades of learabove the comm
on and
non-descript varieties, which re
main
extremely low. There was also a
 better
demand for legs, and prices were a
 little
stronger. Soliciting your shipmen
ts, we
are, Yours truly,
GAITHER & WEST.
M. D. KELLY,
Mr. Kelly is indeed a jeweler of
marked ability, having invented pa
-
tents in watch making from which
 he
is now drawing royalties. Mr K
.1
ly's experience as a jeweler covers
over thirty years and having a nat
u-
ral inventive turn, he has become
 so
absorbed in his business that it ha
s
become a pleasure for him to co
n-
duct it. Owning his own store roo
m
and devoting his time exclusively 
to
his jewelry business, you can readily
see why he Can sell you his wares 
at
a smaller profit than those who ar
e
at the expense of house rent a
nd
practical jewelers. Mr. Kelly carries
the largest stock of diamonds
,
watches, clocks, jewelry, sterling sil-
ver, plated ware, Ize, to be found in
Any city of the size of Hopkinsville
.
Mr. Kelly is a graduated scientific
optican and if you are in need of
glasses he can test your eves and fit
you with some that will give you
rest and comfort. When visitin
g
Hopkinsville do not fail to call and
see Mr. Kelly's large assortment 
of
goods; for if you need anything in
his line you will find tbat his honest
work and fair dealing will surely p
ay
you to patronize him. His store is
located at No. 8 Maim St.,Opp.Court
House, on East side.
111E'; AVERAGE PRICE FO
R
DARK TOBACCO SINCE 1849.
The following report of the prict
per pound received for tobacc
e
grown on the (son of an averag
grower in the Pembroke (Ky 1 die
trict since 1819 was furnished tle
Hopkinsville New Era. The faro
deseendid from father to son, ani
both kept accurate account of Lb.
priest) received for its products. TL.
report is of value in showing th.
fluetuations for so long .11 p(riod,
though it of course does not take in-
to consideration the size of the cm)
Or net vale.
Year. Cts Year. 
Cte
1849  44 1850 
10
1851  4 1852  
.54
1853  64 1854  8
7/ 1856
1857 10 1858
1859  8 1860 
1861 10 1862 
1863 20 1861 
1865 1862 
1861  12 1868 
1569 10 1870 
1871  6 1872 
1873 ..,.. 54 1874 
1875 1876 
1877  8 1878 
1879  54 1880  5
1881  6 1882  5f
1883  8 1884  
8
1885  4i 1886  4
f
1887 9 1888  
3
1889  44 1890  
6
1891  6} 1892  Ef
1893  4/ 1894  4
Average price for 46 years ...8 1 5
 1
-
• • ,
20 
i
11!21 f*
6 
THEi  TAILOR6 .
11' 
(-ucceszr to uchn Y. Owsleyi)
71 i
5i!
2704 'IL
1; Attkq• K1
 NB
New stock of goods, consisting of
the latest- style Woolens, both foreign
af:d domestic. An excellent line of Eng-
lit.h Clays, Vicunas and Scotch. Su' tingi,
which will be cut, trimmed and made in
the latest styles.
Mark your tobacco to rj
Gaither & West, Hop- 1111
0
kinsville, Ky. :-: O
ver Hopper Bros.: :-:
A NEW NAME
For the Cairo and
Cumberland Gap.
A CHARTER IS GRANTED.
Plans Slightly Changed-Will
Pass Through Christian.
A rose by any other name smell
s
as sweet. The Cairo & Cumber
land
lily railroad will be called the Cai
ro
& Tennessee River railroad, b
ut
Christian county will be travers
ed
by the lineend Hopkinsville is
 still
on the proposed route.
The scheme for the railroad fro
m
Cano to Cumberland Gap has 
been
changed slightly and a new compa
ny
incorporated. •
In Nashville, Secretary of Sta
te
Morgan granted a charter to 
the
Cairo & Teunesse Railroad C
om-
pany.
It cost the company $103 to have
the charter granted them, an
d the
charter was sent to Nashville f
rom
the office of the Register of Su
llivan
county.- All charters of railr
oads
Over 100 miles in length cos
t $100
to be tiled.
The incorpora tent are: J. M
.
Coulter, A. J. Harpole, B. F. 
Beck-
ham, A F. Thomason and Ge
orge
Drake, of Tennessee; and B. A.N
eale.
W. W. Robertson, E. S. Beaum
ont.
J. L. Dieniukes, J. D. Simpson, H
 C.
Canaday. S. A. NOMI011, S. J. 
Mat-
thews, Will L Landrum and Willi
am
McDonald.
'I hey propose to huild a railr
oad
from Bristol, in Sullivan county,
.,V.stwardly through Hawkins,
 Han-
•ock, Claibore, Union Campbell 
and
-knit counties, Tenae•see. in
to
vholey county. Kentucky. the
nce
u11 Whitley, Pulaski, Wayne
Ctmberland, Monroe, Car-
r,.u, Allen Simpson, Logan, T
odd,
Christian, Trigg, Marshall, Gra
ve.,
Carlisle, Calloway and Ballard c
oun-
ties to Fort Jrffereon on the Missi
s-
sippi river.-New Era.
Mark your tobacco to
R. C. & Co., Hopkins-
ville, Ky.
ATTENTION FARMERS!
The Leading Houses to Bu
y Fro n When in
Hopkinsville Are:
F. A. Yost it Co., harness and 
saddlery.
W. T. Cooper & Co, staple and 
fancy groceries.
M. D. Kelly, diamonds, watches
 and jewelry.
Forbes & Bro., bicycles wagons 
and ranges.
Geo. A. Clark, the fashionable t
iolor.
Sam Frankel, dry goods, cloth
ing and notion..
West & Lee, buggies, carliages
, etc.
Hopkinsville Tobacco Manufacturi
ng Co., wholesalers chewing 
and
smoking
o. WR.bile.o.Kitchen, furniture and un
dertaking.
COI & Boulware, clothing hat
s and furnishing,.
--
--
--
--
. 4, EAST MAIN STREET,
R. F. WEST. W
. H. LEE.
WEST apd LEE,
Successors
To
The
Blumensteil
Carriage
Company,
Manufactur-
ers of
Fine
Vehicles
01
All
Kinds,
Repairing and Repainting a Specialty
:- AND DEALERS IN
Carriages, Kardware and Trimmings,
airless, "Whips.
Corner Eighth and flopk;nsville. Ky.
Virginia Streets,
opkinsville - Tobacco
Manufacturing Company,
[INCORPORATED)
Chewing BrandyKentu
cky Diamond Twist,
Choice Or6euville,
Old Kentucky Greenville,
Old Home, Ringer Plug,
Ring Leader Twist,
Spokane Twist.
Smoking Brands:-RedDuke&Old Joe.
jno. R. Kitchen
Has the Finest Assortnit_ot
°fell Kinds of : •
FURNITURE
To be had in Southern Ken-
tucky. Handsome line of
Baby Buggies, $4.;"5 to
$1550.
Handsome seta
Bed Room Suits at rock-
bottom prices!
jar-When in liolkinsville
don't fail to call and see my
handsome display of
FINE GOODS!
Embalmers and
Funeral Directors
H.-
WM. DUCILEX.,
DICK EvERE-rr.
Corher RirOM, Ragsdale Cooper's New
Building, Main Sr 10th:Sts.
• 1
to
4
•
;•
m
SUPPLEMENT.
KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
IlOPKINSVILLE, KY., MAI, 1896.
* c•l":41.,„ • • S,SSS IA, • •  1,1,44; • • SSSISS •
W. E. RAGSDALE R. E COOPER •
•
•
•
OM& 
SESialia -Tirocsiuur rire=okosaLc.34:34::o hXc
••
RANDALL OVER COIS'e"4
MAIN STREET 6d
Tobacco Warchousc
Hopkinsville, Ky. •4
Our Charges For Selling Tobacco $2.50.
3)E NO COMMISSION!
• SSS.Stri:.‘P WWW.,;
 
• SS'S • • Sk
•
NAT GAITHER.
JAMES WEST.
GAIIHER & WEST,-•
PROPRIETORS
Plautus' : Warchousc
AND NEW ENTERPRISE.
4HOPKINSYILLE, 44.• KENTUCKY.C. c•
Our Clines For Zhu Tobacco, $2,50.
* No Commission! *
E. P. CAMPBELL, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
CAPITAL AND SUR-
PLUS, $275,000m0.
Statement of the Condition of the
BANK OF HOPKINSVILLE,
Hopkinsville, : Kentucky
(CHARTERED 1865.)
.41:t th.s Close of 1:31.191ra.esc 7::).scem.lozr 31, 1E395.
RESOURCES:
Loans tend Discounts $315.73224
Banking House. 
 1m2:622 00(pi)l
Other Heal Estate 
pftoelm lad Itleads.. ,,, 
 i r,p
 
00
Bight tichtneiiiiilli 1111,..,1111 Q1 IS 61
Ts HAI
z$411111Ati VA
DIRECTORS:
E. P. Campbell, Pres.,
D. R. Beard, John P.IGarnett ,
Dr. E. Stuart, a IL Bush.
.b.„ErWith ample capital we are prepared to extend every facility to our customers, consistentWe solicit the accounts of parties contemplating a change.or:a division of their business.
LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock. 
Surplus Fund  • 
Individual 1
0 tit ,
)11 i IILIlIlllI1Ill 1m.401p
altoi '1;1
.4. 1$41,3110
•
E,
A801114110
MIHERSON, Cashier.
with conservative
Refelpt• for pa.t month 8.415
lievelpts for the ) 1./1 . 6.3%11
Males for past month, 
 
Kale,. for the year.LITh
ShIpnients past month.. 56
Shipments for the year ..1444
Stack on sale, 
—
sold,
Stock On hand, 
 
5.:757t ItAlt7
• D. F. SMITHSON.
THI GOVERNMINT PEPORT.
In the government report of the
tobacco crop, acreage, product and
value for 1895 for Kentucky, se
given by the United States Depart.
went of Agriculture, is 223,574
acres, 179,553,(,00 pounds, $9,52t.-
1)09 value, nearly doubling the acre-
age, pounds and value of any other
State in the Union.
noeximsvimax 111PHILT
Reported hy J. II. Ir:aagleton. of Alfred Lewis
& I A .0 f Dealers
FI1SVIL:0416_
The Natural Markt of the
Dark Tobacco District.
MONTHLY RIP litT
Of the Hopkinaville Tobacco Mar-
Hopkinsville, Ky.. May 1, 1896.
This Y. or. t-tatae time
laat year.
2.10.1
1.1117
STS
Las
The offerings on Tursday were
composed very largely of reviews
and nondescript tobacco, hence the
prices were somewhat unsatisfactory
to the sellers On 'Wednesday the
offerings were very much better and
pi ices ruled ebout the same, while at
the same tune there was not the
snap in the bidding as was shown
last week. The highest price this
week was .$1.1 00. while it was sup-
posed that some of the cfferings
were equally am good as the week
before, some of the best judges, is a
rule, will differ in the. value, as it is
altogether a matter of fancy when it
conies to price Medium to good
lugs were from 1,1 to ic higher this
week.
Medium leaf was somewhat
stronger. The demand is good for
all grades on sale, w-bile the prices
apparently look low on some of the
low leaf and nondescript kinds. But
when you take the quality, condition
and the large proportion of the crop
'that will come under this head into
consideration the price is not so low
as might he expected.
It is to be hoped that all of the
farmers will see that the markets
are flooded with common trash to-
bacco and will quit raising trash and
raise good tobacco, which will al-
ways sell for its full value and pay
the fanner well for his labor. Our
receipts are SO large this week that
it looks like our warehousemen will
still have to build more new houses
to hold the weed at d will have to
continue the sales for four or five
Jays' in Gann week. The farmers re-
post everything very favorable for
another petting this year.
triutri-Arliyas.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 146 hhda.
66 hhds. of good and tine: 13 25 12 75
12 50, 11 75, 1175, 1175, 11 50, 11 50,
$260,000 00
95,000 00 Trash lugs, tl 00 to $1 30
Uote. Iqi,., 
 . 180 " 00
Mkt 1404.11111w; V tit) * dtiti
timid 111111111 1 1111 n 4
1 108i: : 11 !till 4 An it A
AAA 114/1 WI "
 7 00 " 111 01.1
1075, 1075, IOTA 1050. 1050. 10 50,
1050, 1050, 10 50, 1050, 10 50, 10 50,
1050, 10 25, 1025,10 00, 10 00, 9 95, 91)0.
9 90, 9 90. 9 80, 9 $O, 9 75, 9 75, 9 75,
9 50, 9 50, 9 50, 9 60, 9 60, 9 30, 6 30. 9 20,
9 00, 9 00, 8 95, 8 90, 8 50, 5 60, 5 40, 8 9.5
90, 8 25, 8 30, 8 SO, 8 10, 500, 520,840
800. 830,
26 hhds. medium leaf. 8 00. to 6 00.
30 hhds. common leaf: $5 95. to ip$ 20.
10 hhds. common leaf: $3 25 to 2 00.
14 hhds. trash pigs: $1 80 to 1 (11,
Our market was very strong ou all
grades of desirable leaf, which was
taken readily at satisfactory prices.
Lags showed more strength, but still
remain low. Soliciting your ship-
ruentel. we an...yours respectfully,
RstisDALE. COOPER &
N. B.--Our sides will be Tueliduys.
Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Tobacco sales by Ragsdale, Cooper &
Co., Main St. Warehouse, of 1(13 btu's.
April 14th and 15th.
72 hhds of good add fine leaf: $13 00,
13 00. 1300, 1300. 12 75. 12 50, 12 50, 12-
20. 11 75, /1 75, 11 50. 11 25, 11 25, 11 00
11 09, 1100, 10Th, 10Th, 1050. 1000. 10-
00, 10 50, 10 00, 1050, 1000, 975, 970,
9 75, 9 75, 9 70, 9 50, 9 00, 9 90, 9 50, 9 70,
9 20, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00. 9 00, 9 00, 8 95.8 9.5.
850, t 50, 5140,5 SO, 860,00, s :M. :41,
850. 8 50, SO, 8 25, 825, 8 25.5 25, 820,
8 20, 9 00. 8 SO, 8 10, 14 10, 8 10.
34 Mids. medium leaf: $8 00 to 6 JO.
23 Mids. common leaf: $6 00 to 3 10.
20 hhds. me<lium lugs: $3 10 to 1 90.
14 hhds. trash Ings: $1 to 1 00.
Our market very strong on all good
nal fine tobwro with a good general
demand. Common leaf and lugs still
low. We would advi,r every one to 18
very particular about assorting and
e:assing their tobacco well, putting each
color to itself and prize uniform both in
length and color, and annul your tobacco
to us ;and WE will always get the high-
est market price. Vow 14 truly.
1LA0stiALE, Cooesit & 1'0.
•
Tobacco sales by Ragsdale. Cooper &
Co.. Main St. Warehouse, of 20; hhals.
April 21st and 22nd.
74 lihds. fine and good leaf: 61500, 14-
50. 14 25.13 75. 13 75, 13 75..13 50. 1850.
:3 25. 1300. 13 01). 13 0e, 13 00. 13(10, 13-
:5. 12 50, 1225, 12 25. 1225. 12 Ur. 120(1.
• 12 00. 12 00, 11 75. 11 75.11 73.11 75, 11-
50. 11 50, 11 25, 11 25, 11 2.5, 11 tk. 11(10.
10 75. 10 50, 1050. 1050. 1050. 1025. 10-
23. 10 00, 10 00, 1000, 10 50, 9150, 990.
9 75, 9 23, 9 00, 1000, 9(10, 900. 8 95.
90, 50, 8 90, 870,8 70, 590, )70, 570.
$150. $30, 5 50. 8 70, 8 00, 8 00, 8100. 8(40.
oo, 110, 8 50. 8 F.O.
39 hhds. medium leaf: $604) to 8 00.
31 idols. common leaf: $3 40 to 600.
24 hhds. medium lugs: IP 04) to 3 30.
°9 lusts. trash Ing4: 73e to $1 NI.
Stark :t was very strong • and higher
on all desirable grades (if leaf with a
good general demand. Good and med-
ium lugs in fair demand. (7onntion lugs
and trash very low and dull. Soliciting
your shipments wt are, yours truly.
CoOPER & Co.
Tobacco sales by Ragsdale. Cooper &
Co.. Main St. Warehouse, April 28th.
214th and 30th. of 243 hhds:
82 hhds. tine and good leaf: 15 oo,
15 00, 14 00, 13 75, 13 75, 13 50, 13 25.
13 25, 13 (10, 13 00. 12 75, 12 50, 12 25.
13 25, 12 0(1, 12 00. 121*), 12 00, 1175.
11 75, 11 50, 11 54o. II /5, 11 50, 11 541.
II 50, 11 rm. II II 25, 11 25,
11 541. It 95, 11 00, imi, 10 IA, 1011
I() VI, In 13, Itt 15, 111 50, 10 3tI, 10
11130r 10 in, 10 ft, 10 tit, 011011 ill Mt.
III Mt, 11 ill. 9 13. 1 411. OW. On
fit,. it IN;
 
ft 411; 4 111; f411 4$141 4101,
411.
 If 0114 Oir, 4 $4 4 411: $411: 4411: OW:
i11:I 41114 MI 0 t11: I 411 110r, II4 Itat!f14.
ki MAL inodiam uø. i In p
--"Milt-lt 11P— 41 Mids. common leaf. to 9" Ill
TOBACCO SA L ES, good and unalitiiit
85 hints. common lugs, $1 75 to 1 10.•
Our market very strong this week on
all grades of tobueet). Soule stronger
on Bremen styles. Lugs show s little
more strength, bnt remain low. We
sell Tseidays, Wtdne lays and Thars-11 10, 11 50, 11 26, 11 26, 11 00, 10 76 days. Please bear in mind our cbarg
ea
for selling tobacco are only $2 50 per
hogshead. No «aumission. Soliciting
your patronage, we are.
Yours Truly,
• 
R„to•PAIs, COonis & Co.
Sales by Gaither & West, Hopkins-
cut'. Ky., April 8th, 18f16:
83 hhds. of good to fine, $12 75, 12 06„
1200. 11 50, II 50, 11 60, 1200, le 00,
11 50, 1025, 10 254 1075. 11 50, 10 25,
10 00, 1000, 10 00' 1135, 10711, 900,
6 20, 9 60, 990, 950, 14 60, 860, 841),
840, 8 50, 8 60, IP 00. 9 80, 9 25.
hhds. meditui leaf. $540 to 640.
33 blobs. common leaf, $6 50 to 3 50.
14 hints. medium lugs, $.1 23 to 2 50.
22 hhds. corninon lugs, $2 50 to 1 00.
The market was. active and strong on
all grades and prices were generally
satisfactory to sellers. Soliciting your
shipments we are Respectfully.
(; & West.
Sales by Gaither & West. Hopkins-
vile, Ky.,' April 16, 18183:
44 hhds. good to fine leaf, $12 75,
1200, 1200, 11 75,: 11 50. 11 00, 11 00,
10 50, 1075, 10 75, 10 ;5, to 75, 1050,
10 25, 10 25, 10 25. 10 00, 10 00.9 95,9 80,
9 80, 9 60, 9 1)0, 9 GO, 9 50, 9 40,9 00.9 00,
9 00, 9 10, 9 22. 96, 8 el% 8 80. 8 60.0 60.
8.00, 840, 505, 5(4), 20, ti 20,14 SO, 8 00,
14 NO.
35 kits. medium to good leaf. $ti 10 to
41 10.
28 hhds. common to medium leaf.
$6 40 to $ 00.
20 hhds. lugs, $3,20 to 95e.
Market strong on all grades of at od
tobacco. common and nondescript are
still low. Soliciting your patronage we
are Yours Truly,
GA-11 & WEST.
Sales by Gaither & West. Hopkins-
viile, Ky., April 23. :
36 hhds, good tome leaf. $15 00,13 25,
12 25. 13 09, 1150, 1035, 1076. 11 GO
10 ('o, 1G 1100, 10 GO,
10 25. 11 75, 1075. 10 M. 1060, 1050.
9 MA), 9 60, 9 00, 9 50, 9 90, 9 90, 9 60,
9 60, 9 75, 0 25, 9 30, 9 50, 9 00, b 95,
1000. 100*.
24 hhds. medinni.to good leaf, ps 80
to 6 50.
45 Wale. common and low kaf, $0 TO
:Co:Ain:zed on ror.rth Page.]
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The McCORMICK leads
them all. Don't do your-
self the injustice of buy-1
ing until you have ex-
amined this machine.'
See your nearest agent. !
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MeCORMICS'S Latest, The World's Greatest, HARVESTER.
• THE NEW LIGHT DRAFT "OPEN ELEVATOR" FOR 1896.
A. S. Merweather
-ibentist
GAS AND VITA IZED AIR AD-
MINISTERED.
OFFICE OVER BASSETITS,
IN suriricRs BLOCK.
•
. I k etp,N. - R pkq k t.i dei...„( 1 t rz zz z z :-4,Ni? _ •.-,1,, -.N4.N t
To Merchants and
r
 M
• Consumers of GroceriesP
1.?
A The following are a few of our
prices:
1.
If you ari. desrotis of purchasing where your dol-
lar will get the most goods, a visit to our store will
convinr.e the most skeptical that our prices can not be
equaled, and we guarantee everything to be exactly
as represented.
•
•
6 Laundry Soap i Pretty, Clartmett.I.ennx,,tc.). 7 bars 2i.•.
(,lone Match.... 12 ho..-s, Ma ea4•11,  $ rt.-
$ Hull Head ( 'der., 2 lb etii14
Pine Apples IA etal.15Lti":.
Peltell,•4 .. . .. 
 10 eta. can
• 
•
Tomatoes, Two lb cast%
5 cti1.4rei:n.1.4,Cotrintin„
Hakim( Powder., I Its onus  
4 ctn. box.
111 
 9 eta. can.
String /lean.. 21% cans,  Sets. earl.
 4 CtsP
Chamber set (Ten
ç 
Plecea.)
Bulk Soda
Bowl and Pitcher   eta.
LINIS
Set of Cups and Sciuceri 
AS
Country r‘orgh um   
-nets.
Feather Dti.,ter.s
qll Coal OIL Standard Oil 0o.'s be. st made • . .. 2516 cell's. gliall...
• •
•
DO YOU WANT BACON, COAL OIL,
Salt, Molasses or Sugar? If so, get our prices before purchasing, or you will •
make the rnieteke of your life!
CANNED GOODS! CANNED GOODS! .
Well, if we aiut got 'ern, we've most! Any and all kinds, from the cheapest te
the very fit sat, and no end to varieW
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS for Chase &Sanborde world-renowned Teas and Coffees. These .?
Goods need no recommendation at our hands! They are THE BEST! 
? 
. Cooper & Co ';',0
- 
WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS, - 0
OPP. COURT-HOUSE - - HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
lo; te .4947) FAN t 44.!* *,:;kh NtNt•N-4
rillE OLD. Tewele= -AND-RELIABLE 
M. D • KELLY
No. 8, Mail St., Opp. Court House, Hopkiusuille, Ky.
4 a2r Keeps the most complete ptock of Diamonds,
4 Vine 'Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Sterling Silver and
4 P;ated Ware, Holland's Gold Pens, and everything in
keeping with a first-class Jewelry Store.
A Watch-maker .
Of Acknowledge Superiority!
I  A - Graduate - Scientific- Optician! 
The intelligent and wise peoptealways patronize
1 the bueiness house of established reputation for honest
1 and square dealing, and the reliabIe workmanship,' v hich is only acquired by long years of experience: ,Such is the House of N. D Kelly.4' Established in Cadiz, Ky., 1866; Ilopkinsville, 1883. 6,
.1-,...----,.---------r:---w--,---m:=rrMg=11P''TP"mr'mtP'•5"'IPNIF'-1/4
FOR THE FARMERS
Who Visit Hopkinsville and Want Their Intercsts
Protected.
Don't plant more tobacco than you have barn room for.
Don't plant more tobacco than you can properly cultivate.
Don't raise common tobacco and expect high prices for it.
Don't mix your tobacco. but assort well when prizing.
Don't fail to send your tobacco to Hopkinsville.
Don't forget that Hopkinsville is the best dark tobacco market.
Dou't fail to call on F. A. Yost & Co for saddlery and harness.
Don't forget to call on M. D. Kelly, the leading jeweler
Don't leave town until you have seen Cox & Boulware, the clothiers.
Don't, delay novel seeing Forbes & Bro. about bicycles, wagons and
cooking ranges
Don t go home until you have seen Geo. A. Clark, the tailor.
Don't purchase your groceries until you get W. T. Cooper & Co 's
prices.
Don't buy your buggies or carriages except from West & Lee.
Don't think you can buy furniture anywhere as cheap as at Jno. B.
K itchen's.
Don't neglect seeng Sam Frankel for dry goods, clothing and notions.
Don't fail to read Dr. Talmage's sermon on the third page of this sup-
plement.
Don't patronize a market that you have not confidence in.
Don't you see Hopkinsville has more tobacco buyers than any d'ark
,markett
Don't you know your tobacco will sell for more money .in Hopkins.
vile'
Don't stop at any hotel but Cooper's Phoenix.
• BOW MANY ACRES DO YOU IN-
TEND TO PUT IN TOBAC-
CO THIS YEAR?
'You hear this question asked
whenever two or more farmers meet,
also when tobacco buyers or specu•
'store come in contact with the plan-
ters. And in fact it is in every to-
bacco grower's mind the all absorb
ing question. Every one realizes
that unless something is done to de-
crease the acreage this spring, that
the -weed- could be scarcely given
away by fall. In some counties the
farmers have held meetings called
"Tobacco Growers Convention" and
have attempted by an organized a-
greement to reduce the planting.
But it is the opinion of the clearer
heads that this will have a tendency
rather tte increase than to decrease
the crops, inasmuch as the majority
of the tobacco growers would not
bind themselves by such an agree-
ment, while a great number would,
on prospects of a few going into the
pledge, double their past acre-
age—thus adding to toe already
over supply.
But it must be remembered that
this large surplus is in the common
low grades. and that is why all that-
have had that class of tobacco have
suffered so much in prices this eea-
sem—poor 711(11i1 y did it. And why
so much poor quality in the present
crop? Simply because you planted
more tobacco than you had the la-
borers to cultivate it with, or else
you did not have the barn room suf-
ficient to properly house the crop,
giving it plenty of air to keep it
from house burning. But in ordeg
to make room for the eecond and
third cuttings you were forced to
crowd your tobacco in the barns and
cure it up in the green state, with-
out giving it time to yellow. Now
take this to yourselves. Wont you
admit that your crop this year con
tains more worm cut, more house
hurry, more fire struck, more green
tobacco than any you ever made be-
fore?
What is the remedy for the pres-
ent condition no far as you are con-
cerned! Don't let any convention
name the number of acres you are to
gi ie. .,.epare ground for as
tua. tier., a, you have barn room
for, giving it all the space necessary
to allow it to yellow properly with
plenty of air circulating through it
before firing—proaided you have
plenty of laborers to cultivate same,
allowing three acres only to each
laborer. If you will only attend the
sales on the Hopkineville tobacco
market you will see• good to fine to-
bacco selling at high prices, ranging
from $8 50 $15 00. On investiga-
tion you will find invariably that the
highest priced tobacco is grown by
farmers that plant small crops. A
word to the wise is suflicent. govern
your planting accordingly.
THE McCORMICK BINDER
Elsewhere in this issue appears an
advertisement of the McCormick
Harvesting Machine Co. The gie5wth
of this concern has been something
wonderful. Starting in 1831 from a
small blacksmith shop in Virginia,
the business has so increased that
now the company has the largeat and
most finely equipped factory in the
world for the manufacture of harv
esting machines. The company was
founded by Cyrus Hall .McCormick.
who was raised on a farm and knew
well the trying conditions to which a
machine would be subjected and la-
bored to build one that would be
durable and lasting. This policy has
been followed so closely during the
years they have been engaged in
building machines that now threrigh.
out the grain and grass growing
world the McCormick machines are
conceded to be without a rival.
In addition to buikling a machine
of the very best material and upon
the most approved plans, they have
adopted and are carrying out other
ideas which are of inestimable value
to the farmer in the harvesting sea-
son. They have?succeeded in estab-
lishing in the United States alone
more than ten thousand local agen-
cies, and are ,constantly increasing'
the number. At these agencies ard
kept a full and complete line of re-
pairs wbich is a guarantee to the
farmers against dangerous and ex-
pensive delays during the time of
harvest. For the year '96 they are
putting on the market a machine
that excites both the admiration of
farmers and envy of competitors. It
is known as their New Right Hand
Open Elevator Harvester and Bind-
er. it ie the result of the accumu-
lated experience of sixty-five years of
harvester building and is so far in
advance of anything of the kind
every before offered to the farmers
that the very newest of other makes
when compared with this machine
are checked off at once as "back
numbers." Any farmer who places
his order for another make of ma-
chine before examining this one does
himself an irreparable injury. These
machines are now on hand at all I
the company's agencies and will be
shown with pleasure to any one who
is at all interested in this class of
machinery. The company extends
an invitation to all to call and ex-
amine their machines and see what
the inventive genius of this country
has brought forth.
DR. CLARDY'S BILL
THE SENATE CoMMIT1'E1 VOTES TO RE-
TAU,' HIS AMENDNIILNIT.
Dr. Clardy has won another vic-
tory for his tobacco selling amend-
ment to the agricultural appropria-
tion bill and the Senate committee
which was preparing to leave off all
house amendments has agreed to re-
tain the Clardy amendment as it was
adopted by the House. This it is
thought makes the way clear for the
amendment to pass the Senate with
out much opposition. Dr. Clardy
has worked on his bill and succeed-
ed in interesting the Senators from
Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia
in his amendment and they helped
him get a favorable report from the
committee, of which Senator Cullom
is the chairman. The Doctor thinks,
the success of this amendment will
be the entering wedge to a reform in.
the tobacco laws that will result in
doubling the demand for our export
tobacco and bring about a decided
advance in the price which may a-
mount to $3 to $5 per hundred.
Consummers on the other hand will
then get tobacco at much lower
rates than they do now under the
"regie system. •
SAM FRANKEL.
A glance at the advertisement of
the above will chow you that Mr.
Frankel means what he says. That
he is an up to date merchant, ever
watching the interests of his cus-
tomers, is clearly shown from the
amount of business transacted by
him. It can truthfully be said of
him that from his earliest boyhood
all of his time and talents have been
devoted to the dry goods and cloth-
ing business. That he has met with
unprecedented success is not at all
strange when we come to think that
by close application to business,
studying the wants of the people
and never misrepresenting his goods
he has built up a trade which any
merchant should feel proua of. Mr
Frankel believes in the old adage of
I "either find a way or make a way,'
and as a special inducement to out-
of-town customers living ten miles
or over on railroad or turnpike buy-
ing fifteen dollars worth of goods,
he will pay your railroad fare or
turnpike toll one way: if your pur-
chase is twenty-five dollars he will
pay both ways. Don't fail when in
Hopkinsville to call and inspect his
stock of dry goods, clothing, notions,
etc., as he will make it to your inter-
est to visit his emporium, located on
Main street, No. 15, between 7th
and 8th streets.
DUNNAVANT & CO.
The above firm has decided to re-
main in Hopkinsville. They are
contractors and builders of twenty
years experience, having done work
at Memphis, Nashville, Vicksburg,
Natchez and other Southern points. 
Theyneed no introduction to tie
people of Hopkinsville, having built
the "Latham Hotel.- said to be the
finest and best constructed building
in the South. They have just com-
pleted the handsome three story
block for Ragsdale, Cooper &
which occupies the entire square on
West Main street, between Tenth
and Eleventh streets. They are also
remodeling the handsome residence
of Banker E. B. Long, to whom they
refer Parties contemplating build-
ing or improving their houses wil
find it to their interest to correspond
with the above firm at Hopkinsville,
Ky.
STOP AT THE
Phcenix
Hotel
WHEN IN HOPKINS-
VILLE.
THE HOPKINSVILLE
STEAM *
iftifilMORY
DYE-
WORKS
Is the Largest in the
South.
It does the 1 work of nny
Hi the eountrr ; conse,inently. troai. -
-pot Irons tuilny large cities, to,Le uoin.
us liopkinsviile.
T. L. METCALFE,
PROPRIETOR
• oos.
•
A
sieverity
Miss echo Cowan. who ha, been
the el relatives in the city, left
for Louisville • to spend
lev calm with relatives before re-
tarn to her home in Jolliet, Ill.
get:He-
n:take a
Vegt ta-
Extract& $40 to g75 a moat easily
ma ess de. Addr, Crofts & Reed, Chi,
cugo, 
upre.2,dltavet.
Eggs for hatching from thoroughbredpoultry, the best layers on earth. White
Merlon
-as, Peek per 13. Silver Spaugled
Harubergs, S. C. Brown Loghorus.White Guineas #1.00 per 15, BuffCochin $1.30 per 15. Also GermanHares head. Address New ERA, Hop-
kin.sville, Ky.
••••
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr, L. C. Tuggle, of Roanug SIseleteawas here Monday.
Mr. T. J. Gaines, of Newsteed. was
--here this week.
Mr. L. Yoetz, of Biggers mill, was intown yosterilay.
Squire M. B. Brown, of Crofton. wasin the city yeetertiay.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Reed, of Caeky,
were in town Monday.
Mr. M. C. Layne, of Fairview, was inthe city this week.
Mr. Arnold Krentz. of 
here yesterday morning. 
/
Bevnettstowiawas
Messrs. R. J. Downer and J. E. AI 
Flock the day before pater-
/el ring Pembroke template. via
iiet111).
otell, the patient
the Asylum: ere
and who and not
eirtea was mad . for
home at Shari* in
Dr. "etcher reettiveel
rig Russell stating lthat
several days, arrived
, and that they winuld
to the asylum millets it
e necessary, as he ware
el at precept.
,of FaITVIt'W. were ID tow II MOW
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. NorthinetonPee Dee, were in town Sunday.
Mr. Felix Grasty, of Cadiz, was
city Tuesday.
Mr. Jesse Milhe of laY•lit4Cille,lug the town.
Mr. Jail. J. Bowen,
here Tuesday.
Mr. Van Dalin, of Crofton,
on buainews this week.
Mr. George Nance. of Tri
Was on the streets Tuesday.
Mr. S. E. Ledford, a Pent
chaut, visited the city to
-day/,
Mr. Mout Dawson. of ROary.
attended the tobaeco sales in
Miss Jeanie White, of C
town shopping yesterday
Mr. Jarues M. Dillen. a
IZell of Pee Dee, was on
day.
JudgeP. D. Clayton.
is in the city the
Bentiey.
cit-
to-
, Fier-
. A. E.
Mrs. L. E. Dew, of wh;been visiting ralativ, 
turned home toolay.
Mae L. J. Han,. has been
thisatsitznwitingi g Mrs. 
to
co., , 
oct 
returuee
*
e - Dr. I. N. Fruit de to Nashville
Tte nneweatt nd W.uthe..nzoTa714t)i:g of the
aiMrs„ W. A. , of Columbia.
Terra, is ealto 'daughter, who a
student at eaat ikeelea College. 
Miss Lena p
lady of Heald
John Y. Owe,
relawned to
Mr. J. B.
of the sea
poia of
attractive young
is the guest of Mrs.
Soath Main.
Yr. and moilylor Hickman, after
• short visit ayes in the eiteehave
home in New Albany.
denthall, Grand Sachem
in the city for the par-
ing an order of Ited Men.
- 
Herr Si Hart, father of Mr. Ike
Hart, of 4eitY. arrived in New York
Friday i Trier. Germany. He is
ears of age.
Th
pep
da
oL Coue r-Firet
and teetober.
(Vera Cotatr-First
month.
I .4 !Pante at 11. IA pleasant' dance was gi
i in the Southern part ofFriday uightety Masers DTorn Clardy and John Gc'nf0't'rr COURT-First Monehey in June ' forty 
couples e 
"
tte,e"eeeand fourth Monday in Februstry and Sep- I . 
frome' this eity".''''
t: :ober. I era!
taCtA RL CO
iriatry, April. July and October.
NT Y URT-SeC011•1 Mondays and Watts chaperoned t
y iu April
Dr. Ayers positive cure, a
meat for hulies. Call for
liaz Mrs. S. H. Harrison's boar,
- .•
T. F. 
.Collins handles the
Hill and Providence cool. Giv it a trial(Alec corner 'eat and 1:. R. S
.4 W, dding An
Mr. Charles
.Belle Bootle, ant Elkt
oI this City, wilf m
oine treat- inst., The protipectiv
samples jewe.ry basin.*
lug house. daughter of Me. 11„,
4tw4t nent Elkton eed
best Oak will be per?
Mr. John N. W
Feb 1 W. 4 M. Mr. Ed 111
Cards of idviWANTED.-A reliable lady ed in the citynein to distrittte sample,: and Edward Fhituseeto-hou.se canvass for our this city, andhis Toilet Soaps and Pare Levering daughter of
tree. of Tren
will take p
teenth day
in the Met
4.4
,t4iziara;•,4t,
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TIlE NEW r . HVO OSteloily .t 111404
ehe date of Wedding of
etecterreti set the patentee la
•s seeenet-cotte man matter.
A YEA te tin Hardie And Miss J
_ ea
-- has boon Utliejlally A2.1 110IlUeefl.noptin,ritie take place on the 28th of th
The conple will reside for th
,in Bowling Git%.n.Fr, ray, Sday 8 1890;
t r DIRECTORY.
has
following Fairviewites went to
ill,' 1st Wednesday: Col. Al-
a- w* and baby, NebeonWa e
.47tout wife  B. Dieken, Miss Ella Ca-
-• a. ; W. Wins and wife and W. H.
.1 -sup. ' iew.
A. W.. Pyle and family, of Hopkins-
vitae, spent Sunday with the family of
B e eteClaid .... Dr. E. P. Russell.
of ii einsville, spent Sunday with his
.ter, Mrs. Ford W akerson. -Elk-
Progreso.
la a lantittlat .
Hon. Asher G. Caratto formerly of
this city, is a candidate for Judge of the
division of the Circuit Court,
provided the vacancy is to be filled in
Nov ember.
•••••••••••••
,....11167.1ohn H Milliken. well known in
this city, who has filled the position of
City Ticket Agent of thy Louisville it
Nashville in Louisville for many yearn
is addition to his duties as District Pas-
senger Agent, will, commencing to-day,
devote his entire attention to the posi-
tion of District Passenger Agent, and
kis territory is to be enlarged.
Left Comidel a' 1- Prop -r ty.
Ex-Sheriff James D. Steel, whose sud-
den death was announced in the New
as Wednesday, had a $5,000 life in-
surance policy, and this, with other
property. places his family in c• niforta-
ide Mr. Steel was horn
on the place on which he died the 12th
day of March, 1829, and was therefore
67 years, 1 months and 15 days old. He
waa Constable in the Yellow House
district for many years and was Sheriff
of Christian county from January 1st,
1887, to 1860, and was Constable again
in his district for many years. Hi. also
served by appointment for awhile as
Justice of the Peace.
w ardea
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W. D. Hood Dead.
Mr. W. D. Hood, formerly of this city.
whose serious illness at Milton, Tenn.,
Was noted by the NEW ERA last Wet k,
is dead. Consumption ceased the death
Mr. W. C. Wright, K. of R. & S., Ever-
green Lodge of this city, received the
following letter from efurfreeetoro a
few days ago:
"Brother Knight, W. D. Horst died at
Mitten on the night of the tb ult.
He wars burial y esterday. Twenty-
two members of our lodge attended his
funeral and buried him with the honor-
of the order.
Yours Fraternate•ly.
W. R. Singleton.
K. of R. & S
- • •••••••-•
NAT VENS IN VA111E 1 V
Buckner & Owsley real estate aud in
earance.
Potato slips at Hopper's.
Wall Paper at Hopper Bros. tf
Hammocks and base ball supplies at
Hopper Bros.
Potato slips in great quanties and va-
rieties at McKee's. tf
15 everts gets a gallon of the fine coal
oil at the Diamond Grocery.
The handsomest line of Wall Paper in
the city at Hopper Bros. tf
Weeento-Position in the city for a
bright boy; age 15. Apply at this office.
For eliced beef, ham. dried .beef and
breakfest bacon call on W. T. Cotiw &
eea.
W. . Cooper & Co. are agent) for
Chase 4t Senboru's world-renowned cof-
fees a4d teas.
Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
Ammonia. Alum or any other adulterant,
40 YEAR* THE STANDARD.
:
Boila and pimples are due to impure
blood. Remove them by making the
blots! pure with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Always in season, Hopkin's steamed
homitly (Hulled Corn). Elegant knelt
in milk. Qt. can ten cents.
Furniture repaired and upholstered at
John. R. Kitchen's.
••Heatelight," the finest coal oil made
by Standard Oil Co., 15 cents per gallon
at W. T. Cooper tt
Two car-loads barbed and entiooth
wire jnet received at Gus Young's.,
WANTED-Men in every county to art
as private detective; uuder instraetion.
Experience unnecessary. Addrati• Go-
operative Detective Agency Nashville,
Tenn. 136d20t.
Dontestic fillet on Monday and
Tueseiny, and glees the balance of week
at the Hopkinsville Steam Laundry and
Dye works.
For billiousuess, to regulate the-
bowels and cure a torpid liver, Ws-
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pillar. 25 per
box at druggest
Cleaning and repairing by Fowright
the tailor and cutter. Pants made from
$13.50 to $15.00. Suits from $12 to $60,00.
Seventh street opposite New Era.
The Leavell homestead has been sub-
divided into a number of splendid res-
idence lots, which are now for sale on
easy terms. Apply to Henry and Leav-
ell. d&vraf
gerWANTED-Men who will work
for $75 a month salary, or large eornmise-
sion, selling staple goods by sample to
dealers. Experience unnecessary.
Household Specialty Co., 15 Flak 4th
street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 134d3an s&w
On account of the Southern Baptist
Convention at Chattanooga, the L.& N.
will sell round trip tickets at one fare
May e-e4 inclusive, limited to fifteen
days from date of sale, with provision
for fifteen days extension.
J. M. ADAMS, Agent.
The U. S. Oov't Reports
show Royal Baking Powder
superior to all others.
Thousands 01 WOMB
SUFFER UNTOLD MIL5eine3.
BRADFIELD'S
FEtAALE
REGULATOR,
ACTS AS A SPECIFIC
By Arousing to Healthy Action al her Organs.
It causes health to bloom, and
joe to reign throughout the frame.
It Never Falls to Nola ...
al • ort re ha. hem, limier tree t mon{ 44 teem
Iny. 
a'..
..•no,. three ,..r.r•
After t,a '5 .1 !UNdA Mel 1) . I
EV- A LE E.,1.1. AT, no ohetan do he own
empties. unite g mood *oolong "
BR V .t N. Henderson, Ala.
Blit1111E1.1, 10.(111,1fOR to., Allaufai, Os.
5.,14 by ti rut:Mats at II IP per bottle.
neve"' •
F..W3 in] Notes Largely of a
Local Natu-e.
The examination of applicants for tip-
plieants for (artifice:tee to teach in the
city schools will be held June 5th and 0th.
The free silver men in this destritt.
according to the Owensboro Messenger,
intenn to crganme every county, every
precinct, every school district, carivass
every hog path and beat every bush to
druw out ever silver Democrat to the
mass conventions.
A Princeton corresixindent writes that
army worms have aepeared in Caldwell
county in large numbers, -destroying
meadows and growing erywe: also the
leaves of the tintleer. Thp fanners are
ditehing against them, but already great
damage has been done.
-0---
Mr. Frank B. Richardson, who was
Assistant Adjutant General ef Kentucky
luring Gov. Brown's administration,
dropped into the city yesterday and rtee-
atered at the Willard Hotel as having
aane from St. Louis. says the Courier-
Journal. Some persons began to won-
1er how it was that such Kentuckian.
who has always lean known as one of
the most faithful Kentuckian., of them
should in a few months call Min-
:owl his home. Mr. Richardson has
explained the change by informing his
friends that he is mew traveling for a
large hardware house of St. Louis. and
therefore calls St. Louis his he realm rt • as.
He istill a deep-dyed Kentuckian.
-0 -
Services at the Universalist Church
next Sanday morning at 11 o'clock and
tiiele unt s. Rev. G. R Taylor. the pas-
tor. annonneas that he will preach short
-armoire. Topic fur the morning ser-
eice: "Cod's tourity to a fool; 'at night
-"The progressive nature of religion
.ind the fallen idols of Orthodoxy."
Elder Sweeney's powerful sermons
Imitate:re to attract large congregations
to the Christian Church.
-o--
Rev. J. N. Hall, of Fulton, will con-
duct dedicatory services on the thin.
Sunday in May in the New Barren
Chareh,seven miles from the citron the-
lreeeville road.
-o-
Hugh Phelps. of the Barrett House.
will go to Owe•nstoro Thursday morning
:o assume the nutnagement of the Rudd.
• he nits t pi emenent hotel in Owensboro.
-ays the Henderson Journal. During
:as residence in Henderson Mr. Phelps
less made many friends, all of whom
eat see him depart with genuine regret
As an able and efficient hotel man, Mr
Phelps will have a wider scope in his
new position, coupled with greater re-
sponsibility. Those who know him here
predict that he will meet with unbound-
ed success.
The Hopkinsville New Era is now
getting a telegraph service. It has been
materially improved in every depart-
ment. says the Pennsylvania Town ant:
County Printer. •
-o--
A. H. Mills, a Caldwell county farm-
er. has been returned to the Western
Aeylunt. He was in the institution
some time ago and his condition was R.
improved that he was sent home. Re-
cently he became violent and has at-
tempted to kill himself.
A large crowd from Hopkineville will
go to Evansville on the 10th iust to see
Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show.
-o-
Adj. (ien. Collier has decided to make
an invest tem of the companies in the
State militia. He will come to Hop-
kinsville. accompanied by Lieut. While
jilt' on the 14th Met. He has already
horn to Harrodsburg. Lexington anti
Flemingsbnor. His other dates are as
follows; Cyhthiana. May 7; Falmouth.
May 8 (morning): Winchester. May e
evening): Middlesborough, May 9:
Bardstown, May 11; Hodgensville, May
11: Bowling Green, May 13: Madison.
rifle, May IS: Wiekliffe, May 16; Hen-
derson, May le.
-o--
Parish Mortehant. of Grace-y, had an;
experienee with a snake. The Clarks-
ville Times tells the story : Meacham
was on the farm of Jack Wall, and
while the latter attended to sonic farm;
duties. the former found a comfortable
"put in which to take a nap. Me-amham
slept unneeteted until Wall eompletat
his labors and went to where he foun
his visitor Net asleep, all uneonscious,
of the Net that a large spreading adder
snake had coiled himself comfortable
antler Meachama ann. Wall awoke
Meech:on as quickly as possible, and
wheu the latter discovered the danger.
tins nearness of his poietenons sleeping
companion, he quickly changed his po-
sition. while the snake slipped away
without attempting au attack."
The total equalized assessment this
year in Kentucky is $570,925,762, a de-
crease of $2,280,706 over last year. The-
total valuation was 8553,740,350, and
the equalized assessment is, therefore.
a raise of $17,186,403. The tax arising
from this year's property valuation will
be about $2,600,090.
WHEN NATURE
Needs assistance it maybe best to ren-
der it promptly, but one should remem-
her to use even the most perfect rem-
dies only when needed. The best and
most simple and. gentle remedy is the
Syrup of Figs. manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Company.
FACIAL HUMOURS
Prevented by
Collura ,
Soap
ASH A rIED TO BE SEEN tcn'au. of d isfig-
tiring lariat humours is the con,litioe of
thousands who lieu in eznoranee or the tact
that ia curn i i to he bind the
purest. 11Wrteio.-;:, :11).1nm-it effoet i re sk in puri-
fier and Latittlier in the world. For pimples,
hteekneeads. rat and oily skin, reO, parch
hands with shapeless nails, dry, thin, and fall-
ing hair, it Is sonderf
11.4,1(1,w,..Tr.oat Ow world Priti.h d.y,t P'S tV
al.,' C ',OIL I. Kowa Erhorand... POTTIS
Data A.,. CO4P.Iloale 1Wkw U.s. A._
Put-ins -
fake-outs -
4 el in Leavening Power..-1Atest 1:7. STe-cp. I,Pport
axing
wder
ABSOLUTE= LAME
A_GLANCE,1 TOBACCO.
eces Shapad For
Prompt Reading.
HAPPENINGS AT HOW• S.:LES HI ABERNATHY &
Sales by Abernathy & Co. on May 7,
of 168 hhde. tol.aeco as fellows:
113 hleis. leaf, $9 50 to $2 80.
5.; Wets. lags and trash, trt: 50 to 60 etii.
NE7-•ON D titNEY'S SALE.
Sales by Nelson & Dabney on May e.
6 and 7th, of 106 iiheut. tobacco:
Lugs, $1 2e to $2 75. •
Leaf, $3 541 to $6 00.
20 hhds, good leaf, $13 25, 12 25, 12 25,
1100, 1100, l00, 10131, 1000, 1025,
9 50, 9 50, 900, 925, 900, 900, 11Th, 13(1)
RANRERT A SIM-YEWS S ALE.
Sales by Hapbei7 & Shryer for week
ending May 7, were as follows:
19 hhels. common to medium leaf, $8 40
8 00, 7 80, 7 20, 7 00, 6 :A 61;), 595,590
Ti 70, 5 so, IS 50. 5 00, 5 25, 5 00, 5 es, 5 00
5 00.
9 hhds. common leaf, $4 20, 470. -I e0,
4 00, 4 00, 4 00, 4 75, 4 30, 4:30.
16 Mids. logs and trash, *2 25, 2 00,
350. 2 75, 2 IS, 200, 1 14), 1 90, 1 7ae1 re)
1 25, 1 25, 1 20, 1 25, 1 00, 1 00.
M. D. HOACS Itl7PORT.
The offering, this week were about
ee0 lards. A large part of it common to
medium grades. The market Opened
rather easy and continued throughout
the sale. Reeve times the heaviest of the
s event. There was not o much geed to
tine tobaccos offend as usual. Prices on
same some easier. The breaks were
crowded with sellers from all over the
Black Pattie Masers. Krembler and
Rohte, N. Y. City, and (7ol. C. C. Bell.
Springfiehl, Tenu., were visitors on the
breaks.
Lugs-Com.. $1 00 to 1 ; med., $1 75
to 2 50 ; good, #2 75 to $350.
Leaf-Cone to 5 ; no.4, $5 108 ; good
te tole,
Wrappers-Plug, short, lie to 12; long.
$10 to IS. •
Wrappers-44(40es, med.. $7 to 9: good
es to 10; tine, $10 to 12.
M. D. aloe laes, Broker.
- .
1.0t.' TOBACCO MARIKEt.
This report is furnished to the NEW
ERA by Glover & Dunce, Linlisvillt• To-
bacco Warehouse:
Sales on our markt•t for the week just
elosed amount to 2,346 birdie, with re-
ceipts for the same period 1,000 li lrds.
Sake on our market • since Jan. 1st
amount to 69,4.41 hhtis. Sides of the
crop of letei on our market to this date
.unouut to 66,e15 hinds,
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our inarke‘t for dark tobacco 1e95
crop:
Crash.  41.06 to $1.10
,•,i,rnmon to MM.-logs ....... 1.4)0 to 2.00
Dark, rich lugs. ex-quality. 2.00 to 3.50
. .enamor' leaf 2.50 to 3.50
Med. to good leaf .... 3.50 to 5.00
Leaf of extra length  5.00 to 7.10
Wrappery sty! a  7.00 to 8.00
Dr. Price's Cream baking Powdet
World's Fair Highest Medal and Diplome.
TELEPhoNE
prt of the I limb I land Tele-
phon- & Trivgropli Com-
For pril.
MONTHLY REPORT.
April
15495
- 195
--119
Net Gain - - 106
eotal number e•xchanges - 25
Intel number toll stations - 147
naot number subscribers 5,057
April
1/.446
396
230
166
36
240
7,12e
Every subscriber in each exchange can
Is minim:irate direst with each and t very
subscriber of the entire thirty-six ex•
ehanges, and all are connected by the
long-distance eyetem with every village•
and city east of the Mississippi river and
mirth of the Aleltama State line.
ROYAL Baking Powder.
Highest of all in leavening
ntrengrh.--u.s. Go% ernment Report
W.C.T.ITtoLUMN
SABBATH ( )BSERVANCE.
This department of our work aims to
educate and arouse the public intellect
and conscience, through h•aflete, press
artieles, and coeeperation of the pastors
if the various churches( and all other
available. means. To the religious, sci-
entitle and other reasons for Sabbath
observance, elspecially raising a higher
practical standard among lerofesseel
Inrietiares. Also to gecure and maintain
good Sabbath laws and usag s, thus
protecting all in their right to a civil
rest day, and festering niorality. Our
efforts ere generally preceeded by a
week of prayer. The United Society of
Christian Endeavor and all Sabbath or-
somizatione, including our own, united
this year in asking such observance. for
April 5th to 12th. but for several reasonte
we had to postpone until the 19th. We
emit requests for sermons on this sub-
ject to all the praetors of the city, and
hereby wish to thank those who respem-
ded for their able and earnest sermons.
We have seen and heard already the
•'arrest of thought'' ',reduced by them,
extreme tired feeling afflict, nearly every-
body at this season. The hustlers cease to
push, the tireless grow weary, the ener-
getic become enervated. You know just
what we mean. Some men and women
endeavor temporarily to overcome that
iF
Feeling by greet force of will. But this
Is unsafe, as it pulls powerfully upon the
eervous system, which will not long stand
such strain. Too many people "work on
their nerves," sad the result is seen In un.
fortunate wrecks marked "nervous pros-
tration," in every direction. That tired
Feel
tog is a positive proof of thin, weak, im-
pure blood; for, if the blood is rich, red,
vitalized and vigorous, it imparts lifeand
energy to every nerve, organ and theatre
of the body. The necemsity of taking
Hood's Sarsaparilla for that tired feeling
Is, therefore, apparent to every one, and
the good it will do you is equally beyond
question. Remember that
00
Sarsaparilla I
FROM pAPF o ,E; 14. 4i).-4<-
• = "40=4;ittko
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Holmes DangledYes-
terday Morning.
BIG EIRE AT SOMERSET.
More McKinIty Raoluti(n3
--Othcr Late TtlEgra,ns.
H. H. HOLMES.
[srecist, TO NEW ERA]
Philadelphia, May 7.-Promptly at 10
this meaning the trap was sprung that
sent ieto eternity H. H. Holmes, the
greatest monsteraif which the world has
any re eine The examtion was wit-
nessed by the people that the law pro-
vides i hall be present, and t•verythiug
went eff without a hitch. The confes-
sion that Homes made some weeks ago
was found to have been exaggerated as
to the number of his victims, but it is
known that he murdered more persons
than any criminal ever brought to the
gallows. The particular murder for
which he suffered death this morning
was tiel of Pit zel and children. The
reasons that the mbrders he committed
were particularly fiendish was owipg to
the fa( t that the victims; were generully
friends Nvho trusted him implicitly. The
murders were all care•fully planned. arid
in; eome eltSes it took him months and
even years to kill his victims, wino were.
put to tenth so gradually that no crime
was suspected. Home-s was utterly
without a conscience, or any tender feel-
ing of :any kind, which can be said of
but few of the worst criminals ever
known, most of them having some good
trait, bet he had none. It was only by
accident that he was finally detected.
TWO DAYS MORE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
NeWTOrt, Ky., May 7.-It will take
about two days to finish the ?peaches in
the Scott Jackson trial in the Circuit
Court lie-re, A few days ago Jackson's
pmepec ts for acquittal seemed to be mood.
but since tine discovery of so much
fraudulent testimony in his behalf it
baits imw am if the Cane WOUld gri
against hint, however, UN a mutter of
course, no one eAll tell what the jury
may thing of the case. It is claimed 1.y
many femiliar with the case that there
has beta its mu;-ii perjury on one side i it
on the I then The testimony of Jack-
son's et rongest witnese, the hilly he
boarded with, has not been impeached.
What the Shakers of Mount Lebanon
know mere about than anybody else, is
the use of herbs and how to be healthy.
They have studied the powers of food,
They nt arty all live to a ripe old age.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial is pre-
pared 1 y the Stinkers fm-tan herbs and
plants with a special tonic powt•r over
the stomach.
It helps the stomach digest its food.
and digested food its the strength-mak, r.
Snot g niumeles, Atom* body,. strong
brain, tall come from properly digested
food.
A sick stomach can be eared and di-
gestion made easy_by Shaker Digestive
Cordial,
It cur s the nausea, lose of appetite.
pain the :stomach heatiache, giddiness,
weakness and all the other item/no:us of
indigeet:on, certainly and ie•rmaireettly.
Sold ty druggists. Trial bottle ten
cents.
laeur Phyele•I tendil inn
Needs rttention at this time. If you are
tired, weak and nervous, it is clear that
your blood is impure, and without doubt
there Las been too much over-work or
strain on brain and body. The coin-se-
a treatment for such a condftion
plain unei simple. The blood must first
be purified so that the nervous system.
and in fact all the organs will be fed
upon pure blood. Intelligent people
without number have testified that the
teat Level purifier, nerve tonic and
strength imparting Inediei he is Hood's
Sarseperilla. Nervousne t•44, lose of sleep
and g. neral debility all vanish when
Hood's Sera:errata is liersistently tat-
ken ; in a word, health and happiness
follow efter having taken Howler Sam-
pantie.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Repent of the Louisville Live Stoek
Exchaege. Boureon Stocky:trete :
Loui,aille. May 6.-Receipts of cattle
were light and of fair quality. The mai -
ket was a shade stranger with good de-
mand end quick sale. The best demand
WUN for light heifers and butchers cattle.
Stocks,. which were scarce, were tin m'e'-
quest, and good mach cows found many
buyers, but common milkers we're' slew
sale. The 1.cliS were (geared early stud
the merket was clotted steady.
Calves.-Recipte of calves were large
and the market dull. Veal sold around
#4.75. alleS calves were scarce and hard
to dispose of.
Calves.-Calves were in good demand
and read n•ielity. Fall valeta were dis-
posed of annual 8e and veal calves
ranged, from4te 5ac.neat of them goiter
at 43,c.
Extra shipping
Light •hlopIng
Hem butch•rs
Fair to, gond butchers
totsIttou numbers.
Thin. rtoigh steers, poor CONS
end seitlea figs ....... .
(keel tu et( t rot tist•tt
Conn ...... tu MeOlona °ail;
Fe,ders ...... . . . ....
Stocker." 
Bulls
Veal calves .......... .
Cit. kle• MI bah cows 
Pair to good ittlIch cows . .
attest eel
to ania it nft
:Ise 3 .5
2 ;ay :0
254 'Jul
Hogs-Receipts were large and of good
quality. The market opened strong
with good demand and prices a little
better than during yeeterday. Hogs
weighing 120 to 1540 lbs. sold at V1.40 and
the tope of other weights at $3.35. The
greateot inquire- was for light hew*, but
all were disposed of without difficulty.
Shippers took most of the supply.
Chute.- Inu•klitg and biltehera, m in
SWIM . . • .. . • 33 Atha :1:".
Pair to good parking. Poo t.o It, anal
(local t.• extra light. Pao too ustc,, . a sea .,
Fist shoats. Ili to rin . . 3 Inia
rat ahnats, till too LW .
"‘:11141.11  141AI 11:1 L"Mitihia.-The p le
lamb market wax pieta tuide•r small tle•
mend ; touting wits slow at yesterday t•
prices, which rated unchanged. There
over to to-morrow. They were dull and
was an over supply of spring
a emaiderable number will probably go
sold from 40e eke
food to t' fit .111pplug sheep 
F's
.. . .. 11111(R1 o11111.0111l11  7:.::•23in
F:xt lumbr  
leels;Te 'iooBucks
Fair togis.1   Glues :Ai
CM11111011 leo 1110411PM  4 .11544 am
Perfcct Wisdom
Would give UN perfect health. Becamse
men and women are not pc] feelly wist.,
they must take medicines to keep them-
selves perfectly healthily. Pure, rich
is
blood is the basis of good health. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the One True Blood Puri-
fier. It gives good health because it
. 
builde upon the true foundation-pure
t blood.
tiG-SUFFERINO
S kOMACH
ncels attention. Its mere ex-
ice is painful. You have
wader fed it with ilecookee
food or overloaded it with rice
aintics ; cease doing c.
It needs lotewe's leete
Teas -effective, harmless, trio,
trusty.
firAEANTER.
Purr Case mosey ref forded should
Stows • 1114041 BITTliall, taken a-
directed, Iasi to benefit any person •af-
fenng with I orspepaia. SI it lalit, CIII I.
a u,I Fetter. Kodney and Lover I roubles,
Biltousuma, Female Infirmities. !ni-
t are 1.10-o4, Weakness, Nelms.% Trois-
DI- a, Chronic Headache or Nenrelgia.
asowis CallhISCAL Cp., Baltu., Md.
41440***
PREFERRED LODALS.
Fo to Winfree Bros. &
Co. before you buy
threshers and engines.
They have just sold 416-
horse power rigs with
windstacker of the cel-
ebrated Sterens make.
Don't be deceived by
imitations, but buy the
genuine Atlanta Ferti-
lizer, that the farmers
have found by 5 years
experience to be the
best. Sold by WIN-
FREE BROS. & CO.
A shigart 'a Not
Notice is given to the. creditors of W.
T. Prim, that I will sit in my °tea. int
Hopkinsville Kentucky. on Thursday
May the 28th 1896, to receive claims
against the estate of said Prim.
Thes April 20th 1890.
Pout CeesLER,
elIt w3t Assignee.
Winfree, Bro. & Co.,
have just received a car
load of buggies, Phae-
tons, Surreys and Traps
bran new and the
nicest lot ever brought
to town. Go to see
them before you buy.
134d3t 42w3t
FOR SALE
f bee rie se %zip! g• ['rarity Coit-
al lung t-f lit 1 amid a 11.1f ter s.
Water-Woeks Over The Howse.
Hotel building with 50 rooms all fur
niehed. I mean all the furniture lioue,•
hold and kitchen tit run the hetet. Th.
preperty i.e Walt141 011 OW /1611 Vallee
Redrew! 16 treble from Ilopkiinsvilb
Ky Six trains per day, connecting
Prinet•ten with Leuieville and Wes•
tern Kentueky end at Hopkintiville.
with trait, eon lu from the North am.
South. My reaseet for selling is on Dr
(*Unlit of my health. only. As I have
made !matey steadily there. Any per-
sour fol buy ran (eine-speed w
me at Cerulean Springs on the premises
or Otitis and Wallace, my agents, liop.
kinsville, Ky. To the right man I will
make easy tenure
' john W. Stith.
Cerulean Springs,
Trigg County, Ky.
Bcautitul.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
We make your Windows prate
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS,
Your Houses
For awing should leek neat am
pre We do the FINEe'l
POle:TING, GRAINIG, 01. \ -
(ALONG, HARD-WOOD 1.1:e
181-it SO, and FRESCOING. We
SUN,
•••
-,..:,,,rmmtntrtrmtrrtmmlfvflMtIllItIttnit
few-
SW-
Oh.."
411.•••-•
.5"*•-•
•
Men's Black
Worsted Suits
At 7 00 !
'We sell al wool b'ack 8111.5, stylishly made, fforn Clay
olitg )nal worste I stutings. The tailoring is equal to that
best ordinary ready -mad suits you've been wear,ing.
su ts Ere bargains-but this is only half of the etlry-for
At $10.00
weave
in the
These
w.• eil al: wool Black Suits. F•ty made, horn Clay weave
diagma,: worste:l suitings. Now, what mikes the ditferelle,e1
These suits a e just as intrinsically cheap as a-e those at 87.00 and
look just like th,qn in the newkaper.
et's see Ths cloth in the 810 00 suits is a lIttle better-the
hid:1g is better-but that doesn't 1471311ra to much-aither will wear
well. The principal d fference i 3 in the tailoring. These 810.00
suits are tailored as carefully as any merchant t tilor would do the
wc,r1c. The edges are tailored--the collar and lapels are hand-
worked- -there arc over a thousand stitAies in the collar and lapels
--stitches that don t show when you have filo coat on, but ji,his
p log tokiged work puts the right kind in the collar and keeps
it thee.
II you want to make sure that you get the right kind of clothiag
be su• e to get
The High
Art Kind,
We Keep It.
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Ane guarantee our work. Writ ; g e
or tall ou us for tatillInttli Olt a: 's.
work. a ,
Girard &Ricker,
Telephone orders to L. L. Elgin 4 s - •
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FAILING MANHOOD
Gcri and Nervous Deli:ity.
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Dr. A. Boales,
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SWELL DRESSERS
Unhesitatingly pronounce our line
of nobby clothing to be the
BEST FITTI NG
Goods ever shown in ready-toar
clothing, and equal to any TAIL-
OR'S work in the country ercept in
PRICE, that's about half What the
tailor asks for same goods and same
fit.
==..6's=1 ST-7.7C=
Is what we are on our line of chil-
dren's clothing, and judging from
the way the GOOD PEOPLE have
been buying it we think thiy are too. -
&col,
-1:W=War.•
ROCHESTER
•
GOT A BOY?
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•.:t. If so bring (or send) him to us and we will fit him up so nice
.....
and so cheap that you will be TICKLED TO DEATH.
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'4We Do Not Claim
N To Work Miracles
24Building Material
rp Of All Kinds.
fr.
0) Sole Agents for Ullman & Philpott's Famous
674 Water-Proof Mixed Paints!
6,4 ROYAL CEMENTPLAS
DUG MAUSa,_10
r"4 TELOHONP 98.
But thAt we have and are continually opening the eyes of the blind on the
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Patron of uncleenness and a child of
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hell!" Sworn to be the Lord's, you areIEV. OR. TALMAGE PREACHE3
FULL OF HOPEe If reesym; think these afeenwee are to go
on forever, you do rot know who the
Lord is. God wilil net wait for the day
o f 
-judgment. All these palaces of sinEvent Is t ompmratIvely Near at Head.will 
 
b*conse palsees of righteottenees.
Thor will come Mai the poseemion of
those strong for virtne and 4rong for
trillion God. "He shall divide the spoil with(aiming the sarong." •
• el the I China and Africa, the two richest
lie Looks For the Final Captare of the
World Vol Christ and Say. tho t-lortous
The Spoils.
WASHINGTON, May 3. -This
of Dr. Telmage is radiant with
rewards for all welldoers. Ma
diskeartened will rally after r •ereeer it. portions of the; earth by reason ofHe chose for his subject • 'TiW li)i v aeon metals and rare Wheods and hiexhanst-of Spoils," the text selected being Isaiah flee productiveneM, are not yet dividedliii. I2, "He shall divide the spell with up among the good bemuse they are notthe strong." . I ready to be divided. Wait until all theIn the Coliseum at Rome, where per. : doors that Livimoitene opened in Afrieasecutors used to let out the irei eturved Ittall be entered; rtiol Bishop Taylor,lions to eat up Christians, there it now , with his band of bt 11 supporting mis-planted the figure of a men Ate! I re- sionariese have dine their set Ile andjoice to know that the upright Piece It the Ashantie and ,eoneganiblans shallwood nailed to a transverse pees has know Christ as well as you kuove him,become the gymbol not mire ef sefiering and there shell be en the banks of thethan of victory. It is of Chreit the con- Nile and the Niger a higher civilize-querer that my text speaks. As ni kingly tion than is no , to be found on thewarrior, having subdued an empire, banks of the Potomac or the Hudson,might divide the palaces and meneiona then Christ will il vide up that conti-and cities and valleys and inetantains nent among his fiemls. Wait untilamong his officers,so Christ is geing to China. which is h as large as all Eli-divide up all the earth and all t ..lierty- rope, shall have a velopt'd her capaei-ens among his people, and yeti and I ties for rice and tee aml scgar amongwill have to take our share if eve am edibles, and her asnetlerst and saiirhire
and tepee and opal end jr-ax r aud por-phyry among preceetis stones, and her
rosewood and. clieny and camphor and
varnish trees arnettg precious woods,
and turned up from her depths a halfThe capture of this round palm t for dozen Penneylvanitie of coal and iron,Christ is not so much of a jets as you and 20 Nevatlas of ' !elver, and 50 Cali-might imagine, when the church takes fonetut of gold, and her 500,000,000 ofoff its coat and rolls up its slot vest for people shall be evangelized. Then thethe work, as it wilL There are 11.000,- Lord will divide it ' p among the good.i000deception, but the450,000,000 are Christians. Subtract eternal truth, then he time is coming450,000,000 who are Chriet tans leen the when all the farm! Will be owned by1,600,000,000, and there are 1, 150i000,- Christian farmers, tind all the corn-000 left. Divide the 1,150,000.004) who merce controlled by Christian merchants,are not Christians be the 450,000,000 and all the authority held by Christianwho are Christians, and you will find officials, and all the ships commandedthat we shall have to average less than by Christian captaine, and all the uni-three souls each, brought by u.s into the versitiee under the iiistruction of Chris-kingdom of God, to have the whole tian professors; Christian kings, Chris-world redeemed. Certainly with the tian presidents. Christian governors,church rising up to its full duty, no Christian mayors, Christian commonChristian will be willing to bring leas council. Yet, what, a scouring out!than three seals into the 'kingdom of What an upturning! What a demolition!God. What a resurrect ion Must precede thisI hope and pray Almighty God that I new apportionment!'may bring more than three. I know I do not underrate the enemy. Juliusevangelises who have already brought Caesar got his greatest victories by fully60,000 each for the kingdom of God. estimating the vastness of his foes andThere are 200,000 people whose ono and prepared his men for their greatest tri-only and absorbing business in the amph by saying, "Tomorrow KingJubaworld is to save souls. When you take will be here with 30,000 horses, 100,000these things into consideration, and skirmishers and 300 elephants." I dothat the Christians will have to average not underrate the vast forces of sin andthe bringing of only three seeds each death, but do you know who commandsinto the kingdom of our Lori, all jilt- as? Johovahjireh. And the riflery° corpspossibility vanishes from this oninip- behind us are all the ermies of heavenpotent crusade. Why, I knees` a Seto- and earth, with hurricane and thunder.bath school teacher who for many years bolt. The good work Of the world's re-has been engaged in training the young, eemption is going on every minute.and she has had five different chews, rever so many splendid men and gloreand they averaged seven to a class, and eus women on the side of right as today.they were all converted, and 5 times 7 Never so many goo,d4people as now.are 35, as near as I can calculate. So Diogenes has beep 
l 
• en of as a wisethat she brought her three into the man because he went With a lantern atkingdom of God and had 32 to spare. noonday, saying he watt looking tor anMy grandmother prayed het children into honest man. If he laid turned his Ian-the kingdom of Christ, and her grand- tern toward himself, be might have dis-children, and I hope all her great-grand- 'severed a crank. Honest men by the 10,-children, for God remembers a prayer 0001 Through the iallernational aeries75 years old as though it were only a of Sunday school lemons the next gen-minute old, and so she brought her -ration all through Christendom are go.three into the kingdom of God and bad trig to be wiser than any generationmore than 100 to spare. Besides that, since the world stood.. • The kingdom isthrough the telephone and the telegraph, aoming. God can do iti No housewifethis whole world, within a V w years, with a chamois cloth !ever polished awill be brought within con:pace of ten silver tereepoon with inure ease thanminutes. Besides that, munivotenee, Christ will rub off fro this world theomnipresence and omniscience are pee- tarnish and brighten it up till it glowssiding in this matter cf the world's like heaven, and then, the glorious ap-betterment., and that takes the question portionment, for my beet is re-enforcedof the world's salvation out of the im- by a score of other textili! when it says ofpomibilities into the peneibilities, and Christ, "He shall divide the spoil withthan out of the possibilities into the the stione' 4-,s ,probabilities, and then out of the pr ote
abilities into thecertaintiee The build-ing of the Union Pacific railroad from
ocean to ocean was a greater under-
taking than the girdling of the earth
with the gospel, for one enterprieohle-pended upon the human PrIll, while the
ether &pm& upon aim eesti tiers,
• Fall surrender.
Do I really moan all the earth win
aurrendar to Christ? Yea. II iw at. 41 t the
uninviting port lons1 Will (ire ettltuid heeviwerviiano The &mobility id that aft-
strong in faith and strong in our Chris-
tian loyalty, for my text declares it,
"He shall divide the spoil with the
stoma."
Modest Spoils.
Some Grand 'Sights.
"But," you Fey. "this is pleasant
to think of fir others, but before thattime I shall have paistirl up into an-
ether existence and I eholl gut no ad-
vantage fro ow that new appeortitotiment."Ali, yen have only driven inn to the
other more eeeiteet nind trnteeporting
onitsideration, mitt that es that Christia retie to divide up heaven In the stone
way. Them AM old estates in the velem.
tial world that have been in the pesstre.Mon ef the inhabitants for thoutoands Ifet. A few MOTS hittleirvei brave lives are years, and they shall remelt% as theydashed out among the iceberge that are. There are old faueily maiudene ingreat refrigerator, the Polar tegien, will heaven filled with whole ginerations ofbe given up to the walrus and bear, and kindred, and they shall never be driventhat the inhabitants will come down by out. Many of the victors from earthInvitation into tolerable climates, or have already got their palaces, and theythose climates maywiten, and, RA it has are pointed out to these newly arrived_been positively demonstrated ilea the Soon after our getting there we will askarctic region was once a blo- ming gar- to be shown the apostolic residence*,den and a fruitful field, these regions and ask where does l'aul live and John,may change climate and again be a and shown the patriarehal residences,blooming garden and a fruitful field. It and Mall say, "Where does Abrahamis proved beyond controversy, by Ger- live or Jacob?" and Mohan the martyrman and American scientists, that the residences and say. "Where dues Johnarctic regions were the first portions of HUAI live and Ridley?" We will wantthis world inhabitable; the world hot to nee the boulevards, where the chariotsbeyond human endurance, those regions of conquerors roll. I will want to seewere, of course, the first to be cool the garden where the princes walk. Weenough for human foot and human hinge will want to see Music row, whereIt was positively proved that the arctic Handel and Haydn and Mozart andregion was a tropical climate. Professor Charles Wesley and Thomas HastingsRicer of Zurich says the remains of flow- and Bradbury have their homes, out ofers have been found in the arctic region, their windows, ever and anon, rollingshowing it was like Mexico for climate, some match of an earthly oratorio orand it is found that the arctic was the hymn transported with the ccauposer.mother region from which all the flow- We will want to see Revival terrace,era descended. Profeesor Wallace says where Whitefield and Nettleton andthe remains of all styles of animal life Payson and Rowland Hill and Charles*refound in the arctic regions, including Fume},
 and other giants of 'eoul reapingthose animals that can live only in warm are resting from their almost trapernat-climates. Now that arctic region, which neat labors, their doors thronged withhas been demoartrated by flora and converts just arrived, corning to reportfauna and geological argument to have themselves.been as fall of vegetation and life as our But brilliant as the sunset and likeFlorida, may be turned back to its orig- the leaves for number are the celestialtrial bloom and glory, or it will be shut homes yet to be awarded when Christapes a museum of crystals for curiosity to you and millions of others shall di-seekers once in awhile to visit. But vide the epoiL What do you want there?arctic and antarctic in some shape will You shall have it An orchard? Therebelong to the Redeemer's realne it is-12 manner of traits, and fruit ev-What about other unproductive or re- ery month. De you want river scenery?pulsive regions? All the deserts will be Take your choice on the blinks of theirrigated, the waters wet be forced .ip river, in longer, wider, deept•r roll thanto the great American desert betwe •n Danube or Amazon or Mississippi, ifhere and the Pacific by machinery ii mingled in one, and emptying into theknown or yet to be invented, and as belt of glass, mingled with fire. Do youGreat Salt Lake City has no rain and want your kindred back again? Go outcould not raise an apple or a bushel of and meet your father and mother, with.wheat in a hundred yeurs without arti- out the staff or the stoop, and your chin&eel help, but is now through such dren in a dance of immortal glee. Domeans one great garden, ee all the an- ectu want a throne? Select it from theproductive parts of all the continents Million burnished elevations. Do youwill be turned into harvest fields and Want a crawl'? Pick it out of that mouu-orcharda A half dozen De Lesseps will tain of diamonded coronets. Do youfurnish the world with all the canals want year old church friends of earthneeded and will change the connte of around you? Begin to hurn an old re-rivers and open netv lanes, and the rival tune, and they will fiodk from allgreat Sahara desert will be cut up into quarters to revel with you iastacred rem-farms with an astounding lel of iniscenee. All the earth for those whobushels to the acre. The marsh will be are here on earth at the time) of conti-trained of ins waters arel cured of it nental and planetary distribution andgalaria. I saw what was fer many all the heavens f e those wimare there.years called the Black so amp ef Ohio, coseractioas soots,its chief crop chills and fevers. but That heavenly distributiciii of spoilsnow, by the tiles put into the ground to will be a surprise to ninny. Here enterscarry off the surplus manure. trans- heaven the soul of a man who toek upformed into the richest and healthiest of a great deal of room in the eliureli onregions. The God lithe wages nothing, earth, but sacrificed little, tied amongI think, means that this weeld, from his good works selfishness Walp evidentpole to pnle, has come to perfect ien o f He lust crowds through the sleeting gate,f pliage and fruitage. leer that reason be but it's a very tight squeeze, ati that thekeeps the earth running tart:ugh space, doorkeeper has to pull bard4, get himthough so many fires are [lazing down in, said this man expects half Pf heavenin its timbers am! so many nieteoric for his share of trophies, and be wouldterrors have threatened to daeh it to like a monopoly of all its splendor andpieces. As soon as the earth is cemplet. to purchase lots in the Imbue*, m thated Christ will divide it up amerig the he could get advantage of the growth ofgood. The maim he does net divide it the city. Well, little by little he getsnow is because it is not dene. A kind grace of heart, just enough tel get himfather will not divide the apple among through, and to him is givee a second-his children until the apple is ripe. In head crown which (one of the saintsfulfillment of the New Testae:ant prom- wore at the start, but exchanged for ahue, "The meek shall inheria the earth," brighter one as he went on item gloryand the promise of the Old Testament, to glory. And he is put in an old house"He shall divide the evil with the once occupied by an angel whowas hurl-strong." the world will be apportioned ed Out of heaven at the time of satan'sto those worthy to posse.: it. rebellion.It is not so now. In the ea. Right after him comes a soul thatpuble of holding, feediee, (1,r hing ana makes a grunt stir arnoug the cee•st eats,sheltering 1,200,000,mo r ,.1-, and and the angels rush to the sets-, i.achwhere wit have only 60, o inhabit- bringing to her a dazzling coronet. Whoanti, we harp 2.000.1Th, v, loj ealinot is 101111 thit r whit realm oti earth WASget hosastw.rk, andwith their families she (111Pen? hi what timid Dillwvidortan aggregation of 11,000,009 that sire on festival was she the eantairiee, .zipithrr,tha verge of Mareatinti. teem thing bile was an htuindhut whip iiPtet left herWrcatif, most
 ecrtalttly. It, some way tnnut toe VI) years, but alio wis
 
eiretigthere will list a new 1111P, 111,.nlItritt, Ill nrayer, end she preyed down roviralMany tte the gollieeeire tetetes is el ethet linevel situ toe•uteteitt eller fettle,emelt toi peens tut the disolielitese ,,f tan§ Ais,0 the omievio.a sow with herrakiidokiiiiroli sod lilt lino, the pain hand she knit amity a mitten orposassion if I lie ui.eabi a s ho bow have tippet for the pct. Ituil with Ittlr eon'an lusultieleney. trivialise she aillie41 joy to wally A holiInis to tilgitteenanesa. -day festival, and now with those thin
Veen, 
bands an strong f6r kindneas and with
What, you say, will become it the
those white lips no strong for seppluia-
expeative and elalorate bu s I. I • era now
tion she has won coronation and in.
tinvotivi to debasing amtentre .1 • l'hey
thmaaigtot and jubilee. And Christ
will hemline wiextle, art lea, inn-
said to the angels who have brought
Musa. gymnasiums nod churches. The
world is already getting disgest, (1 with each a OroWn for the glorified fintslid:
'No, not thew. They are noC good
Illanyef these anmeetnents, ne won-
enough. But in the jeweled vase at
dee. What an importer
theatrical stuff we hee•• within the lag
11. n ut eon
the right hand Nide of my throne therefew ram hod brought to our shores! la one that I have been preparing forAnd preempts of mintier' patronizing her mazy le year, awl for her everyeach things! Having "
-.1i1 out to the pang I have met an amethyst, and firher every good deed I have set a pearl.
devil, why don't you deliver the goodsand
 in over to him peele.17, body, mind
 Fetch it now and fulfill the premise Iwail. and withdraw your name from
sud ,ay. "Kilo! tlsou faithful unto death, and I will give
gave her long ago) in the sickroom, 'Be
- seeenet•
•
pia k 1r7t
i
Is only , But l'•.e were one Be-
ing in the universe who can and will
distribute the trophies of earth and
heaven. It is the Divine Warner, the
Commander In Chief of the Centurica,
the Champion of Ages, the Universal
, Conqueror, the Son of God, Jesus. You
will take tee spoil* from his hand or
never take them at all. Have his friend-
ship, and you may day all time and
all etertety. tont with, ut it you are a
pauper, though you had a universe at
your commaud. We are told in Revels-
, lion that Jacob's 12 sous were so hen-
ored as to have the 12 gates of heaven
named after them-ever one gate of
heaven Naphtali, over another gate of
heaven bleacher, over another Dan, over
anodic! Gad, over another Zebulen,
over another Judah, awl so en. But
Chrestee name is written over all the
!gates and on every panel of the gates,
; and have his help, his pardon, his inter-
' cemien, his atenement, I must or be aforlorn wretch forever. My Lord arol
; my God, nude) me, and all who hear me
; this day, and all to when' these words
!shall come, thy repentant, believing,!mom. consecrated and ransemed fl
lowers forever!
The Final Triumph.
What a day it will le! This entire
aesemlolnee would rise ti its feet if you
could reelize it, the day in which Chree
shall, in fulfillment ef my text, divide-
the spoil. It WAS a great day whenQueen Victoria, in the reest of the Cri-
mean war, distributed medals to the wl
diem who had conic home siek and
wonuthd. At the Horse guards, in pres-
ence of the royal family, the iujurcd
men were carried in or came on crutches
-Colonel Trowbridge, who lost both
feet at lutermann, tina Captain Sayer,
Who had the ankle joint of his right leg
shoe off at Alma, and Captain Cern.,
his dieibb d limb supported by a soldier,
and others maimed and disfigured and
exhausted-and with her own hand th,
queen gave each the Crimean medal.
And what triumphant days for these sol-
diers when, farther on, they received
the French medal, with the imperial
eagle, and the Turkish nictial, with its
representation of four nags-Frain...,
Turkey, England and Sardinia-anti be-
neath it a map of the Crimea spread
over a gun wheel And what reward
are suggested to all rerulere of history by
mere mention of the Waterloo medal,
aud the Cape medal, and the Gold Cross
medal, and the medals struck for brav-
ery in our American wars! But how in-
significant all these compared with theday when the good soldiers of Juges
Christ shall come in out of the battle-t
of this world, and in the presence of all
the piled _up galleries of the redeemed
and the uufallen, Jesus, our King, sha:idivide the spoil! The more wounds tie
greater the inheritanee. The homer the
ferteel march the brighterthe trophy.
The move terrible the exhaustion tle
more glorious the trnnsp et. Not tie -
gift of a brilliant ribbon, ( r a medal ifbraes, or silver or gold, but a kingdomin which we are to reign fon•vt r see.
ever. Mansions on the et cruel hills. le o
minions of unfading power. Empires I
unt•nding love. Continent.' ( f ( verheet
iug light. Atlantic and Pacific oceans
billowing joy.
It was a great day when Aurelian, the
Roman emperor, came back from his
victories. In the front of the tworeasion
were wild beasts from all lands, sixteenhundred gladiators richly clad, wags aloads of crowns and trophies pres.-ntiuiby conquered citice. Among the cap-
tives Syrians, Egyptians, Outlet, Van-
dals, Sarmatiaue, Franks, and Zenobia,
the beautiful captive queen, on foot in
chains of gold that a slave had to helpher carry and jewels under the weight
of which she tamest filleted. Awl then
came the chariot of Aurelian drawn by
four elephants in gorgeous ceperiwn
and followed by the Roman tenet° mid
the Reiman army, and from dawn tillday the iremion was passing. Renein all hi r history never saw anytheet
more magnificent But how much greet-
er the day when OUT C111111111 Jel411:1,
shall ride ntidcr the triumphal areheo
His captive*, not on ft sit, betin charlotte sill the kingdoms le earth
awl !tenet n in prtectutione The menthe
et lest MI on white hi en 11. Itt111111lilig ii rfinery et thuntlerbelt* tbe unlimbered. Kingdoens in hue, coil
turns in line, saintly, cherubic, ev•
middy, archangello indention+ in lint,
anti Christ et.atted en one great militiahosanna, made out of all halleluiah-4 of
all worlds, shall cry halt to tho preces-
sion. And we forgetting even the htun-blest in all the reach of his cmnien s-
ettee, he shall rise, and then anti there,his work done and his glory conmuna
mated, proceed, amid an ecstasy much as
neither mortal nor immortal ever im-
agined, to divide the geol.
It Say do as Mach for You.
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, Ill., writ, sthat he had a severe kidney trouble formany pore, with severe pains in hisback and :deo that his bladder was :ate-ted. He tried Manly so called kith.ey(newt but without any geod result.About a year ago he began the use ofElectric Bitters and fennel relief atonce. Ele -tiie bitters is especiallyadapted to cure all kidie•y and livertroubles and often gives almost instantrelief. line trial a ill prove our state-ment. Price only e0c at R. C. Hard-wick's drug store.
Mrs. Goseett, a venerable woman ofMt. Sterling, fell and frie•tured ht•r hipyesterday.
The Lonieville Presbytery has nojourned at Princeton after a very 1.11C
c :mint meeting.
The U. S. Gov't Reports
show Royal Baking Powder
superior to all others.
The Hartford Commercial Club is
making an effort to secure a railroad
outlet for that town.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Monroe havegone to housekeeping in the Mete :life
result•tice on Seventh streo.t.
When liabe ',ICA. .7, ca.,. Paatarta.
When rho watt a Chad. she crk41 for castanet.
Wher the twvourteMiss, he clung to easteraart-..-0 she oat 1..A11117110, sp3 0,••• I.-na (Sacra.
vs.
Franklin officers are making it Ss amfor blind tigers.
Thieves are worrying ilendt•rson awlOwensboro people again.
Farmers say that prospects W1•111 neverfiner for crops in the Purehase.
Simpson county Sunday-schete Con-
vention will be held at Pilot Knob, Mee15.
A nian's health
earth,
 him through
the world. He deprods on it for t n-joyment, for happi-
;Ws,. for Success, for
the achievement of
anything ht has inband. Americanstake big chances.They risk everythingin businers. Tht yhave confidence intheir brains andtheir ability. TheAmerican bttsint ss
man is active, fltel-ble, elastic. Knockhim down with fail-
ure. and he in up
again in a minute.
hAisnlonhgeaaftshh,t
 fikePaiiltaredoesn't mean any-
thing to him. He
has lost a little time,hut that it all. I the
eon keep hi* health,be will go lift to sur-
real Ile let t" mite
of that, and ti I id.Iletimiltb,,ilvtlititeteves 'iv IN, ..r Itit li lie lir i ties I -to
L6411,1014 lit,t ' it eaglets Mullen atimile,Y Still h hi illislelithlinit: a°114i il'in014. 1 1E1 l'IL1/1.1 a 111114 111 oisp the rape Inwood tomWhen the topm if ht'alth breaks even IIis
t. When a titan feels himself running
itilt let, it ahmeti he. mended et toner. iteasier to keen health than it is to regain
down, when he 'rally's a loss of vitalityand energy, he must call • halt. Ile is usa down grade. The strands of his ropeare parting rapidly.
Hr. Pierce'n (.olden Medina neenveryha+ helped thousand's of men in just thiscondition. It nutkes health, it makes pure,rich blood, it fume, out impurities andkills germs. It doesn't make any differ.mice what name you call your trouble by-dyspepsia --kidney discaae--rheutnatiem-constimptiim--akin disease, the "GoldenMedical DitiCovrry " will cure it absolutely.None of terse disesees can retain hold.ouUse body when it is full of rich, pure blued.
Every 11111.3 who cares to keep his health shouldhave Dr Pierce's - Common &ma, Medical Ad.viser" -a Ii sely illustrated book of tscd pages.Sent to any address on receipt of al one
-centstamps to mwer coat °Entailing twit"Address, "Woatio's DISP.T.NAAhl A' MIMICALAsseeterio: e No. Ma Main Street, Buffalo, N. V.
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6IMMONS
THE BEST
PRING
and everyone needs It at all times of the
year. Malaria is always about, and the
only preventive and relief is to keep the
Liver active. You must help the Liver a bit,
and the best helper is the Old Friend, SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, the RED Z.
Mr. C. Nimrod, of Lancaster, Ohio,
says: "SIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR
broke a case of Malarial Fever of three
years' standing for me, and less than
one bottle did the business. I --hall use
it when in need, and recommend
Be sure that you get it. Ale eys look for
the RED Z on the package. And don't
forget the word REGULATOR. It is SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, and there is
only one, and every one who takes it is
sure to be benefited. THE BENEFIT IS
ALL IN THE REMEDY. Take it also for
Biliousness and Sick Headache; both are
caused by a sluggish Liver.
J. H. Zeilin & Co., Philadelphia.
_
To-bay
To-Night
laCroara Sala.
WHITINGS, CRANES, HURCS, al
tints, tho finest brands of Linen paper
and envelops. We have bought a job
lot and will sell 75c boxes for 25 cents.
Call and see our MONOGRAM AND
DECORATED PAPER, all at 25 cents
per box.
R. C. HARDWICK.
* 4. ifit-le %awe. e
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eieseleWe'VeWee^~eNS
A Wild Ride
In the of Meld for
LIGHTNING HOT
DROPS.
A sudden attack of
memos
ALWAYS KEEP
Lightning
Hot Drops
III the 1.11.W, Mid MAO 1111.1eA11.1.11414 MO.!.1'ur, all stools( hi sii.i 1tow-
el Troubles, and lama of allelude
NEVER FAILS.
L
 • ..-•14 $ 50C bioale holds 2' tin/Maiuu/ it as .:54. bottle.
.? HERB MEDICINE COMPANY,
SP5iNGFIC1D, 01410.
Professional C3r ds.
VA/W.
T. W. MAK EN". E. EM: I: It.
- -(tEr10 PIA. rt, Sir Sn,14/ 4 p. at. to ;I p. it
Drs. Blakey & Eiger,
PHYSICIANS AND SU ItGE“Ns,
INSVII.I.E, - 
- - K ENTUCK Y.,I Mil, over Phinters Hank-Telephoe office
 I 11.-.1tIctie....
E. C. ANDERSON
Pllysiciaa di Sargon
Office ovt•r Planters Bank. Officehours from 9 to 1 I a. m.. 2 to 4 p.
M. S. Meriweather
EP1101\71711"Itii.-Jrlice over ltarset ea in hummer Block
T. G. YATES
PhysicianzOcculist.
OFFICE with Dr. Hill. Main St.
Telephone 108!
DR. HOWE WALLACE,
Physician and Surgeon,
OFFICE: Upstairs, (-qtr. •ptioueefflee, corner Ninth ate \loon.RESIDENCE: Cur. MIlit• I elev.teen th.
MUCH McKEE
A.ttorness L,F1w.
Speo•oal attoitien given to the vellertionof claims. Office over Planters B:ink.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs, overPlanter!' Bank.
- - KENTUO
21277727171 Irr4'
Cushman's Menthol Balnr;;;
1011, ...cf..at, ewe./ ,-
I) lor
CUTS SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HANDSBURNS ULCERS FROSIEU FEET asBRUISES ITCH RINGWORMSCALDS ERYSIPELAS ARO OLD SORES. ss
Seeciallt Recommended for PILES.
Sto WI,. vc and 1:141iir I ••, rTi Iii1.1011Art1s..111.. glif AA.
-0111.111mILA•Ary 1.. gAt Voi.ilons.. A fertitholHalm is, 01 4IY 1 14 An% Iiii.te t.I. IIiv vi•t1111. 11/dru
 'ti,, I a.e...1 •,1 iou-nt And It,. 141111 ,111 11111/If ,ioo /pi it ,,r w r.ro. 4111. 0., lor east ....1/11., • It 14.41114 .IIII1W14t.
CUSH/MAN DRUG CO.vim 5i PS, IRS et 15f 1Warkwe i• 111110a.
/..aaia343-34.1411).”441.
ATENTS
Caveats, tad radeMarur °be 'Mani and all Pat-ent bummed/ conducted for Mon 
 Seta.Ours orrice es °erosive u, •. orriceand we can be ‘ira pat Lut is less lane t ban thosereniot• bent Washington.Send model, dte•ing or photo., with descrip-tion. We advise, If patentable or n.-t, tree ofcharge. that fee not due till patent lose. ri.A palawaLgy. " How to Olded/ I' ,',u,," withcost of base In the U. S. and 'amigo iouatnesmut Ices. Waldo is,
C.A.SNOW&CO.
Ore P 
 Oreict. larlotriikaMsa P. C.
•
For Dyspepsia
and liver Cmplaint you have a printedguarantee on every bottle of Shiloh's cents. Nasal Injector fr.... Foe saleVitalizer. It never fails to cure.-Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.--SoLit by It. C.by D. C. Hardwick. tiardwkik.
A
er.
1 I, t' Ift 17 mr.tic litid bet k.
The NEW Etta is mite-mei that teo
rnceiwatly for dietritinmhrtitenti:11.11d.B4k)k 
lit 
11()W
Muth vitro, thought and labor has
been expended in its complication, and
it hi offered to the Democrats with the
ussurunce that it Neatens aleolutely
authentic information, not published
ebent here, (of tee tinily orgaisizetion ill
every precinct, county and political di-
vison of the State.
In Mention to complete and at-curate
lists of State and County Executivt•
Committees and the mime of their of-
fieem, it contains lists of the eounties
comeeeing sot' 'Ii Legiehalve, Senatorial.
Circuit Court, Appelatte, ItailiouAl Com-
niessioner, anti Cu wg'resgiolaal District,
awl the name and addrese of the Chair-
man of each committee. It aloe ton-
tains roles of the Stet" Central Com-
mittee adopted loader the authority (if
tht• best State convention, platform of
the party, State and national, tables
showing the vote of the Steel by tome
ties and distriele, :tett stetistite of inter-
est to every Demeerat and citizt•n. One
of its features is the correet mune and
address of every comity tilieer mu t:
State, and a court c•alentiar revised, aloe
brought down to the date of attjourn-
ment of the last Legislature.
It is an indispcnsible retort: for a
Demoeratie ()Mee loldere, those wile
are seeking, or t•xpect to seek office, and
of gleat interest to all 'iv Ito have held
office in the Commonwealth. Itt fart it
constitutes a record of permanent value
to the party, and will enable thooi hav-ing its interest and welfare at heart Iio(organize nitirt• ellit-ieetly its the futUe•
than they have ever lean aible to do ie
the past.
To covt•r the cost of compiling the
matter and printing the book, the price
oof fifty venti has been played upon it,
and it is Moped that every Do•netcrat its
the State will he willing to incur styli a
small expendit are tewurd a reconl of
such value ti till' INU ty.
Adam's-
Difallk•KATIe Si-art': CENTRAL AND Ext."
curies. Comet nee,
Room 71e Columbia 131dg ,
Louise jilt', Ky.
Food, nitre gt stt (1, is I nit 011. Digt it
ed, it is life awl stit Mdlita:s o
us suffer front hidigtetion, but we oft( ii(beset know it. Wt. think It is Solos.-
t !ling else. Even dot btrs oftet: 'Mete le •
t he sy fiat/tome
thin people who are ovt•rworked,
who need strength, Whit svc111 ill aillit
Of proper focal, should take Shatt•r Digcreive Cordial. It is astoisishing what
f011.1 Ns Ill do e hen preperly digested.
It e•ill make pin stitong, revive you
refresh y1111, sustain you. make yeti fat,i-tettore ;astir maks• innecie, erainfibre, 1 011ragf., 1.111111r141114'. thergy ; its -41% ase your low sr to threw 111SCIL.A•11.1111 keep yieu healthy mei hat goy.
I tortilyest Ifni iltits just the 14,14wite, but
I ndigo-time can be t•ttriel 1111/1 1111.‘cl!t•',1
by Shaker leg( slice Cordial.
Add by druggists. Trial lottle heI ents:.
In Bad Company,
A St. Louis paper print- thie:
NV. E. Clark, of Hopkineville, Ky., ask
ed the wrest:trice of the Health ito•part-
mete Tut•sday in his mearth for a way-
ward young W1/1111111 front IhKoven.Ky-, who hatl run UM ay from her home
and was thought to Lt. h.:ailing an im-
moral life.
l'he girl Was Ineat191 itt S, r-otitl andLasalle ateettr filo pollee and tak. tiby the 11..0111 Mk 111 the City ilitepeal to 111111it the of her childDr. Clark says the nine Inilia Mitchell, toed that she it Of a Weedtallith. al Do Iseveti. $111, was
hy it pottier man there, midMote three intotallis ego ran 'sway I.,this city.
'Her rather, Mr.!. S. Atito•hell askoolDr. Clerk to cone tIk St. 1A1111•1 111111 111.11thi• girl awl iii) e hat lie e5)01.1 for lel'
414.-
Paducah may well feel proud ofof her enterprises. Mutant 1). Wilson &Son. of Kimble, Ky.. write. to the E. E.Sutherland Medwine cenapeity as foelees: eehhe write this tit certify theeointlerful and grand eoutl results ti-onsyour Dr. Hall's Pine Tar whit 11is selling faster than any medicine weever Sethi. Put 11)11' who vit•ver trded atour store have heard ofit and tomesfront adjoining rountits for it. that.easo• lit pin tics lar is flue of Mrs. SmithWooldridge. of this plata, vi ho was soante-tell with her din tat for over twoyv:irll that She omit! net speak alovewhisper. After she weel the first 1u t-(le of 1)r. Bell's Pew Tar Homey shecould talk as well as ever and the cast.is Neel' a wonderful cure that lit•rneighbors come to see for thernselveean I are asemielied to hear her talk.Mr. A. R. Humble, also of this plat e.save your Dr. 13.11's Tiny 'futile Titbit team' • doling him more genii for dyspeineathen ally medicine he ever used. Thesear • only ii few cases 111111 we know thatth et' cannot be too much etid in 'orals-.of year celthratts1 nooslicima. Wo• an.thankful that we haul an opportunity toby such valuable geo(Ls. They art. prey -lug a blessing too our community.
THE VICE i'RESIDENCY.
lsi'ia-itn. TO NEW ERA)
Washington, D. C., May -1-Tht• poli
ticians are ture;eg their atteni ism to tie.
perstaialty of he Kiiiley'e running Ilinte.
There 'is-as mut 1 a all at tie 4 %spitel ti relay
alout the second place out 1111.1{1•11abliCall
ticket. W bile a g11011 deal has bt.O11 said
ale out Southern 1111111 Air Viet. President.
it seems tto both', °pit t i iiii of the McKin-
ley people that the second plate a ill gi.
to The East. Mill:ill. (of Nt•w .1t-rsey,
wonlei like theta:WV. 111111 his State is lik
ely to press him with vigor. The Nett
York C4 nigrerisivit act iii to think that
if the nomination is tog') bitheir Stat.
ex-Setiatar NN'arniT Miller u ill be the
one favoreol loy the delegation.
Jan. IN. peek
Ties testimonial is n Ils4 sleeted andfor the benefit of humanity My damp Iifor has been subject to severe 01111. 111111ertmp and lIftell tak1111 M it II t.ieleistceuglaing spells at night. Dr. Bell'el'ine Tar 11011.7 is tlit• telly preparationI have found that will relieve her. ItIii nk it is ad iti the householdas a life preserver oli 11'0e:sonde nit.
111'0•P•Al Is I ly
B. I. Jews.),
M02 W. iiritiso St.
Lenieville, Ky.Seld by le C. Ils
A Mad flog Scare.
Crofton temple are ninthly excited.
A few days ago a dog, supposed hi be
mad, rant through the town and, it is
sale, bit twelve or more dogs.
Since that time there hae been a
whoheale slaughter of (Imitate, and the
trustees of the town hale passed all or
din:ince authorizing the marshal Iii kill
All 1101111IZZItil ilittra 011 the htrectri.
Ni file of the citizens have is.en bit 1-y
tile deign.
Preaching Fille S.1111101111.
liii- cut's- 11444 Ilt lirielinn Chmela
are beteg lotintily of heeled end lite. ,1
W, Muth. la pro tithing intim tory filo
'rho Meeting %Ili pettludiliraillidie for them Seek... lion Illip
Ilreett Times,
MANS' 01IN't'EST)4.
IMPVCIAL III SKS' Eit I
E‘atimville, hut., Alay 1.- Ittestitolioati
primaries 14/ 11i.111(111014 11/ 11It.
1,01.1111ty enevent ion vt.ere le•Itl yesterday.
They went the le•eliest ever Mee in the
city, and theCentral -.11111111...ill/.0 111111 1111'
old-timers are each el:theism II V ictory.
About half half the presences het t• one
tester' itch 'gust it
sth•stastee!weise.4e...taie
' "•.1
I •lr
Latsrrh Lured
health and sweet breath seenree, heShiloh'm Catarrh le,ti;o41v. Price 50
NN, 
,
NtN. NNNINN.`
for Infante and Childre
CITHERS, Do You Kno
Beitetnan's Drops, Godfrey' s
moat remedies for children are composed of opium or Knee
Do You Know
 that opium and morphine are stupefying ear-
Do You Know
 that In must Quuntriesdiregglata are set permitted to
without labeling them :
DO Yell Know
 that you should not garnet any medicine
llama you or your phyrician know of .bat it is cutup:mud
Do You Know
 that Castoria la a purely vegetable preparationits ingrw bent.: us published with every bottle T
De You Know
 that Cartoria Is the prescript lot of the famous SamuelThat it has been In use for nearly thirty years, ' that tuore eadtada Is now *oldof a.' other remedies for children eombineill
Do Yin Knew
 that the Pates•t (-Wee Department of the relte..1 ENtes,other ei litre's. have Issued exclude, right to Dr Pitcher and his &PROM to use
Castorim" and its tumult., and that to imitate them is state prison offense;
Do You Knew
 that one of the reasons for grancng that government protection wbecause cantoria Lad been prow a to 'Ye atmalutaly harmless?
Do You Kumar
 that MO average doses of :anona are furnahed for 35earte; or one cent a dose?
D•• You Know
 that when peumemmi of this perfect preparation. year children lawbe kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest t
Well, the.. ttiegs
 are worth knowing. They facts.
•••
The fne-simila
signature of 1,44‘
to be given
and that
wrap p.r.
is on every
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorlas
feels good and looks
good in a shirt that
was washed with
Ctairette Soap,-
he soap that makes
iings clean without
rming them.
wervemos. Saes can av
L 
filitakterrant, St. Lens.
THE
QUICKIIST
LINE--"Rt?
Steatite
0111Silltio II 1
D.rect CaaneCtleal. Pa
CINCINNATI AIID THE EAST.
Direct Connections teir
all Points Is
Mississippi, Louisiana, Ark-.
\
Texas, Oklahoma, Mexico. 
and Lahlornia.
FAST TIME
LIMITED TRAINS.
PULLMAN illifiTT SLEEPERS.
Write for information to it e nearest ageat
the Chesapeake. °kw A Sootnewstars lit, IL
JOHN ECHOLS, S C. HATCH,
Can I Menu Gen 1 Plias Sgt.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
your tobacco to
They
Lighten
Labor
sad must plasm the Housewifebecause they are perfectin every part.
Used Thousands. Shou
Quick Dakers,
Superior Cookers,
Powerful Heaters.
Great variety of stylesandalass.
A Written Guarantee
given yid] every stows
Ic1 be bv You.
old by Pre W. Mr, Hoptimilr, Ke)tr..cy
PIGO.S CURE FOR
'11u. 11,0
I ••• oi"Unie.tiv
CONSUMPTION
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso'mCure for Consumption in myfamily, and 1 ani continually whiting ()thereto get it. Undoubtedly it is the
0
Best Cough Medicine
1 CVO!' used.-W. C. N;ILTENDEROPR, Clarion, Pa.,Dec. 29, 1894.-1 sell Piso's Cure for Consump-tion, and never have any corn-
Slioam-, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dee, Llst, 1894.
I , r p.Tu. I Lam,.I.v Druloct.o.,
‘"
CONSUMPTION 
c
Man
11•11•11•111111•111111•10110L01•11•Sli4•11•111113wm-•-•- ,COCIttittTelfir,•
• 
▪ Bulk siod- Li Ant,,!,,, to package loofa.
/14 :WA RI;
of Imitation trade
marks and label..
(is the whole story
about
Nt.10 HA
-f- 
)
•
I
iARttl AND HAIAttlER SODAi in packages. Costs no more than ether eackage ••ciea -never a:4:e Is eis 110er-universally ace unvledeed purest in the 6• 
4
II Made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere. is•in Write for Arm and Hammer Rook of valuable Recipes E 'i:1;1 I. 
t• 
r
la•1011011•111011011.11111111•MOM0201111*Negge•osasaasasaissawanaaca
Beautiful Sonvenirs
Given Away.
To all visitors, on Thimday and Friday,April 2nd and 3rd.
Our
Spring Opening
of all the rich, beautiful Persian Silks, irn
ported Novelty Dress (hoods, the most choice
Trimmings, Silk. Limn Madras, Percale.
Shirt Waists, Freud] Organdies, La-
ces, Embroideries, adkerchiefs, Raw.
N °Nett),
 Necklet ar ring Capes, etc. 111il-
linery of every description. Lovely Frenchi
Vattern Hats and Bonnets, Ribbons, F lowcrs
Ornaments. Shoes, and Oxfords, Carpets and
Rugs. Our invitation extended
ITEM
-
....•••
nbery. 
'Ter:
PEOPLES' AREIMIISE1HANBERY & 1311RYER. Proprietors.
Railroad Sired, Bel- 10111 u• 11/h.
- ICen.tucir.sr.
T. C. HANBERY, Sqlesman.
297.13== =INT leen-
Sam'l Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
Marble G4frie Monuments
TA8LE1S, ETC, ETC,
CLItRKVILLE: : TENNI!: SEE
Frank Dabney. 
,hIu le. t. (Ise aNelson & Dabney,
Tohoco ttludim,
111 OPK1NSVILLE WAREHOUE.COB. 1.11.1,LROAD :-: AND -:- 11TH STREIEB
C
•sdate,
oper & Co.
REET, HOPKINSVILLE KY
•
E P TU iiN1 EY
LL tc TURNLEY
'co Warehousemen,
GR
Clarks
oeneral Centruisolon Merrioaner:WAREHOUSE,
Tentless...Toe rata
'I Canute.
fOm P MAJ
tete tit tear
all ho i see tobacco to 5-1 . Mirk your 
hopseads GILL
CW11 ft.1,11Abe shade 011 C u•iatatents
_ 
JAS. FY .1 ft
Lute of tiivcua 11e
m
 
AJOR -
IPtIOlarNanf
TOM
bleill74T-ii 40111
'ate! Mai.. Streeti
OR & CO,, I, r-
NTI.SVILLE, I
. Liberal thlvancea.
isaleA. Special anent'
ei CA-end rick
Daily auctionthe free 'tome.
te
C. D Ranjon•Central arehouse
EN DRIC1IINYON,Tobacco 11esraell,CLARKSVILLE 
- TENNESSEE
I. P. 1:1001 AO). N
t It
CENTisL
TOBACCO
 Wt't-,igo-usE
dwards BarnFird prietors,
k 1 “euri..,rat
Woo. M
GISVILLE
Your Hogelicade Ta
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